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A 	INTRODUCTION 
The present Appendices have not been bound together with the main 
text in one volume for several reasons. One single volume had become 
rather bulky. It is also an advantage to have the Appendices in a sepa-
rate volume when they must be consulted frequently as in this case. The 
decicive reason, however, is that the line printer of the computer instal- 
lation at Bergen prints from top to bottom edge of paper which has a 'height' 
equal to the 'width' of the A4 size of paper used for Volume 1. The differ-
ences in typescript margins necessitate employing a special spine arrangement 
The computer programs included in the present Volume 2, Appendices, hay 
been used to solve problems which are described in the text of Volume 1. In 
that context the aim was to identify the problems and to define the goals. 
The mathematical formulations and the selected approaches to the solutions 
were described by only a few key equations. Instead of just presenting a 
few more of the most important equations and a text summary of the compu-
tational procedures, the complete computer programs will be listed here. 
In this way the numerical analysis of the principal points of this study 
are available to the reader in full. 
Some short explanatory notes, mainly on the notation of the input 
and the output, are also given explicitly. The references quoted in these 
notes refer to the reference list of Volume 1. The programs listed are 
all G-level FORTRAN-IV versions. All input are read from punched cards 
and all output are printed by a line printer. 
This study has also made use of some other computer programs which 
are not included. These programs solve problems beside the main theme 
of this study. Among these programs are plotting and array-processing 
routines. This part of the work was done in cooperation with some colle-
gues and the programs will be described elsewhere. 
B 	EXPLANATORY NOTES ON THE PROGRAMS 
Bi TIME-TERM PROGRAMS 
Time-term program version 1 is a FORTRAN-IV version of the Atlas 
Autocode time-term program described by Parks (1967). He included a 
detailed description of the program and therefore only a short outline 
of the program is given in section 4.1 of Volume 1. Minor alterations 
had to be introduced in the FORTRAN version because of differences in 
the two languages. An example of the latter is the lack of the vari-
able array length feature in FORTRAN-IV. Some new features were also 
included at the conversion stage. Examples of these are the options 
to use preset velocities and to include several data sets in the same 
run. 
The first input card in the file of each data set contains the 
following information: an identification number of the data set, IDNO; 
a number indicating the expected maximum number of connections in the 
data set, MMAX; a number indicating the expected maximum number of shots, 
IrIAx; and a number indicating the expected maximum number of stations, JMAX. 
The second and the following cards contain each the information of 
one observation. This information consists of the shot identification 
number IAA(M); the station identification number IBB(M); the observed 
travel time CC(M); and the distance DD(M). The program reads data cards 
until the field for the shot number on a card reads zero (a blank card 
usually inserted). 
The shot and station identification numbers of real observational 
data included in this study are all shown in the first two map figures 
of Volume 1. The identification numbers are of course dummy when cal-
culated data sets are run. 
The following card contains the variable VEL. If this is zero 	7 
(another blank card) the program employs the calculated velocity in 
the output. If the VEL value is different from zero, the VEL value is 
employed as velocity in the output. 
The next card contains the dummy variable IDATA. The program 
stops if the value of IDATA equals 1. The program reads another data 
set if the value of IDATA equals 2. 
The first printed line of the output gives the data set identifi-
cation number IDNO. The first three numbers on the next printed line 
are numbers read in the input: the expected number of observations, the 
expected number of shots, and the expected number of stations. These 
numbers are followed by three more numbers indicating the number of 
observations, the number of shots and the number of stations actually 
counted by the computer within the data set. 
The observational equations then follow in a tabular form. Each 
line contains from left the shot identification number, the station 
identification number, the travel time, the distance, an internal pro-
gressive sequence number for the shots followed by a similar internal 
sequence number for the stations. These two last numbers are the numbers 
introduced as indexes in the matrix calculations. 
The next page also starts with a line repeating the data set identi-
fication number. The following list explains the notation of the rest of 
the output:— 
V 	 calculated velocity. 
SD V standard deviation of the calculated velocity. 
i/v 	inverse of calculated velocity. 
SD i/v standard deviation of the inverse velocity. 
SUM OF SQUARED RESIDUALS refers to the sum of residuals of all observations. 
SD OF T 	standard deviation of one time observation. 
SULDIJX2 the weight of the inverse velocity and therefore a spread 	8 
effectiveness factor. 
LOCATION heading of column containing first the shot identification 
numbers followed by the station identification numbers. 
Also used as heading for two columns, the left giving the 
shot or station identification number, the right giving the 
number of connections involved for the site listed. 
TIE—TER1VIS heading of two columns, the first containing an expression 
for the time—term as a function of the velocity, followed 
by a column containing the calculated time—term. 
SD OF TT standard deviation of time—term treating the whole data set 
as the independent statistical population. 
CIJ and DIJ calculated parameters used as 'observational data' in a second 
step of the least squares solution. 	Shot and station in- 
volved are given in the two columns to the left of the CIJ 
column. 
DIJX2 squares of DIJ. 
DELIJ residual. 
SDEL2 sum of squares of residuals for all the connections to the 
site listed. 	The site number and the number of connections 
are given in the columns to the left of SDEL2. 
SD OF DATA standard deviation of the data for the site listed. 
2SD OF TT standard deviation of the time—term for the site listed, 
treating the data for that site as being a separate sta- 
tistical population. 
1SD OF TT standard deviation of the time—term for the site listed, 
treating the whole data set as the statistical population 
(repetition of SD OF TT), this is the value quoted in Volume 1. 
DBAR mean distance for all connections to the site listed. 	The 
site number and the number of connections are given in the 
columns to the left of DBAR. 	 1 	 9 
SDTV 	contribution of the standard deviation of velocity to 
the following composite standard deviations of time-term. 
1SDTV 	combination of SDTV and 1SD OF TT. 
2SDTV combination of SDTV and 2SD OF TT. 
The graphical presentations of the distribution of residuals by 
distance and size need no explanatory note. 
Time-term program version 2 also employs a constant apparent ve-
locity but is different from version 1 in that the last station time-
term is not set to zero and in the way observational data having zero 
travel time and distance are included. Such 'connections' are inter-
preted to state that the shot and station time-terms are equal. As 
mentioned in Volume 1 the sum of the residuals for each site need not 
necessarily be zero when more than one interchange are entered. This 
is the reason why the standard deviations assuming the whole data set 
to be the independent statistical population are quoted in Volume 1. 
Time-term program version 3 in contrast to versions 1 and 2 allows 
for a varying apparent velocity. The last station time-term is set to 
zero. This version introduces the velocity parameter Vi which now 
appears together with its standard deviation on the output. One line 
in the output still gives the constant velocity calculated on the data 
set but all the rest of the solution refers to the case with a varying 
apparent velocity. The notation in the rest of the output has an equi-
valent meaning as for the two first versions. 
Some of the output given for versions 1 and 2 is now dropped. 
The calculated parameters ClJ, DIJ and so forth used in the second least 
squares step are not printed. The individual contributions to for example 
SUIV]DIJX2 are of most interest in planning studies. 
The tabular arrangement containing DBAR, SDTV, 13DTV and 2SDTV is 
also dropped. Because version 3 calculates two velocity parameters, no 
simple relation exists giving the contributions of the velocity 	10 
uncertainties to the uncertainty of time-term. To keep the sta-
tistical approach consistent throughout this study, the standard 
deviation of time-term quoted in Volume 1 includes no contribution 
of the standard deviation of the velocity parameters. 
Time-term program version 4 is similar to version 2 in that it 
does not set the last station time-term to zero and accepts data indi-
cating that one or more shots and stations have equal time-term values. 
Version 4 is similar to version 3 in allowing for a varying apparent 
velocity. The input and output formats are the same as for version 3. 
11 
B2 	TRAVEL TIME CURVE PROGRAM 
The travel time curve program analysis has been developed by 
Landisman et al. (1966) and the fundamental equations are quoted in 
Volume 1, page 44. 
The input card file starts with a card containing the alphameric 
variable LABEL, used for identification of the data set. The next card 
contains the radius of the earth, R; the surface velocity, V; a dummy 
alphameric variable, UNIT; and the degree to kilometer conversion factor, 
PERDEG. The following cards contain two numbers, the first, D, is the 
depth and the second, Vi, is the velocity at that depth. As an end of 
data flag zero depth is used (a blank card). 
The next card contains three numbers: the first is the angle of 
emergence, E, of the wave path for the first calculated travel time; the 
second is the increment, BE, added to E for the next calculated travel 
time; the third is a maximum distance, DELTAX, beyond which no travel 
time is calculated. The next card contains the dummy variable, L, indi-
cating whether another data file follows. 
On the first line of the output is printed the data set identifi-
cation variable, LABEL, followed by a table giving the input velocity-
depth function. One additional column in that table gives the ray para-
meter for the ray which has the deepest point at the given depth. The 
next line gives first the initial angle of emergence, E, followed by the 
increment in angle of emergence, BE, and DELTAX, the distance beyond 
which no travel time is calculated. 
Then follows a table giving the distance both in degrees,.DELTA, 
and in kilometers, X, followed by the travel time, T, and the apparent 
velocity, VEL3, called VA in the heading. The ray parameter, P1, is 
also given in the table. 
12 
- B3 	STRAIGHT LINE TRAVEL TIME CURVE PROGRAM 
The straight line travel time curve program applies the principle of 
least squares to fit a line to the —t observations. It assumes A free of 
error and all t—coordinates of equal weight. The analysis of such a case is  
outlined in most text—books in statistics. The program includes a call for 
a subroutine, PLOT, identical to the plotting section of the time—term 
programs. 
The first card on the input data file contains the alphameric vari-
able, LABEL, used for data set identification. The next card contains the 
number of observations to be read, N. followed by a reference velocity, RV, 
and a reference intercept time, RTI. The following cards contain the obser-
vational data in the same format as used also for the time—term programs. 
These cards contain the shot identification number, STNN; the station identi-
fication number, STN; followed by the observed time, TIME, and the distance, 
DELTA. The last card in the file contains the variable, L, indicating 
whether another data set follows. 
The first printed line of the output contains the variable LABEL for 
data set identification. The next printed line gives the number of obser-
vations, N, followed by the reference intercept, RTI, and the reference 
velocity, RV. 
The rest of the output needs few explanatory remarks. The two columns 
headed 0—C refer to the reference and the calculated values of velocity and 
intercept time respectively. The heading RTIE means the root—mean--square 
error of the time observations. 
13 
B4 	CALCULATIONS OF HIDDEN LAYERS 
The basic formula applied by this program is quoted in Volume 1, page 
69. The notation follows Berry and West (1966). The version of the program 
listed replaces the lower layer of a two-layered crust by a given number of 
hidden layers. The critical distance for the Upper Man -tie and all the hidden 
layers are common. The program can also be used for calculating the depths 
to the interfaces of a simple two-layered crust with constant velocities as 
well as for a 'continuous' velocity increase in the second layer (many hidden 
layers). Only few alterations have to be made in the program to make it in-
to another version which will replace other layers of a given multilayered 
crust. Several other such versions have been written and they differ only 
in the statements preceding the comment statement expressing that all the 
time-terms and all the velocities must be read or generated by the preceding 
statements. 
The first card on the input data file for each data set contains the 
variable named LABEL which is used for data set identification. The next 
card contains all the numerical information. The first number is the total 
number of interfaces to be assumed in the calculations, N, followed by the 
two given time-terms, A(1) and A(N). The next three numbers are the veloci-
ties, V(i), V(2) and V(N+1). The last 1 card contains the variable MORE which 
is used to indicate whether another data set follows. 
The first printed line of the output gives the data set identification 
variable,LABEL. The main part of the output is included in a tabular layout. 
The notation used in the heading has the following meaning: V-velocity; A-
time-term; D- layer thickness; H- cumulative thickness (depth). The critical 
distance and the critical time used as the hinge point in the calculations 
are named XC2 and TC2 respectively. 
tL III\ IV U LLVLL 	j.b 	 UAlt = (iiiJ 
C TIL 	1Ek 	PRUG ;~ Alll 	VERSILN 	1 
0(01 UIfrLN1CN 	113e)),Ibu(18C),CC(16C),CL1130),1C- 6(160),IHH(130 
U 	) 1FF (60) ,IP(16,C), ST( 163 ,l),Su 	160 ,L) 	I(J, 00 1, 
,(3CC ) 	( 	6C 	) , 	1N (L' 	,L0) ,T3( 160, 1) ,LJL 1JJ, 1), GIJ ( 1)) 	 11 180 
5, IPLLI (:,5) ,IXjUt( 57), 1L/K(58 ), IT EGN( 13 ) ,KEKT( 
0()2 EcUlV t LCNLE 	(IPt1,U,t(1) ),t IP(1,21),b(l)),(IP(l,411,cIN(l,lfl 
CCG3 IS REAL 	(51) 	IDC,fr,X,IX,JMAX 
1 FCPfrfl 	(L) 
CC.S .1L (,2 ) 	ICNC 
2 FCRYAT(1h1,SbOA1 	SET 	,14) 
CCC7 CO 	i 	t1,frtX 
CCCE RE (5,) 	1A.(M),I(),CCUd),CC(M) 
C('S 3 FLRtT 	(1X,2I5,FlO02) 
CC1 IF 	(1())4,5, 
' CLN1It\LE 
CC12 5 P=M - 1 
C U\JLX 	SHCT 	LABELS 
IEE(1)LA(1) 
c1 
CCli IF- h(1 )1 
iC1E 
cc 1 
("C 7 lF(ItI(K) 	oEQo 	IEE(I)) 	CL) 	10 	8 
C21 1141. 
CC22 IF(I 	ot\E0 	NCA+1) 	CC 	TC 	7 
CO23 ILL( I )=1i(K1 
CC2'. N C A 	I 
OC25 E I(K)I 
IF(< 	E0 	t') 	GJ 	TO 	6 
C ICLX Tfl1CN 	LA3ELS 




CC 3I zi 
CC2 !.0 IF( IE(K) 	0 E( 0 	IFF(J)) 	CC 	IC 	11 
CC33 JJ+i 
IF( .J 	0 tE 0 	tC3+1) 	CC 	IC 	10 
14 
tLKibfl\ I 	LVtL 	AU 
	
M 14 i III 	 UMI 
CC3 1 F F (J)IL(K) 
O37 ii IHH(K)J 
CC3E IHK 	rL0 	) 	G6 	TC 	G 
((3ç R1rE 	( c 	,12 ) 	 tiX, IMAX, JMX,M,iLJ,JC3 
C C 4 C' 12 FrM,1tJ/cX, 13,5X,13,4)( 1 13,5X,13,5X ,13,4X,13//) 
; 
c 	A? AIR 11E 	(,3) 	I (K),IE€(t),CC(K),  LL) (K),GG(K), IiiH(K) 
13 FRt'11(lF 	,gX,14 9 3X,14,3x,F60 2,3X,F702,3X,13,4X, I3 
CCL4 14 CL\TINLE 
C AL(t 	AKIAY 	Cit'SICl\ 
(C'45 




CCS1 IF(ISI,J5.i)= 10 
Oc2 2 LLi\11f'.LE 
CC3 3C CCt\JIt\LE 
C(4 
0(55 C 	31 	K=l,L 
CC5' 1I1CG(K) 
0057 JSJ=Ibh(<) 
CC5€ ST(,1 )(C(K) 
c5c 5C( t<,1 )[)CtK) 
1P(,iSL)1 









- .' O 
( C 6 6 
LcU)iJo 
C M.T1X 	CFERTIONS 
C TH.SNLL 
C U, 'k 	1C2 	K1,t\ 
ccc EC 	ii 
C C 7 C 1SC 
('(71 Uc 	11C 	I=I,M 
CC72 ISIS4IF(1,K)*1F(I,J) 
CC3 ICC CU\1ItLE 
CC4 I(K,J=IS 
1 
rLrtl'#i' I V U 	 L, A 1 L 	- 
(75 1C1 CCt\11ME 
1 C 2 CCt1ILE 
(c77 CALL 	TRMUL(t\,i,I1., IP,18O,O, ST,130 1 1,T 9 180,1) 
CC7E C\LL 	TPMJL(\,M,I, IP,183,oO,S3,1O ,1,fJ,lt3U, 1) 
C 
C 	3 )O 	I1,F\ 
CCC LC :c 
iC3 1 A ((1-1) *,N 4j )= IQ (I, j 
CC82 ?CC CCtTILE 
(CE L(i)1o/(1) 
CC34 
CCE CC 	C2 	I2 1 M\ 
CC H11=C0 
(CE7 2C2 CCt'TILE 
CC3S 





CL 	2 	1!,K 
(CcE II-N 
CCS 










C)12 CC 	J1,K 
O31 IJ=IJ+N 
C)1 J=Jt'41 
C) 15 E(I):E(Itv)-(1J)*A(JM)*3(MM) 
C116 3C5 CC\1ILE 
16 
rLF'lr'I.r IV 	LLVCL 10 	 1 1 1 41I 	 - 	ILJ..0 
C1 tLIsN 
rl J1€ L(t1)L(1) 
ciic 3c 6 CCTILE 
Cl2C IfrY\ 




CC 	32C 	.=1,tc 
C2 6 rJ=tJ4r' 
C121 IJ1JN 
C2E 
G12S 20 CLNTINUE 
C3C cc 	:?Q 	Ii,N 
:2 3C 	J:1H 
0132 I(I ,J)L((I—L)*N+J ) 
(I I 3C CLI\IINLE 
C PATPUL 
CALL 	TUL(\,N,IA,1t,6O,60,T,18O, 1,T3,1O,uJ 
O13 LiLL 	N/TNLL(N,1J ,IA,Q1t,),oU,L),15'), i,C3,180,1 
C CL(ULTE 	CIJ 	CU J 	V 
0137 SLfrCC="0 
C13 E DC 	5C 	I1,L 
o3c ISi=I(G() 
C14C  
CI()=CL()—T3(NC+JSJ,i)—T3(IS I I I ) 
LjJ(K)=CL(I<)—D3(ISI,1)—L3(1\CA+JSJ,1) 
rl 43 SLMC2:SUNL2I61J(\)J1J(K) 
SLCLSLNL3+C1J(K)DIJ(K) 
0145 50 CLThT Ir\LE 
Cl'I 6 C I j IN )CC (N )—T3 N 	) 
0141 L JJ( t 	)=iL (N )—D3 (, 1) 
C14E 3LML2SUC24D1J(N)*01J (1 
C14S SLfrcNCL+IJ 	N*DIJ(t.) 
G5C V=SLNL2/LNCD 
03 51 151'77) 	\EL 
C12 c Ftfr1(FA02) 
C13 1FLEcQCQ) 	GC 	TG 	9  
C154 I1L(,S7) 	' 
S78 FJR1(6}- 	v= 	,F503,3EH 	THIS 	CALCLLATEU 	VLLCCITY 	IS 	NOT 	LJSLL//) 
(I5 
 
V E L 
c1 1 =!oi 
17 
FL.f' lrI' 	I 	U L.LV.L 	• 	 II P AI 	 &Ji I L. - 	i a. A. J 'J 	 '-' 4. 1 V 6! i_ 4 
C CtLCULA1E 	DEL 	UEL2 	LJBAR 
C15€ 5UCL20 0 
C15S DC 	'J 
DLL(< )=CIJ(K ) —UIJ (K )/\i 
C1 	I CCL2 ()LEL(K )*DEL(K) 
0162 LtDL2=SLUL2+L)EL2(K) 
C1 t 3 60 CLtTINUE 
C14 1C 	7 IH,N 
SDEL2(1F- ) C0 
C CJ\11NE 





C113 ac CCNTIMJC 
037 A tRI1L 	(,€1) 	ID\C 
O]15 81 FORT 	(1I-1,I-UiTA 	SLT 	,I//) 
C31 6 LizR1(SUt'DL2/ (SufrD2tM—N-1)) 
C111 i1L(,E) 	.,i)\i 
€5 FCt'L1(F 	V= 	,5o3,0,7h 	SC 	V= 	,E1004) 
1R1(S Ct" CL 2/ LW frC2( t'—I\—l)fl 
0130 RITE 	(o,€) 	V1,DV1 
C1611 Ee FCIt'1 (i/cu i/ 	,F7 0 5,5X,8hSC 	11V 	,E1004) 
01d2 n R11E 	(ô,d7) 	SUP'L)L2 
cl E-1 €7 FCt1 (/127k-' SLJ" 	CF 	S(UML- C 	RESIDUALS 	,E1)o4//1 
(ILL SLCFTS1(SLtuL2/(M—t-1)) 
1TE 	(,Ea) 	SL)CFT 
.e FCA1 (UI- SL 	CF 	1= 	,E1C04//) 
dRITE 	6,€c) 	SUMLJ2 
C;18 S FUt'.1(12k- 3LuCIJX2 = 	,19o3//) 
C1JS RI1L(,c) 
CiSC O FCT 	(/I- 	LCC1T1C 1 10 9 10HTIME 	T MS,1O,h5O 	OF 	TI) 
C11 DC 9 W 	t\CA 
12  
019 SLiTTI (1< )5RT (IN(K,K)*SUCL2/ (J'—N—1 
c.1c F:iTE 	(a,c2) 	ILL(K),T3(K,1)903(K,1),X,SUTT1(KJ 
cc 32 ,F7 0 3,3h/ 	,2(2X,F703H 
C]S c3 CC'S1ILE 
0158 CC 	54 	=K,f\ 
ccc X1( K,1 )—C3( K,1 )/V 
L, 1 1 	IrJ.I' 1 V 	¼. 	LLVLI. LL 	 l_I,Il'4 	 L4 m a 	L. 	- 
SJTT1(K)S(4RT(4IN(K,K) *SUP bL2/(M-N-1)) 
I 	L 	(,S2 ) 	iFF(K-NC) ,T3(K,1),L(K,1),X,St111(K) 
A LEN 11NLE 
C23 vR11E 	(6,55) 
02(4 55 FCRfr.1 	(JIH- 	,14X,3hCIJ,1X,3HUIJ 1 7X,5hDIJX2,(.X,5hOELIJJ 
LL 	Si 
(2C YL ij (I 	)*C I 	(< ) 
c C R1T Z 	S) 	IA1(K) ,IEE(K) ,CIJ(K),J1J(K),Y,ULL(K) 
56 FCt'.1 	(IF 	,2I4,4X,F603,'1)(,F703,4X,F80394X,F03) 
C2S 57 CCr11NLE 
021C = C, ii( 	)ET1JU) 
O2 	1 I T E 	(5,c 	) 	 1FF(C6)9CIJ (t) ,UIJ(M),Y,D6LIN) 
C12 SE FCkt1 (!h 	,X ,14,'tX,Ft 0 3,4X,F703,4X,F803,4X,F603) 
('2.3 R1TE 	(6,2) 
0214 200 FCt1(/iJ - 	1 3x,3bLccAT1or\,X 9 5HScEL2,8X,1OhSO 	OF 	UAT 1 7X 9 
l3F2u LF 	11,X,l1SD 	LF 	in 
C21.5 CC 	21 1L 	I-1,'CA 
x!51(CEL2(1h)/(IC(Ih,1b) - 1)) 
fl2.7 
C2j RITE 	(á,C5) 	XLL(IH),JL(Ih,Il -i),SCLL2(IH),X1,SUTT2tIH), SOT T1(1H) 
(215 205 FLR1X,I4,4,L1o4,X9E1Oc4,1X, E1004,7X,E1004) 
C22C 21') (Cl\TItWE 
Cfl DC 	22C 	IhF(K,t\ 
x=1(CLL2(IH/(1(1t-,1h)-1)) 
022 SDTT2(IHSRT(SLLL2(1) - )/((1(Ih, Ili )1è*I1(Ih,1h)1) 
Cr24 R1T E 	(6,2(5) 	IrF(IH-N04),IQCIH,1H) ,SuEL2(IH),X1,SUTT2(IH), 
1sCTT: 	(IF) 
(2 2 2 C CuN1IM.E 
022 kRITE 	(6,23() 
22 230 FT(//1b 	,3X,6hLCLTICt 9 7X,4HCR,1OX,4hSDTV,11X,5i'i1SL)TV9 
lix, 5b2SL:T 
(22E CC 	2'C 	IFi,C.A 
22c LR(IF)CER11H/1Q(jH,lh) 
C23C sDr=scviLeR( IH) 
C3 21(LT+TT1(IF)*2) 
x5T(C1V**2+TT2(Lh)2) 
C2 RITL 	(6,235) 	IE(1b),1L(1F,IF),CMR(1H),SUTV,X2,X3 
023Z 235 FCRt.A1(4IX ,2I4,6X,Fo2,3(ôX,E1Oo4) I 
C2i 24C CCi'\llNLE 
C236 DC 	2C 	1HKK,t' 
0237 
C23 E SCT\5C1LdRt Jh) 
C2c >2=1(L1\*2+SDTT].(1H)**2) 
19 
UIT4I rLIu'-P iv 	U 	LLLL .Lc 	 JM4. 	- 
02'iC 
I1E 	(,235) 	IFF(Ih—,I(IH,Ih),Ct3Ak(1t1),SCTV,X2,3 
25C CLi\lIt'LE 




0241 CC 	5 I=19t' 
C2'E IF (uEL( 1) 	0GT0 	Yt'IX) 	YtAX=CEL(I) 
IF 	(LL( I) 	0CT0 	Y"AX) 	XfrtXDU(I) 
G25C IF (CEL(1) 	0LT0 	YtIN) 	YfrIN=OEL(I) 
C251 IF 	(LL(I) 	0 LT 0 	X1) 	XtINE.C(1) 
G22 500 CCNIII\UE 
C253 f1 
C2 1( XtI\) 
CC 	51' 	1z,15 
CC 	5"S 1,56 
0~ 5 IFLCT(I,J)zO 




0262 S1C CCI\II1\LE 
C2 CC 	5 2r 	1=1,15 
C2 IF 	(I 	0r\E 	1+IN1(P(—YIIN)o5)) 	CC 	IC 	520 
C2c CC 	515 	J=i,5a 




C27C 25 CC 	53C 	I=',t 
C71 
C272 J=1+1t'.1(L(JC(I)—XMIN)405) 
027 IF 	(l1C1(J,Je) 	0GT0 	lfl 	CC 	TO 	47 
C24 IF 	(IFLC1(Jf,Jii) 	0Eo 	0) 	CC 	IC 	35 
C2 15 K=IFLLT (t,.J) 
CC 	1L 	(3 	,,35,5,3S,C,1,42,43,4s,45,46,47),K 
39 IrLLTUt,J)=6 
C 2 7 CC 	1C 	3C• 
027S 4C 1PLC1(Ji,..3)=7 
C2eC CC IC 	5C 
C21 1 1PLCT(A,.B)6 
20 
• 	I 	• V 	 L V I_ _ 	j. 	 1I4LI'4 	 LMIL 	I.L.L 
C2E2 CC 	1C 	5C 
L2 IFLC1(,J)= 
C2A CC 	IC 53 
O2 3 IPLLT(J,Jb)=10 
02E 6 CC 	IC 	5 2 U 
C2 44 IFLCT(.j/,,.b)=11 
ULd CC 	IC 	53r 
c2bc 45 IFLCI(,j3)=12 
C2 SC CC 	1L 	C 
C2S1 'it ILLT(Ji,JL)=13 
C22 CC 	IC 
C2c3 4? 1FLCT(J,JE=14 
C 2 c 4 CC 	1C 	53. 
C2 1 .3, 5 IPLCl (JA ,JE)5 
c2c 30 CCtT1NLE 
C2S R11L 	(,5) 	ILNC 
535 FCR.A1 	(1}-1,1CX,8HCAT. 	5ET,I6 1 3X 9 25OISTRfl3LTjCN 	OF 	RSLCuAL//) 
(2cc 
 
Lr A TA 	1LAH 	/58 *-'H / 
JCC C1 ITE(P'/].b 0 ,lriY,].I-i—, 1H1 1 1h2,1h3, 1h4,1h511h,1H7,j.H8,1H9,1H+/ 
135 
I1CC IS1=C 
LC 	'C 	J=i,d 
I<LT(J )=ILiK(J) 
C305 IF 	LIFLuT(I,J)) 	54,54,51 
! J=IfLCT(1,J) 
C 	IC 	( 
03s. 8 2 <VLFcT(J )=11E(N(1) 
C3CS CC 	1C 	YsC 
C21C 2 KI(J)I1L,1'(1) 
c11 CC 	IC Yi 
0 ,212 4 CC 	1C 	'iC 
013 VEI<TU)I1E\(2) 
( --- 14 CC 	IC 	54( 
O21 
C31 CC 	IC 
7 KC<T(J)=I1ECt\(4) 
C21€ ISLt"=I5L41 
C --- IS CC 	1C 
C22C 18 EI<l(J)ITELt\(5) 
C221 iLfh=1SLt42 
CC 	IC 
Ci223 5 c K\iEI1(J=1TECt(6) 
C224 ILP=I5043 
21 
v.1 rrir#r 4 v .c 	 UMIL 	- 
0': 2 GE 	IC 	54 
C2 11 KEI<T(J)11EGV?) 
C32.i 
C22E GE 	1C 	54C 
C -' 2 '3 U 
C3C ISLt=ISL+5 
C1 GC 	1L 	54r 
022 3 KEKT(%i)1TEGt\(Y) 
C3 1SLISLN4 
0334 CC 	IC 	5 'i' 
C23 5 t4 i<EKT(J)I1EG(1(', ) 
iSLt=15L+7 
C337 GE 	T 	5' 
C3€ T)I1EGt'(11) 
I=ISLJ'4E 
CC 	IC 	54( 
O'1 6 6 KK1tJ)I1Et\(12) 
C'i2 ISLfrJSLt4 
CC 	1 	E A( 
e7 E K T(J)=1TEGt'(13) 
ISL=ILt"1'7 
C34 AC CrTINLE 
C36i RiT[ 	(,EC5) 	KEKT 
EC5 FCRtI(1f- 	,51) 
c4c IXL(I)ISUM 
C5C IF(I 	EL0 	14IT(P(YMIN)  -to 5)) 	IXSUfr(IIStJM1 
11-1 
C2 IF 	(I I 	67C,67C,700 
6 -1 C A1U1E 	(6,5) 
0J ?5 FCIRtfl 	(/11 	,33.J1TFILLT1LN 	EY 	CISTAI\CE 	ANC 	SILE) 
RLIE 	(6,d() 	XIN,XtX 
630 FCtTt - . 	9 1 RfI\L 	CF 	)( 	AXIS 	I5 1 F7 0 2,4h 	TC,Fo2I 
C35? RITL 	(6,cE5) 	YfrItJ,?I1X 
05E tElg aCkr't-1(J- 	08bR\GE 	CF 	Y 	AXIS 	I.S,F703,4h 	TC,F803////) 
05S CT/ 	JELtK 	115*1h 	/ 
CéC E.AIA 	.IEC(' 	/3d*',3H---,3h-0+,3b+++J 
C2 CC 	t. 1i,15 
C26 IF 	(ILfr(I) 	oGTo 	ISLI') 	1SL=iXSLt(I) 
C364 6€8 CC\TIME 
1IISUw 
O2 CC 	e.0 	J1,15 
C367 
22 
r L t, I P P P, IV L LVL 	10 	 II 14 1 IN 	 UAIL - IJ.JV 
IF 	(IXsU(J) 	0GE, 	II) 	JVEKTIJJ=JTEGN(1) 
cc CCi\1ILE 
C370 4RITE 	(,€2C) 	JSKT 




CC 	E c c 	1=1 1 15 
iiT( I )BLA1\K(I 
IF 	(I 	oE(o 	1+1T(P*(—YMIN)+ o 5)) 	GO 	TO 	705 
(i7€ IF 	(1SUt 1) 	CC 	TO 	715 
JLKT(I)TEt(2) 
C3dC CC U 
C1 1 C 5 cTtI)1LCN(3) 




hEUlL 	(6,82() 	J'KT 
1T (6,73C) 
FCHg1(JH- 	1 2CFLISTRIBLTIO\ 	BY 	SILL) 
cc vNR ITE 	(,5) 	YfrIN,YMAx 
r  735 FCFfrI(1 	,11-4I\GE 	CF 	X 	AXIS 	IS,F703 9 4H 
REAC(5,Sfl 	ICAT, 
C52 SSG FCHI(12) 
GC 	1C(19,5d8),ICATA 




C TIME 	TLkY. 	PRLGt.AM 	VEILN 	2 
O( 11 C11Li\SICN 	I At (18), Iifl( 1i) ,CC( 10) ,OU( 1890 , LGC( 1) , IHH( 180) 
2T(1,1),L(1C,l) 
'LEL(1),UhL2(1iWSL)EL2(L"),LkjAk(69) * SOT T1(b),SUTT2(6O) 
5,1PLUT(15,5,iXSLM(:1),IeLNK(58),I1EGN(13)7KVEKT(58) 
,3LAK(1),JLKr(15),JTEGNt4) 
fl0 1 2 EcU1V,LELL  
19 REIL 	(5,1) 	1LThU,MMAX, IMAX,JMAX 
0(04 1 FLR1AT 	(I4) 
kkT (L, 2) 	ICNU 
2 1L 	,T(1H1,'hDATA 	SET 	,14) 
CU 4 	=1,MAX 
REAL 	(5,3)1A/(M),L8U(t'),CC(M),DO(M) 
3 -LRfrA1 	(1'X,2I5,2F1)02) 
oflir, if 	t1t(t) 	4,5,4 
OC1I 4 t..CN1II\UE 
0C12 5 fr=l-1 








CC2C 7 1F(1(K) 	0E0 	IEE(I)I 	CO 	To 	8 
0021 I1+1 
IF(l 	.N 	t'WA+l) 	Cu 	TO 	7 
0023 ILL( I )=I(K) 
GC24 
(;C2 8 ICU(K)=I 
(C2 IF(K 	i) 	GU 	10 	6 
C INDEX 	STT1CN LAUELS 
0027 IFF( l)=lbE(1) 
((2E t\CL3=l 
(Cic c i=K+1 
CC31 Jl 
0(32 IC IF(IE(K) 	0E0 	It- F(J)) 	CO 	TO 	11 
(j('33 
0C34 1F(J 	.t'E0 	t.CB41) 	GO 	TO 	10 
24 
(V35 IFF(J)=Ib(K) 
0 C 3 
1(37 1t-t1(K)=J 
C(3€ 1F( 	0NL0 	t') 	GO 	TU 	9 
0(3" vthiTL 	(,12) M4X,IMX,JMAx,M,NUA,NO 
OC4C f-C4T(J/5X,13,5X,I3,4X,I3,5X,L3,SX,I3,4X,I3//) 
0Ci1 DC 	114 	K=1,r 
0f42 1 T 	(,13) 	I4(K) 9 I3t(K),CC(K),DJ(K), IGG(K),IHH(K) 
043 FCiT(1h 	,9x ,14,3X,l4,3X,F02,3X,F702,3X,I3,4X,13) 
CCNfIuE 




CC 	3 ISI1,M 




('t53 UL 	31 	K=1,' 
1511GG(K) 
0 0 5 J.J=IhH(K) 
Sit K,1)C(t) 
0057 SC( K,1) 	LL)( K) 
(t'58 IPtK,IS11=1 
0C5c IPt,tCA+JSJ)=1 
OCoC I kt CC(K 	0E0)01 	IP(K,tNOA+JSJ)1 
CCNTIt\UL 
tTR1X 	CFER.TIC\S 
I R A 	S FU L 
()C2 DC 	1'2 	1,f\ 
DC 	111 	J1 1 N 
CC4 
o oc 	ir 
15= 15+1 Pt 1, K) *IP( 1, J) 
CC\T1t\LE 
UL 68 1(K,J)=I 
eros CCNIINUE 
CC7C CCNJU\UE 
('Cu C,LL 	1RM'ULU,M, I,1P,181,6, ST,18,1,T,1tsO,1) 
t)C72 CALL 	TAtUL(t\,M,IA, IP,18fl,oO,SU,1S'),l,D,laO,l) 
M 	I IN 'vER S 
















IA LC 	i 	" 	J=1,N 
CCth M(( I-1)*t+)=IJ1I ,J) 
ori 3Cr LIN1INUE 
J1PL 77 B(1)=10/(1) 
O(7 
(C7c DL 	'z 	I=2,NN 
Q(C t.LI 	)=) 





DC 	3 1 3 	1=1,Y\ 
(;IS1 MI=MI+N 
CYi2 IJ=I -t\ 
OCc3 





Oil C MIMi-1\ 
O1J1 I(Kt\ 
U1L)2 DC 	3ô 	I19K 
01.14 IJ=I-N 
01i5 Jfw=KIN 




('1i) 305 CLNTINUE 
0111 M1=tI+N 
0112 L(MI )=t It" 
113 3rE LCNTIMJE 
0114 11"KN 
011 DC 	32C 	I=1,K 









(124 CC 	33C 	I=1,N 
C15 CL 	330 	J1,t 
012 iN(I,J)=L((I—l)*N+J) 
0127 CCNTU'uE 
NA I fr U L 
U12. CALL 	TfrUL(N,N,IA,QI6) ,6O,T,l8'),1,T3,1),1) 
(12S CALL 	t'ATfrUL(N,N,Ii\,QIN,a'i,ôO,L),lb&), l,C3,180,l1 
CALCULATE C1J 	UIJ 	V 
t1.i2 SLMu20 
(131 SLMCDl0 
01.32 DC 	5') 	K1,M 
0l3 LiI=JGC(K) 
(134 JJ=Ihh(K) 
(1135 1FcC(K0L00) 	G 	TLI 	31) 
0 1 clJ(K)=cc(K)—T3(NLA+JSJ,1)—T3(ISI,l) 
(137 DIJ(K)=uD(K)—D3(ISI,1)—D3(NUA+JSJ,l) 
(13 GC 	TO 311 
013S CIJ(K)=T3 (rL+JSJ,l)—T3 (ISI ,l) 
Dl J( K)=U3 (fGA+J SJ , 1 )-1J3 (I Si, I 




0145 kEiC 	,ç77) 	\iEL 
F Ck MA I ( F4 2 
0147 lF(vEL0L0O0) 	GO 	TO 	951 
('148 w1TE(o,c78) 
014S FLRt'JT(bH 	v= 	,1503,38h 	THIS CALCULATED VELOCITY 	IS NOT USED//) 
U15C VVEL 
0151 i=1o/v 
CALcULATE 	DEL 	L)EL2 	D3AR 
0152 SLMDL2=0 
0153 DC 	b:) 	K=1,M 














015? &' CLTI1\UE 
')1bE iC 	71 	Ih1,l\ 
01b' 
U 1 DP( III )O 
('lU 70 LCN11tUE 
U12 CL 	8q K=1 ,N 
C13 SCEL(ILG(K))S)EL2(IG(K) )+DEL2(K) 




(1&E v,81TE 	to,31) 	lUt\C 
016S 81 FCR'I1 	(1t-1,I-UATA 	SET 	,14//) 
V=V*LkT(SUtUL2/(SUMU2(M-N-1))J 
(;l71 hILTE 	(6,) 	\,,SDV 
0172 E5 FLRii,1(áH 	V= 	,F503,8X,7H 	SD 	V= 	,E1004) 
0113 
O17 'I TE 	( 1 ,UV1 
Ul?5 6 FCk'tT 	(//6h 	1/v= 	,F7.5,5X,8HSD 	1/V= 	,E1O.4) 
0176 WRITE 	(6,37) 	SUMDL2 
0177 7 FLMAI 	(//27h SUM 	CF 	SURED RESIDUALS 	,E10.4//) 
017 E SCUFT=kT(SUtDL2/(M-f\-1)) 
01 7s WRITE(,€) 	uCF 
88 FCRMI1 	(I11-1 SD 	OF 	T= 	,E1"04//) 
C181 RTc 	(0169) 	SUML)2 
0162 8 FCRI1A1(12I- SUiL)IJX2= 	,F1293//) 
013i WRITE 	(o,) 
SC FRtA1 	(/9t -i 	LLCATILN,1'iX,1OHTIME 	TERMS 9 1t)X,8HSD 	OF 	TT.) 
C18 DC 	93 	K=1,t\LA 
ClL4 )( 	13 ( I( , 1) -031 
I1c7 SUTT1(K)RT(Q1N(K,K)*SUMDL2/(M-N-1)) 
C1&8 WRITE 	(6,92) 	IE(ic),T3(K,1) ,03(K,1),X,SDTT1(K) 
(jibs 52 FLRMA1 	(L6,5X,F903,2H- 	,F503,2H/V,3X,F603,3X,F503) 
Q19C 93 CCIJTIf\UE 
;192 CC 94 K=K,N 
C1'i3 Xt3(.,1)-03tK, 1)/V 
19 Aj SUTT1(K)=SRT(IN(K,K)*SUt"DL2/(M-N-1)) 
t.155 kviITE 	(69c) 	JFF(K-NIJA),T3(K,1) ,03(K,1),X,SDTT1(K) 
019 6 54 CCNT1M.E 
C17 iNHlTE 	(6,'5) 
O1SE 55 FCMAT 	(/I1H 	9 14X,3hC1J 9 8X,3HD1J 9 7X,5HDIJX2,6X,5HDELIJ) 
DC 	S7 K=1 ,M 
28 
021 (j Y=U1J(K)D1J(K) 
l2)1 WRITE 	(ô,Sô) 	1A(K), 1130(K),CIJ(K),DIJLKI,Y,OEL(K) 
So FCRMAT 	(1H 	,I4,jX,F90392X,F903,lX,Fll03,4X,F6.3) 
S7 L.CNT1MjE 
L2(i vi k1TE 	(ó,2U 
02C 5 2 C Fui11(//U1 	,3x,uhLCCAT1Ot,6X,5HSCEL2,8X,1t)HSD OF 	UATA,7X, 
19I-.)U 	CF 	TT,3X,9t1SU 	OF 	IT) 
020 DC 	21 1H1,NLA 
(217 X1=SQRT(SLEL2(Ih)/(1(1h,fl1)-1)) 
C21 E 
k11[ 	(6,215) 	1LL(1H),i.(IH,1t-t),SDEL2(IH),Xl,SDIT2(1H),SDTT1(IH) 
t1210 t, 1 5 FLkh  
0211 210 LUNTINUE 
0212 LL 	22. 	1I-=KK,t\ 
0213 Xi=SQRT(SLEL2(Ih)/(1(1h,IH)-1)) 
SCTT2(1QT(SUEL2(1I)/((LQ(11,IH)-1)*I(IH,IHH1 
0215 WRITL 	(12'1 5) 	1FF(IH—N0A),IQ(IH,IH),SOEL2(IH),X1,SDTT2(IH), 
lscrTl(1H) 
021 k 221 CC111\UE 
0217 MUTE 	(6,23r1) 
021 230 FLRtAT(1/1h 	,3X,6HLCCATICN,7X,4HCI3AR,1UX 1 4HSDTV,11X,5H1SDTV, 
111X, 5I- 2LTV 
021S LC 	24 	1h=1,NCA 
I.220 LEAK( Ii)=[E/R(Ih)/ IQ( 1h,1h) 
0221 SLT=SL)1Cb4R( Id) 
02L2 2=T(SL1V*2+SUIT1(IH)**2) 
X3=SRtLTV*2+SDTT2(1h)**21 
R1TL 	(,235) 	IEttIH),I(Ih,Ih),L)AR(1H1,SDTV,X2,X3 
0225 235 FL1i1(4X,2I4,X,F69493(ôX,E1 1 o4)) 
(1226 240 CLNTII\UE 





0232 WRITE 	(6 1 235) 	IFF(IH—NOfl,1Q(1H,1H),OAR(1H),S0TV9X29X3 
0233 25C CCNTINUL 





C28 CC 	5)C 	I=1,M 
29 
O23 I 	(L)LL( 1) 	0T0 	YMAX) 	YMAX=utL( I) 
0240 IF 	(UL( I) 	0GT0 	XAX) 	XM4X=IJU(I) 
(2'i1 IF 	(LLL( I) 	0L T, 	YMIN) 	YMIN=OEL(1) 
IF 	(LNI) 	*LT XMIN) 	XMIN=DD(I) 
02'3 5)0 CCNT1I\LE 
('244 P=141(Y!x—YMIN) 
024 z57 	J(XX—X'IN) 
024 DC 	510 	1=1,15 
0247 EC 	5' J=1,58 
024€ 1PLLT(I,J) 1J 
(24S IF 	(I 	9 EC o 	1 	.OR. 	I 	0E. 	15) 	IPLOT( I,J)=l 
(25C 505 CLNTIt\UE 
0251 IFLuT(I,1)2 
C252 1FLCT(1,5€)=2 
023 510 CUNTULE 
CC 	52' 	1=1,15 
025 1 - 	(1 	0NL0 	1+INT(P*(—YMIN)+05)) 	GO TO 	520 
025b DC 	515 	J=1,58 
IPLLT(r,J)4 
(258 515 CCNTUUE 
C, L, 	I 	525 
02 tf, 520 CLNTIt\UE 
(121 525 JL 	5J! 	I=1,M 
02L2 Ji=1+1NT(F(DEL(I)—YMIN)+o51 
Jt=1+INT((DD(1)—XIIt') +05) 
r2o4 1 	(HL(,I(JA,Jtfl 	0GT0 	13) 	GO 	10 	47 
02E  IF 	(IPLUT(JA,J3) 	oEo 	0) 	GO 	TO 5 
02( K=IPLCT(J,Jb) 
Oc7 UL 	TO 	(35,35,35,35,39,40,41,42,43 ,44,45,46, 47),K 
026 3c IPLUT(JA,J0)=6 
C265 GC 	IC 53 
027C 40 1PL(T(J,J3)7 
62 71 6L 	TO 	53 
0272 41 ILCT (JA ,J€)=8 
£273 GO TO 53 
0214 42 IFLGT(J,J)= 
0275 (C 	TC 	53 
()276 43 IFLCT(J,J)=11 
(277 GC 	TO 530 
027E 44 1 	LLTtJA,J6)=11 
C1S GC 	TO 53' 
02dO 45 IPLCT(Ji,J3)=12 
U2o1 GC TO 530 
30 
( 1 232 46 IPLCT(JA,JB)=13 
0283 G(. 	TC 	33 
41 1PLCTJA,J3)=14 
DL Ti b3 
35 H-LLT(Ji.,iU)=5 
(2d7 53 C LINT 1NUE 
C266 hFITE 	(6,535) 	IDNU 
t269 535 FURMA1 	tli-1,1CX,8HOATA 	SET,16,3x,25HDISTRli3UTION OF 	RS1OUAL//3 
CATA 	1BLA1R /5d1H / 
02'1 C ATA 	ITECN/1h0,1HY,1t-i—,lhl,1H2,1H3, 1H4,1H5,1H6,1H7,lHa,1H9,1H+J 
0292 1=15 
C2S3 7CC 1SLr=0 
0294 DC 	54f 	J=1953 
EKTJILA1\K(J) 
IF 	tI PLOT (1,J)) 	54,54,51 
0297 51 K1=lPL6T(I,J) 
DC 	IC 	(;2,53,5,56,57,58,59961,2963,64,65 9 66,67),Kl 
099 52 KVKT(J)ITEiN(1) 
0.31 C DL TO 54 
53 K\LKTtJ)=1TEDt\(1) 
LC 	TU 54' 
Lt CC IL 54I 
(13r) 4 55 KLKT(J)ITE,1\(2) 
CC 	TO 54 
0 --- Cc 5 KLKT(J)=ITEGN(3) 
DC 	IL 5 4f 
03 57 KiLsT(J)1TEGt(4) 
03JS ISuM=LSUM+1 
31C DC TO 
0 311 58 KL:KT(J )1TEL,t( 5  
0312 1UM=ISUM+2 
C313 GO 	TO 	4f 
L 31 59 KLKT(J)=1TEGtt6) 
0315 IU=1SUi+3 
031 GO 	TU 54C 
0311 61 K\LKT(J)1TE9M7) 
031 E ILJM=ISUt'+4 
031S DC 	TO 	54' 
2 KLKT(J)1TEGt(8) 
0221 I 	LM= 1SUM+5 
GO 	TU 	54'. 
0323 t 3 LKT(J)=ITEG(9) 
0324 I.sUM=ISUM+6 
Ji 
0325 L 	TU 
4 KLKT(J)ITE((1) 
02i I SLt1=ISU+7 
C ~; 2t GL 	TO 54. 
5 KLKT(J)=1rEGMu) 
0330 ISUM=LU(4+8 
(i331 CC 	TO 54) 
032 66 K\LKT(J)=ITE(t(l2) 
()3.3 ISLM=ISUt+ 
CC 	IC 	541-1  
0i35 0 KLKT(J)ITECt\(13) 
033 t iSU=ISUM+1fl 
U3i 5 's0 CLIThLE 
(338 ,}JTL 	(6,E15) 	KVEKT 
03 805 FCMATlH 	,53A1 
0340 IX.UM(I)ISUM 
03 1 1 IF(l 	0E0 	1+II\T(P*(—YMIN)+.5)) 	IXSUMLI)=I SUM— l 
O3'2 1=1-1 
0.343 iF 	(I) 	67,67,71 
0344 67C v4RITE 	(o,75) 
0345 65 FORM A T 	(/lh 	9 33HUISTRIBIJTION 	BY 	DISTANCE 	AND SIZE) 
C346 NK ITL 	(6 XtI N,XMX 
03+7 60 FOkMT(1H 	,1hRAtuL 	CF 	X 	AXIS 	IS,F702,4H 	T0,F02) 
0348 ijklTt 	(,05) 	YMIN,YIIAX 
() 3 	9 65 FCRt'A1(1h 	,1bx'ANGE 	OF 	Y 	AXIS 	IS,F703,4H 	TO,F8.3////) 
03C [AlA 	J6LAI"K 	/15*1H 	/ 
031 LJfTA 	JTEt' 	/3H**,3H---,3h-0+,3H+++/ 
0352 Isut=r 
DC 	63 	1=1,15 
If 	(1XUt(l) 	ouTo 	iSUt) 	ISUM=IXSUM(I) 
03f5 6b8 CCNTII\UE 
t135 Ii=ISLM 
(357 68S DO 	t;;': 	J=1,15 
C'i356 JST(J)=JeLA\K(J) 
0359 IF 	(IXSU(J) 	00E0 	Ii) 	JVEKT(J)=JTEGN(1) 
03tC 6SCI CCNTIt'WE 
C31 N1TL 	(ô,821)i 	J\iEKT 
032 e2C FLRMM1(lh 	115A3) 
C33 11=11-1 
034 IF(IL) 	S4 9 c',4,689 
0365 6c4 1SUt1=' 
C3 C 	ot 	1=1,15 
0367 JEKT( I )=..JtLAt\K( I) 
32 
O8 IF 	(I 	1+INTLP*(—VfrIN)+05)) 	GO 	TO 	705 
036S IF 	( ISUM 	0E0 	1) 	GO 	TO 	715 
031C JLKT(I)=.TEGt'(2) 
GC 	TO bca 
(,l2 7 0 5 JUsT(1)=JTLGM3) 
0373 IUM=1 
074 GO 	lU 	tS. 
715 JT(H=1LGt\(4) 
(3U 6'6 CCNT1NUE 
(U77 lm<ITE 	(6,321)) 	JvEKT 
(37E 1TE 	(6,731) 
730 FLRMT(/1i- 	9 2HC1STRIbUTION 	bY 	SIZE) 
JRITE 	(6,735) 	YMlr',YMX 
(31 735 FCRMiTL1h 	1 18hRANGE OF 	X 	AXIS 	IS,F793,4H 	TO,F7.3) 
(J82 REAO(5,999) 	ILATA 
033 SSS FLRt1(I2) 
C34 6C 	TO(19,S3,I0ATA 
035 c€a STOP 
ENO 
33 
Pd 	LLtL 	15 
	
IiPLt\ 	 U A I t 
C 	TIfrE 	TLP 	FRUGkM 	VERIUN 	3 
OCO1 UI1"LNIC 1 At (lLs") , tL(1dO,CC(16J),LC(1O),IGG(18O),h -1h(1UO) 
2T(IEC ,1 ) ,C(l3C,]. 
E,( 3CC) ,E(3r 	),L1NUC ,O) ,13( 1CU, 11,03(180,1), CIJ(18tfl,CIJ(180), 
,ISL '( 50) , 1LNK (Sd ), IT EGN( 13) ,KVEKT( Sb) 
6,JLLfl\K(1),JLKTt15),JTECN(Li) 
,5ES(1EC,i ),S(18),1),L3(idO,1),E1J( lUC) 
CCO2 E'L1LtNCE 	(IP(i,1),(1) ),(IP(1,21),t(1) ),(IP(1,41),UNtI,11) 
CCC3 19 	REAL 	(5 1 ) 	IU,X,ItX,JMAX 
Ccc 4 I 	FC1 	(i) 
((5 RITE 	(,2) 	INtJ 
CCC 2 	FC 	T(1I 9 (3hC1A 	SET 	,14) 
oca 
((Cd REC 	(5,3) 	IA(M),IEE(M),CC(M),CC(MI 
CS 3 	FL:tf1 	(X,2I592F 1 0o2) 
CC1C IF 	(1LU)) 	4 1 5 1 4 
C)11 Li 	CCt1It't..E 
(012 5 






Or is 1=1 
0C 2C 7 	IF(Ig,(K) 	0E0 	ICE( I) 	CO 	TO 	8 
CC2I 
((22 IF( I 	cNEo 	\C/+1) 	CC 	IC 	7 
C C 2 IE( I 1=I 	(<) 
0(24 NC=I 
0(25 8 	1CG(K)I 
IF(I< 	0 tE0 	P) 	CC 	IC 	6 
C 	H\CEX 	STAIICN 	LAELS 
((21 1FF ( 1):IE(1) 
(','2E NCb=1 
cc2c 
'1C3C S 	K 	K + 1 
((31 J=1 
CC2 1C 	IF(I3E() 	0 E 0 	IFF(J)) 	CC 	TO 	11 
JJ41 
34 




CC€ IF(I 	0 1'L0 	) 	 GL 	IL 	9 
03S IT 	(,12) 	tMIX,I MAX, JMX,M,NOA,tiL3 
CC4C 12 FC?1 (/J;x ,13 ,5X, 13,4X, 13,3X, 13,5X, 13,4X, 13//I 
0 C 4 1 CC 	24 
(O42 1T E(,13) 	1/t(K),IBb(K),CC(K),CJ(K),1GG(K),1HH(K) 
0C4 -- 13 FCfr1 (11- 	,9X,I4,3X,,3X,f6 0 2 1 3X,F702 1 X 1 13,4X,131 
(1A4 I  CLt\TILE 
C ASSICN 	tPFtY 	CItE(SIC 
C ( 4 1t1 
CC4 t\1N-1 
C(4 E t=tj+i 
LC 	30 	ISI=1,fr 
CC5C C JSJ=l,N 
0(151 1 	( I S I 	)='J 
CC2 2c cLt1INE 
OC3 3C CCt\Ti\LE 
CC4 
CC 	1 




CC€C SCSH(,. ):iC(K)*2 
C1 IP(I<.,1SI)=1 
CC2 




CC7 SCS(t,i )C0 
(C(E CC( td):Co 
c(s 
C PATRD 	CPE1.AT1Cf\S 
C TFl\tLL 
C(7C CC 	102 	=] ,N 
0071 CC 	101 	J=111\ 
C(72 IS=C 
CC12 DC 	11C 	I19l 
35 
ULiI'rI' L 	 LLVL L A. 	 IIMLI 	 - -1 %J V.ITJ1TJ 
(C 	4 IS 	1S 4 I F(1 ,() #1 F( I ,J) 
CC -15 1i' CCfTINLE 
C C 7 6 I( s,1S 
CC77 id I CC1INLE 
0078 1C2 CCr1INuE 
CALL 	TRMLL 	(t.,t',IA,IF, 180,bO,ST,].dO 9 1,T,180,1) 
0CC CALL 	1RAtLL 	(N,M, II,IP,1d0,ó0,SD,1QC,1,U,1UC,1I 
CC1 CALL 	TAtUL 	(N,t, I/, IP,180,b0,SCS,L60 9 1,S,180,1) 
C Y A TI'ER 
C C 8 2 CC 	i)C 	I=1 1 N 
CC23 DC 	3C' 	J!,I\ 
(1-1N4J)=IQU,J) 
CC8 3CC cCr\1ILE 
CC E 6  
cr.e, 
CC€€ DC 	3O 	I=2,Pt 
0(39 €(i)C0 
CC9C 3C2 CCN1 ME 
CCS] 
C(2 l<C 
C(S DC 	3C 	t'i=2, 
CCS 
ccc. 
(C Y? [Ut1 
((SE 
ccc. g CC 
CCC 
C]C1 
J I'll =I 
0103 CC 	303 
IJ=1J4 
CIC6 EKEK-â(I)E (IJ)*A(Jt) 




CC 	3 I,K 
0 	1 I!1t.+1 
Cfl2 1J1-1 
O11L 





0121 E (t1)=E(If) 
C)2 3C 6 CCNTINt..E 
C123 








0132 32C CCNIINLE 
CC 	3C 	11,N 
fl1.4 CC 	33 J1,N 
013 2 2C C(-r11t\LE 
C T!vUL 
Cl 3 1 CALL 	TLL  
(13E CALL 	frniTLL 	(N,N, 1A,(.IN,60,60,D,18'k) ,1 ,D3,1C,l) 
C13S LLL ATRL LN,N, I,lN,60,O,S,l3O,1,L3, 18C,1) 
C CALC(.LATE 	CIJ 	DIJ 













01 ,14 5LtD2=5LL2+1;IJ(K)'01J(<) 
C15 5 SLtCC=SUfrCL4CIJ (K)*DIJEK) 
01 LE2=SLE2+ElJ (K 	**2 
37 
Cl fl SLtCE=5UfrCE4C1J(K)*EIJ(Ic 
015€ SLtCE=SUtLE4L) IJ(K)'EiJ(K) 








Cl 	i c.iLLC 
0106 \1—LLAt" I I(ELAfr.CLLAfrO) 




0172 LL 	(1< )LE1 (K )*DLL(K) 
C17.10 5LtLL2=SLLL2+UEL2(K ) 
(174 6C CCNT!LE 
017 [C 	7fl 	1b1,r\ 
C17 f SCEL2(1F)Ce 
7C CLTIM.E 
017€ CC 	c =l,L 
ciic SL2(1G(K))SDEL2(IGC(K))+CEL2(K 
0150 
Q)€1 SC CCt1IME 
C3 t3 SL1 	(SUP L2*SLtLL2)J(LET*(M—N)) 
L'1—SLLE*SuP'uL2J(CE1*(t—r\H 
R11L 	(6,81) 	ICNU 
CIE 61 FCRfrA1 	(1Fi,i-LiT 	SET 	9 14//) 
(127 DVC\iC *VC 	SiT t\iLO) 
CiCE 11E(6 1 i) 	'jC,S[P 
018S €5 FCP1L1i/7I- "1= 	,F503,CX,SH 	SD 	Vu= 	10o 4) 
ric 
1+(SL1)/(ELA04)) 
0191 rR1Ti(,€) 	'vl,SU'di 
66 FCIt'fl (I/lb V1= 	,F806 9 5x,aH 	SD 	vl= 	,E10041/I 
cic INK 1 1E 	o,27) 	LLJL2 
87 FCRP'fl 	(I/27h SUP 	CF 	ScuRED 	RESIJLALS 	,E1C04//1 
CiS 5DOFT1(StJtvDL2J( d1\)) 
0196 .RTE 	(6,E) 	ODF1 
(1S7 £6 FCR!1 	(llb SC 	OF 	1= 	,E10041/) 
rut, Itb\ 	IV ¼ 	 LC III Al 1 14 	 1)14 IL - IJI 	 1 'Til t.) 
(35€ 
85 Fuk1(:i- 	SLMD1J2= 	,F11031/) 
C2(C RITE(6,2) 	V 
021 €2 FCPH1(Ji7F = 	,F503,47h 	THIS 	IS 	THE 	CC1STANT VELCCITY 	BUT 	IS 
INOT 	JEL;iI1 
C22 I1L 	(b,SC) 
02fl3 so FcR1(I/cF 	LCCTICt,J4X,1HT1ME 	TER5,23,8hSL 	OF 	TI) 
C.204 CC 	53 	1<=l,NCA 
C2O 
SCTTl(I)RT('I14(K,K)*SUfrUL2/(M—N)) 
C2YI FITE(a,S2) 	I€E(),T3(K 9 1 ),C3(K,1), Z3 (K : lhx, SGT TI(K) 
0 2 FCRIi1 (I 	,F7 0 3,2H— 	9 FS03,H/v0+ 	,F1203,7h'vl/V0X2,2(2X,f703) ) 
CC i 53 CCtTIt'LE 
C2IC $Kt'C.4i 
CC 	c 	K=FK,1\ 
C212 
(213 
C214 R1TE(6 9 52) 	jFF(K—tCA),IK,iI,C3(K,U,L3(K,i),X,SUTTl(K) 
02 1. 5 S A cC1IE 
0216 RITE  
C2l S FCR1(/,115X,5bUELIJ) 
021€ CC 	c7 
C21c iTE(6 ,;6) 	It 	(K),Ie3(<) ,LEL(K) 
C 2 2 C 56 F 	cfrTU 	,2I,4X,Fo03) 
C21 57 CCt\11t'LE 
0222 RL1E 	(6,2CC) 
022 2CC FCkfrfl(JI1F 	,3X,bhLCC.ATICF,6X,5hSCbL2,8X,i0FSC 	OF 	OAT,7X, 
icI2SU 	CF 	1T,dX,5I-ISO 	CF 	TI) 
O22 4 LC 	21C 	Il,t\C 
(22 c X1=LFT{SLEL2(IF)/(I(It - ,Ib)—i)) 
('22 
022 R I T L 	(6,'I 	I El- (IH),Ic( 1h,Ih),SLEL(1H),X1 1 SUTT2,SOTT11lH) 
C22€ 205 FCI(AX,2I4,4),E1Co4,5X,LiCc4,7X,E10o4,7X,E10o4) 
022c 2!C CLflIt\LE 
023U DC 	2 2C 	IF=tK,N 
C2 - 1 XiQ}I(SCLL2(Ib)J(IC(It-,Ih)-1)) 
C22 sDTT:=S(sLEL2uH)J((I(IH,IH)-1)*Ic(IH,IH))) 
(.J23 RITE 	(6,2C5 ) 	IFF( Ib—f\Ct) ,IQ(IH,h) ,SCEL2(lh),Xi,SOTT2,SUTTL(IH) 
0234 2 2 C CCNTINE 





tLt'I in' iv ' 	L C V L L 	.LC 	 I I I P.L IN 	 LJML - 	 .J.I1JIJ 
C23€ 
C23S DC 	Y.( 	111t' 
C 4 C IF ( L E L ( I) 	0G10 	YMtX) 	Yt'.AX=[)EL( I) 
IF 	(3CU ) 	oUTs 	XNAX Xt'XLL(I) 
C22 IF (LEL(I) 	0Lh 	YMIN) 	YtIN=i)L(I) 
243 IF 	(LL( l) 	0LT0 PIN) 	XtIN=LL(I) 
(24 4 5CC CLN1It\LE 
024 F=ioi (YfrX—YfrIN) 
L57o 	(XX—XfrI) 
p247 CC 	1C 1=1,15 
CC )5 
lPLLT(I,..)0 




C24 f IC CCNILt\LE 
CC 	5 20 	II,1 
C256 IF 	(I 	0 E 0 	1+IN1(P'(—YlIN)+05)) 	CC 	TO 	520 
257 CC 1 15 	J=1,5 
C 2 5 E IFLCTtI,)4 
C2c CCI\IIM.E 
O2C CC 	TC 
C2(1 2C CC1INLE 
0262 2 5 CC 	53C 	I=i,t' 
C23 J=1+IT(f(CEL(I)—YMI)+o5) 
02E 1 	(IPLCT (J,JE) 	0CT0 	Ifl 	CO 	TO 	47 
IF (1FLC1Li,i6) E0 	C) 	CC 	TO 	35 
=I PLCT ( jt,J) 
C25E CC 	IC 	(,3,35,35,39,40,41,2,43,44,45,46,471,K 
02cc 3S iPLC1(JA, 
C 2 7 C CC 	T 	5 3( 
1 271 4C IPLLT(..jA,,.ft)7 
C272 CC 	TC 	5 2 C 
C273 4 1, 1FLCTL/9JE)=8 
02 1 CC 	IL 	5 3C 
C275 42 rFLcT(jg,JE)=c 
C 2 7 6 u c 	10 	5 3C 
C 2 7 7 4 3 IFLcT(Jg,JE)=1D 
027E CC 	IC 	-5 30 
027c 44 IPLLT(JA,Jt)1I. 
C2EC CC 	TO 5 3r 
ELI 
Oi1 45 IPLCT(,..L):12 
C2E2 CC 	TC 	530,  
46 IPLC1(J,J)13 
0 2 E 4 GC 	IC 	53C 
c2E5 Alt 1PLLT(J/,JJ14 
UE4 CC 	1C 
c2Ei IPLCT(,E) 
C CC\11NLE 
C2JS P 1 T E 	(t,S35) 	ICNL 
O2O FRfr,.1 	(It-l j lCX q dHL)ATA 	SET,I6,3X,25h0ISTRiUTICN 	OF 	RESICUALS//) 
C2S1 C A T A 	ieiH'< 	/ 531H / 





c 	21 5 CC 	5 ,4c 	J11EE 
C2 c T ( I L LK (J 
IF 	(IFLCT(I,J)) 	454,51 
1 <1=1F1CI(I,J) 
(2cc CC 	TC 	12 ,3 ,55,56,57,5E,5,61,62,3,4,65,66,671,K1 
2 KVE<T(J)I1Lut\(1) 
C3C1 CC 	IC 	5 4 C 
3K\eE<I(i)11EGt'(1) 
CC 	IC 
CC 4 CC 	1C 54C 
('3)5 55 KVET(J)=1TEGt\(2) 
C3C CC 	IC 	54 
o é 
C 	IC 	EC 
ccc 57 LIt.)I1EG1\(4) 
0  IL=1L41 
(31 CC 	1C 	54: 
\J1(J)11ECt\(5) 
C3).3 ISCfr=1SUt42 
c 	L CC 	1C 	54C 






u s  
C1E 61 K_KI(.)IIECt'(7) 
cic ISLt1S0+4 
032C CC 	IC 	YiC 
032]. 6 2 i'TL)1TEC(3) 
C22 1SLfr=JSUt"4 
C23 CO 	TO 	4 
41 
I.J. / •1.) I ••t.: FL1PI' iv 	V 	L-L V L L LJM1 L - 
(E2A 63 Kv1tT(J)I1EGN.(9) 
C2 




C -3C 65 I(E1L)11EGt\(11) 
01 1Ufr =IS  Lt46 
CJ2 CC 	IC 	54C 
á 1KEKT(J)ITEGt\(i2) 
ISL=1SL4S 
C23 GC 	TC 	54' 
033 7 EI(JITEGt(13) 
C33 I ISUfr =IS U41(l 
C 3 3 E 14C CCNIIt\LE 
iTE 	(6,O) 	K'EKT 
C34( €C5 FURfr1(1h 	,e1) 
IXSLt(I)1SL 
0 1 2 IF (I 	oELo 	1+INT(P*(-YtJ1t)405)1 	IXSU'(I)=I SUM -1 
O43 1=1-1 
IF 	(I) 	6C,7C,7CC 
1C R1 1E 	(á,) 
C346 FUt1 	(iU- 	,33)ISTRILTILN 	EY 	CISTAt\CE 	AND 	SIZE) 
r, 3 4 RITE 	(b,O) 	X1,XMtX 
C34E 680 FCFfr.T(iF 	,1EbAt\GE 	CF 	X 	AXIS 	IS,F702,4h 	TC,F802) 
C34S R11E 	(,E5) 	Yt1t,VtX 
€5 FCft'fl(1- 	,!EhRJi\CL 	CF 	'v 	AXIS 	IS,F703,4H 	TC 9 F803////) 
(i 
 
CAT 	.ELK 	1151h 	/ 
C2 C]A 	..i1Lt 	/3H** 9 3H---,3-Of,3h+++/ 
0353 ISt=C 
C3Z CC 	t6E 	I1,15 
IF 	(1 >L' (I) 	oGTo 	ISLt) 	I SLtI XSLt( I) 
C5 666 CCr\lIi\LE 
ILzISL 
035 E  CC 	.Y 	J=191 
C35c JVE<T():LL4K (J) 
IF 	(ISLt(J) 	0 C-E0 	II) 	JE}(T(J)JTEG(1) 
0o1 SC £tThlit'LE 
FITE 	(o,20) 	J\iEKT 
EC FC4](1b 	,15A3) 
IIII-1 
IF(II) 
OLE 6c4 ILt=C 
42 




LMI L = iij:U 
cc 
(2.cE .V[T( I )JLN(I ) 
C3c IF 	(1 	QE 	1*IT(P((IN)+e5)) 	GO 	TO 	705 
037C IF 	(IUt E0 	1) 	GO 	TO 	715 
(i71 E<1 (l ):TE.(2) 
0372 G 	TU 
C --- 73 7(rd- .jij<1(I)1ECt\(3) 
ISI=] 
C35 CC 	'IL 
'uS JEK1(I)1EG1\(4) 
0377 6c6 CCNTINLE 
C 3 7 E 11 	(t.,62 	) 	JVLKT 
C37S IT (,7G) 
C3(  73C FCFfrfl(/i 	,2CbcSTIeu1iCN 	BY 	SIZE) 
C281 WRI1L 	(á,735) 	YfrIr,YIX 
C332 735 FGPT(1E 	,18FRNGE 	OF 	X 	AXIS 	IS,F703,4H 
EL(5,c) 	ICATA 
(1 31 64 ccc FCRA1(I2) 
C3E5 CC 	1c(1c,  SEE) ,IcAT4 




-UIi'tI' IV ( LVLL 	Id 
	
U#It = f I 14 z 	 i/ii/"t 
C TINE 	TEP? 	FPCCR AV 	VERSICN 	' 
0011 uI MEN S1Ct\ 	IH(2Lt5),Il(2L),LC(245),UL(245),I CG( 245),Iiffl(245) 
1,IEE(245),IFF(7O),IP(2,C) PST( 2A5,1),SU(2'j5,1),1t7C,7C1, 
2T( 2,1) ,L(2A5,1) , SOS (245 ,1) ,S (245, 1) ,L3(245, 11, EU 	(2451 
4UEL (245) ,CE L2 (245), SO U2 (70), SOTT1( 701 
o,J EL 	NK (J) , J''EK N 15) ,JTECN (4) 
ELILECE 	(1P().,1),(1) 1, (IP(1,21 ),E(1) 1, (IP(1,41),IIl(1,1)1 
OC?3 19 REtC 	(5, 	I 	I\O,IX,IM.X,JM/X 
CCC4 1 FCRtT 	(414) 
(CC5 PITE 	(f,) 	1O(C 
ccca 2 FCIMfl(1I-1,1-CATA 	SET 	,14) 
CC(1 [JO 	4 
REE 	(E,) 	Itt(M),IEE(M),CC(MI,DD(M) 
cccc 3 FCR1 	(1CX,215,2F1002) 
OC1C I 	( IAA U)) 	4 1 5,4 
4 CCt\TItLE 
CC12 
C 1rCEX 	SHOT 	LABELS 







CC2C 7 1F(I41(I<) 	oECo 	IEE(t)) 	GU 	TO 	8 
CC21 II41 
CC22 IF( I 	0E 	NCA41 ) 	GO 	TO 	7 
CC23 IEE( I)1U(K) 
0C2' [C.A=I 
C C 2 5 8 1C(K)=I 
C C 2 IF( K 	0 E0 	?) 	GC 	TO 	6 
C INDEX 	STflICN 	LABELS 
C C 2 1 1 F F (1 )= HE (1) 
0C2E t\C3=1 
(02c 
CCJC c <<+i 
0C31 J=1 
CC32 10 IF(IEE(K) 	0E0 	IFF(J)) 	CO 	TO 	11 
CCi32 J=J+1 
C'034 IF(J 	cNEo 	!CU41) 	GO 	TO 	10 
44 
ruF'Il'PIN IV 	LL J.) 	 1b411\ 	 LMIL 	- 	 £ILJ.I9 
03 IFF(J)IEE(K 
CC 
(Cfl 1]. IHH(K)=J 
C(3€ IF(l 	E0 	P ) 	 CC 	TO 
C C 3 S ITE 	(112) 	VVA XpIPAX i JX,t,NC,'JCa 
0040 12 FC1tT(/IcX, 13,5X 1,13 1 4X,13,5X,13,5X,I3,4X,131/) 
CC41 DC 	l's 	t<=1 ,r 
0C42 RITE 	(913) 	IAA(K),IeEK),CC(K),CD(K),IGG(K),IHHLKi 
0(43 13 FCRt1(1- 	,9x,14,3X,14,3x,F6 0 2,3X,F702,3X,13,4X,13) 
CC44 14 CCN1IE 





CC 	29 	JSJ,N 
cr5c I P ( I 	I ,J5..i) =0 
(C51 2c CCr1TINLE 
CC2 3C CCN1IlLE 




((57 SC( 	,1)=CC(K) 
()'5E SDS(K, 	)=CD (KI**2 
005S IPH,ISI)=1 
C(oC IN I<,P'CI4,SJ) 	]. 
C61 IF(CCK )0EC000) 	IP(K,NOA+JSJ)=-1 
((62 31 CCTiNLE 
C MATRI> 	UERATICNS 
C TRMSfrUL 
CC3 DC 	1C2 	V = J,N 
CC 	101 	J1,N 
CC5 IS=C 
(l U 6 CC 	ICC 	I=l,fr 
(C67 IS=IS4IP(I,K)*IP( t,J) 
CC6€ 1CC CCt'TINLE 
OCÔS IC(K,J)=15 
C(7C 101 CCi\TIt'LE 
CC7I 1(2 CCt1II\LE 
CC12 CALL 	TRAtUL(N,M,IA, IP,2A5,70,ST,245,1,T,245,1) 
0(73 CALL 	1RALL(t\,M,I.A,IP,245,70,SD,245 ,1 ,C,245,1 I 
0074 CALL 	TRALL 	(N,M, IA, IP,245,70,SDS,245,1,S,245,1) 
45 
rurItPI\ IV U LtVL. 	L) 	 mij I IN 	 (JMIC 
C MAT INsER 
U15 CC 	3CC 	I:i,I\ 
	
rC 46 DC J = 1 , N 
1C77 t((I-1)4J)=I(1,J) 
CC7E 3C0 CC(\TIRiE 
(079 Ui )=1o1(1) 
CCSC 
CC81 DC 	C2 	I=2 1 t'1\ 
€ (1 )=C 0 
CC83 3C2 CCF\TILE 
cc 
C C E 5 <1=0 














03CC C3 CCNTI('LE 
C1C].  
0 1 C 2 MI=t1—t\ 
O1'Y3 11Kf\ 
(flC4 CC 	3C6 	I=],K 
O]C 5 Ifr=Ifri1 
C1C 4 IJI- 
0308 DC 	3 J=1,K 
C]CS 
Oilc JM=Jfr+1 
Oil 1 U It )=E( ii—e (IJ)*(JM)*8LMM1 
C312 3C5 CCN1It'LE 
0112 td1=t14N 
11113. 4 ((MI )E( Its) 
C11 3C 6 CCN1ILE 
0116 IM=KN 
Iur\IrMI' A V 	3 	LLVLL .0 	 1 1I14I 	 LOA lL 	- 	IL.L 




0121 CC 	32C 	J1,K 
0122 
(122 IJ=1J4t\ 
C124 D( 1J)e( L)4e(It)*I3UJJ)*EK 
0125 320 CCN1ILE 
0126 CC 	33C 	1:1,t\ 
0121 DC ?C 	J1,I\ 
0!2E (IN(l ,J)=EUI-1)*t+J 
012s 330 CCNTILE 
C frATt'UL 
C33C CALL 	TUL(t\,F\,IA,(It,70,70,T, 245, 1,13,245,1) 
011 CALL TLL(N,N,IA,QI,70,7O,D,245,1,C3,245,1 
0132 CALL 	TUL(t\,N,I 2 QIN,70 9 70 1 S,245, 1,L3,245,1) 




0136 SUNCE0 0 
C131 SLPCE=Co  
013E CC 	Y? 
C! 3S ISI=ICC() 
CJ4C J5J=IhH() 
014 1 IF(CC(K)E000) 	GO 	TO 	31() 
(1 42 CIJ(K)=—CC(I<)4T3(t'CA+JSJ,1)+T3(IS1,1) 
0143 DIJ(K)—LL.(K)+D3(1S1,1)+D3(rCA+JSJ,1) 
031(.4 EIJ(K)=—CC(K)*2+L3(1SI,1)+L3(NOA+JSJ,l) 
C45 GC IC HI 
0146 10 CIJ(K)=-12(1\CA+JSJ, 1)4T2( ISI,1) 
0147 OIJ(K—(NCA+JSJ,1 )4C3( ISI,1) 
034E EIJ(K)—Z3(i\CA+JSJ,j)+L3(IS1,1) 
ClAS 311 SLYC2SUtL2+C IJ (K )*CIJ(K 
CiSC U1CU:SLCL+CIJ (K)*CIJ(<) 
0 15 1 SL- tL2SUE2+E1J(K)**2 
0152 SL!CEL?"CE4C JJ(K)*EIJ(K) 
0153 SLMCESUCE+U IJ(K )*EIJ( K) 
C154 50 CCNTILE 
0155 =SLfrC2/SLfrCC 
0156 DETSLM0245LME2—SUMCE*SLMCE 
0151 ELM0=( SUCD*SUME2—SUt.'CE*SUMCE)/CET 
47 
i-CH iiir IV ( LVtL 	Li 	 UM4 	- IJI6. 
015€ 
0 	5s C=10 iELC 
C16C \,]. =-ELM1I( ELCEL4MC) 
C CtLCLLATE 	CEL 	IJLL2 
011 SUtCL2=io 
C162 CC 	6C 	K1,t' 
C1 DEL(K)=_C1J(<)+EL.Afr(CIJ(K)+ELAM1*EIJ(K) 
C164 LEL2 ( 	) = LEL (K )*CEL(K) 
165 SuL2=SLCL2+QEL2( K) 
rik 6 60 CCNT II\UE 
CC 	70 	U-:1 9 1 
SCEL2(Ib):Co 
06S 7C CCNTINUE 
CIO 7C DC 	61 	$=1, 
0171 SDEL2(ICC(K))SCEL2(IGG(K))+UEL2(K) 
C172 sDLL2(IHH(K)+NC)=SD6L2(Ih(K)+t\CA)+DEL2(K) 
C173 8C CCNTIt'LL 
SL1=(SU2*SLt'DL2)/(DE1*(FN)) 
0176 SVL01-SLtE*SUDL2/(CET(M-1i)) 
RI1[ 	(6,81) 	IDC 
Ci73 81 FCR1'T 	(1F1,9hi)T 	SET 	9 14//) 
C17S 5DVCC*C*SFT(SVL0) 
•18C Wfl11E(6,E) 	VC,5D3 
018). €5 FCF1Afl(IJ/7h V)= 	,F 0 3,E)(,8H 	SD 	V0= 	,tl004) 
C1d2 
1. ( S V L 1 ) / ( ELAM(**4 ) ) 
C1E WRITE(6,E) 	i],SCv1 
01€' €6 FOMfl(//7b V1= 	,F8 0 6,5.X,81 	SD 	V1= 	,E10o4//) 
C1E R1TE 	(6,€?) 	SUDL2 
CIU €7 FCRt.A1 	(/127H SLfr 	CF 	CUR[C 	RESIDLALS 	,E1004//) 
0167 SC0FTSCP1(SUDL2/(M-N1) I 
C1E€ 1ITE 	(6 1 68) 	SDCFT 
038c 88 FORt1 	(11h Si) 	CF 	1= 	,E1004//) 
R1TE 	(6,.9) 	SUtG2 
011 89 FUR4Mt1(12h SLMDIJX2 	9 F1103//) 
0192 WRITE(6,32) 	V 
C12 82 FCRf'A1(1I711 V= 	9 F503,47b 	ThIS 	IS 	THE 	CCNSTANT 	VELOCITY 	BUT 	IS 
lNcr 	USEDIII) 
C1 SA RITE 	(6,S0) 
0195 cc FCRt.ATL/iSh 	LOCATICP,18X,10HTIMETERMS928X98hSD OF 111 
C196 CC 	S3 K=1,MJ 
C197 X=T3(.I<,1)-C3(K,1)*ELO - 23(K,1)ELA 1 1 
48 
LII/fl' IV tj LLVtL 	LJ 
	
1 1114 11 4  
CISE 
oic RIIE(,S21 	IEE(K),T3(K,1) ,U3(,1),Z3(K,1),X,SDTT1(K) 
C2(C c2 FCt'/T(I,5X,F703,2h- 	,Fg03,5H/VO+ 	,F1203971-IV1JV0X2,2(2X,F703)) 
S CLN1It\LE 
02'2 tq<=NC/41 
C203 CC 	54 	<H<,F 
020A ~ =T3(K i l)-C3(K t l)*ELAPO-Z3(Ktl)*ELAtJ1 
2C5 SUTT1(K):SRT(QIN(K,K)*SUMDL2/(M-N1)) 
(1206 'AiJTL(,52) 	IFF(K-NOA) ,T3(K,1),)J3(K,l),L3(K,1),X,SCTT1(K) 
02C7 S4 CCNTIt\UE 
C2C€ PITE 	(6155) 
C2C5 cs FCRtA1(IIi15X,5)-DLLIJ) 
C21.0 CC 	57 	)(=1,,fr 
01] RI1E(,5) 	I.t(K) ,1U13(K) ,CEL(K) 
0212 56 FCRT(1F 	,21594X,F603) 
0213 c I CC1ILE 
021' RI1E 	( 9 20C) 
C215 200 FCPM461(/I1)- 	,3X,UI-LCCATICI\,6X,5HSCEL2,8X,10hSD 	OF 	DATA ,7X, 
1SH2L) 	CF 	11,1X,SL11SD 	CF 	TI) 
0216 CC 	21C 	IF-1,f\CA 
021 X1$I($1EL2(Lh)/(IL(I1-,th)-1)) 
021€ SoTT2=SQRT(ScEL2(IH)/((I(IH,IH)-1)*Ic(1H,LH)H 
C25 RITE 	(6 1 205) 	IEL(II-),IL(Ih,Ih),SCL2(Ih),X1,SUTT2,SDTT1(IHJ 
022C 205 FOkMAI(4X,2I4,4X,E10 o 4,5X,E10o4,7X,E10o4,7X9E10o4) 
0221 210 CCN1II\LE 
0222 DC 	22C 	Ih=IK,r 
022 3 xi=ScFT (SCEL2 (Ih)/( h( Ih, Ih)-1) 
0224 STT2=Scp1(SCEL2(I1-.)/((I(IH,IH)-1)*Ic(Ih,1Hn 
0225 v%V, 1TE 	(6,205) 	IFF( Ili -G),IQ(IH,IH),SDEL2(IH),X1,SOTT2,St)TT1(IHI 
022 220 CCTIt\LE 





C231 CC 	5CC 	I1,fr 
0232 11 (0LL(1) 	o 6 1 	VtAX) 	V PAX =DE L(I) 
C233 IF 	(CL( I) 	0C-To 	XMX) 	XM.X=LC(I) 
0234 IF (CEL([) 	0 L10 	VIN) 	YtII\=UEL(I) 
0235 IF 	(CL.(I) 	0 LT0 	XMIN) 	XMINCC(fl 
C234 5CC CCTU'1iE 
0237 P=140/(Yi'.X-YIIf\) 
C23€ c=57 0 I(Xt.LX-Xt'It\) 
49 
rLrIrr IV 	V 	LLVLL ) 	 MA a IN 	 UMUC 	- 	 ILL 	 J•ILil:)f+ 
C23c DC 	5C 	1=1,15 
C24C oc SS 
0241 IPLCT(I,J)=0 
C22 IF 	(I 	oECo 	1 	oCR0 	I 	oEo 	15) 	IPLCT(I,J)=1 
(2L3 SC  CCN1IF\E 
0244 IPLCT(1,)=2 
C 2 4 5 IPLCT(I,5€)=2 
C246 10 CCPIItLE 
024 CC 	52C 	1=1915 
024€ IF 	(1 	0r\E0 	1+1NT(P(—Yt1N)+05)) 	CC 	TL 	520 
C24S CC 	515 	J=1 9 58  
C2 5c IFLCT(I ,.)=4 
0251 515 CCNTIr'LE 
025 CC 	1C 	525 
0253 2C CON1IME 
0254 525 CO 	53C 	1=1 ,t 
0255 JA=1+II(F*(DEL(I)—YfrIN)+o5) 
0256 J=1+IT(c*(LL(I)—XMIN)+05) 
025 IF 	(IfLC1(J,J8) 	oClo 	13) 	CO 	TO 	47 
P25 E IF 	( IFLC1(JA,JU) 	0E Qo 	C) 	CC 	IC 	35 
C2 5c =1 PICT ( J 	,JB 
C2C CC) 	1C 	(35,35,35,35,35 9 40,41,42,43 ,44,45 ,46,47 ),K 
0261 39 IPLCT(jA,JE)e 
C22 CC 	1C 	53C 
023 40 IPLCT(JA,3)=7 
C24 CC 	IC 	530 
C2(.5 '1 IPLCT(.iA,.3)=€ 
026 CC 	IC 	E3 
C267 42 IFLCT,JE)=9 
CU 	IC 	53C 
C2S 43 JFLCT(..,.JE)=JO 
027C GC 	IC 	530 
0271 44 IPLCT(J,Je)11 
C 2 7 2 GC 	IC 	5 3 C 
0272 45 IPLCT(J,Je)=12 
C24 CC 	1C 	530 
C275 46 IPLCT(J.,JE)=13 
C 2 7 6 CC 	IC 	53' 
C 2 7 7 47 IPLCT(J,JE)14 
0278 GC IC 530 
c27c 35 IPLCT(.J.9JE)5 
0 2 8 C 52C CCNTII\LE 
0281 WRITE 	(6,535) 	ICNO 
50 
1Ut\IF'.I' LW 	U 	LLLL. LO 	 IPiI\ 	 UMIC LIiiI't 
(282 535 FCR1 	(JF1,i'X,3HDATA 	SET,1,3X,25HDISTR1ULTION 	OF RESIDUALS/I) 
C 2 8 3 DATA 	113LH( 	/581H 	/ 
C24 CAT 1TEJ\J1h,]jiY,1H—,1H1,1H2,1H3, 1H4,1H5,1HÔ,1H7,1H8,1h9,1H+/ 
C2€5 Il5 
C2U ?CC I5L=C 
0287 DC 	54C 	J= 1, 53 
C2EE K\,jt(1(J)=1EL/M< (J) 
C28S IF 	(IPLCT(I,J)) 	54,54,51 
C25C 51 K=1fLCT(I,J) 
0291 GtJ 	Tu 	( 52,53,55,56,57,5E,5S,51,62,ô3,4,5,66,67),K1 
0292 52 KEKT(J)=1TEGN() 
C2c2 DC 	IC 	5 4 C 
02S4 53 KVEI<T(J)ITEGI\(1) 
C295 CC 	TC 	51* 
02c 4 54 cc ic sc 
C2S? 55 KiEt<T(J)ITEGt'(2) 
C29E DC 	IC 	54C 
C29 56 KVE)<T(J)=ITEGN(3) 
C3(C DC 	IC 54C 
0201 57 EKT(J)I1EGt\(4) 
C3C2 ISLt'=1SUfr41 
C203 DC 	TC 	5'C 
0304 58 KVEKT(J)=ITEGN(5) 
ISLt=LSL7'42 
C2C CC 	IC 	54C 
C3C7 59 KE<T(J)ITEGr\(6) 
030E ISLISLts'2 
fl309 CC 	IC 	54C 
C21C 61 ET(J)ITECt(7) 
0311 ISU!=1S0+4 
C2J.2 CC 	TC 	54c 
0213 62 K'EKT(J)=IiEGt(8) 
0314 ISut=IS045 
0215 CC 	IC 54C 
031 3 K\iEKT(J)IIEGt(9) 
C3J. ISUf'=ISU?+6 
C31€ CC 	IC 	540 
031c 6 4 KvE(T(J)I1EGNt10) 
022C ILfr=1S0+7 
0221 CC 	10 54( EN 
.1222 65KVEKT(J)ITECI\(11) 
0223 Ist=IsL+e 
0324 CC 	I C .54 C 
LI Li.! )'t rum uu iv 	U 	LLVCL £0 	 IJ4I\ 	 L.ML 
0 3 2 66 KVEKT(J)=ITEGt\L12) 
C32 1SLfrILfr 
0321 Cu 	IL) 	54C 
C32E 67 E<T(J)=ITEGt(13) 
032c ISLt=1SUt'+1O 
033() SAC CC\TINLE 
C331 IN PITE 	(6,€C5) 	K\EKT 
( 1 322 €C5 FUM1(1F 	9 5A1 
033 IXSLt'(I)ISUt 
0334 IF( I 	oEo 	1+1\T(P*(Y!It') o 5) I 	1XSUt(I)ISUM1 
0335 1=1—i 
IF 	(I) 	67(,670,700 
033 7C 'AR ITE 	(6,75) 
C33 E 65 FCRfrfl 	(/11- 	,33 FL) ISTRIBLTION 	BY 	CISTAICE 	ANC 	SUE) 
c33c WITL 	(á,EO) 	XI,Xt'X 
0340 680 F0rT(1t- 	,.8hR\CE 	CF 	X 	AXIS 	IS,F7 0 2,4h 	T0,Fe02) 
C3'sl RITE 	(6,685) 	Ytlt\,YtX 
0342 6E5 F0tT(1i- 	,18HR.ANGE 	OF 	AXIS 	IS,F703,4H 	IC,F8031///) 
C343 [PTA 	JBLM< 	115*1H / 
0344 CATA 	J1ECI\ 	/3H***,31i--- 9 3H-0+,3H+++/ 
P345 ISLt=0 
034 DC 	68E 	1=1,15 
034 IF 	(IXSU'(I) 	0GT0 	ISLM) 	ISLM=IXSUt( I) 
C34€ 6 EE CCr1ItI..E 
a3c II=Isiv,  
C35C 6ES CC 	69C 	J=1,15 
0351 JvC KT L) BLANK (J) 
0352 IF 	(IXSUi(J) 	0GE0 	II) 	JVEKT(J)=JTEGM1) 
0353 6 90 CCTIF\UE 
RIIE 	(6 9 820) 	J'EKT 
03f5 €20 FCRt'I(iI- 	,53) 
C IIII-1 
IF(II) 	6c4,6c4 1 689 
C35E 6c4 ISLfr=C 
C35S DC 	6GE 	1=1115 
0360 JVEI<T(I)=JeLt'K(I) 
0361 IF 	(I 	0E0 	1+INT(P*(—YIN)+05)) 	CC TO 	705 
0362 IF 	( ISUM 	0EQ0 	1) 	CC 	Ic 	715 
033 J'EKT(1 ).JTECi\(2) 
0364 CC 	ic 	6SE 
0365 705 JVET(I)=J1EG(3) 
ISLP'=1 
0361 CC 	10 	6S6 
52 
036 E 115 J\IEK1(I).J1EGt\(4) 
C36S 6SE CCT ISLE 
C37( tRITE 	(,E20) 	JEKT 
071 WRITE 	(6,720) 
C272 ,30 FCtfl(/1F 	1 201-CISTRI8UTICt\ 	BY 	SIZE) 
0372 I T E 	(6,35) 	YfrIt,YPAX 
C34 135 FCIt"1(lI- 	1 18RAI\CE 	CF 	x 	AXIS 	IS,F703,4H 	IG,F703) 
0275 REAc(s,ccc) 	ICAIA 
scs FCfrfl(I2) 
C377 GC 	1c(1c,ce8),IcAT 
037 88 STOP 
C37S END 
53 
rit;r 1 V U LCL 	J. 	 I tJ1Lfl.. 	 UMIL 	1LL 44 	 LILJI'* 
5LI3RCUIr'E 	TRMLL(N,fr,I,LPT,I1,I2,P 9 13,14,, 15, I6 
(1CC2 DIfrESICt\ 	1PT (Il l 12),P(13,I4),(I5,16) 
CC -13 DC 	1 =1, 
CIC04 DC 	1 	J=l,IF 
CCC 5 SC0 
OCO 6 DC 	2 	I1,t' 
F4CTCIFT( 1,1<) 
CCC 8 S=S+FiCTCR*P(I,J 
2 	CCTII\LE 
'C1C 





I L I' I ( 	If , •	V %J L. v . 	A 	 "1 I 	J I. 	 d 	 - 	A A 	 A 	A 
OC)1 	 SL3RCLTINE frTfrUL (t,t',IR,?T,i1,I2,P,I3,I4,Q915,I61 
CCO2 uIE$IC N PT(I1,121 ,P(13,14),(I5,I6) 
flt(3 	 CC 1 I<=1,t\ 
CCOA CC I 
0005 	 sco 
CC 2 1=1,t 
0 C C 7 	 S=S+PT(}<,I)*P(I,J) 
o(.c8 2 CCNTI\UE 
cccc 
()C IC 	 I CC(\TItLE 
RETLPt\ 
0C12 	 E1\D 
55 




DATE = 11138 	 21/56/30 
C TRAEL 	TI?E 	CI_RE 	PRCGtt4 
C CELTt[IS1F'CE 	IN 	LECPEES 
C 1=TRAEL 	lLfrE 	IN 	SEC 
C X=CIS1AI\CE 	IN 	Kt' 
C TES1=1/CELT..(SEC/CEG1 
C P=R.Y 	PPtETER 	(SEC/RAE) 
C FP=PV 	PflMETER 	(SEC/CEO) 
C DF=CEFIVCTI'vE 	OF 	P 





CC)1 CItEt'ICI\ 	CA(1CCO), 	1.(1iCQ) 
CCC2 DI'Et'SICN 	ET(10I1),ALF(10001 	,LBEL(20) 
00O2 DCI.BLE 	PPECISJCI\ 	CCCS 
0CC4 4 REtL(,2) 	(LBEL(I),I1,2C) 
CC0 RI1E(6,1) 	LLAEL(I) ,I1,20) 
REMJ(,23 )P,\i,LNIT,PERCEG 
CCC7 E1(1) 	= 
CCE A = 	P 
CCOS WRITE(6,2fl 
CC].0 R11E(,22) 	i,ET(i) 
0011 DC 	2 	1=1,ICCC 
ec12 RE1(5,1 )E,w1 
IF 	(C) 	3,11,3 
CCIA 3 Ri 	= 	i—C 
CC1 IF(R1-R) 	(9596 
0016 5 J1F.(t') 	= 	Co 
GE 	1C 	7 
OdE 6 ALFAU\)=2oi(lo+ALCG(\l/V)/ALCG(R/Rl)J 
CCIS 7 ETA(Nil) 	z 	Fl/Vi 
C (2C  
0C21 P 	= 	P1 
0C22 2 t\LvP 
0024 RI1E(,24) 
CC2 RI1E(6 9 25) 
CC26 CC 	Ic 4 
CC21 11 R€AE( 9 14IE,CE,CELT4AX 
GC2E El. 	= 	E 
OC2S VRITE 	(6. 1 5C) 	E,CE,CEL1A 
CCU RIIE(6,1) 
56 




DATE = 71138 	 21/56/30 
CCfl 0ELU=DEL1x*0 001732S2 
0032 P1 	= 	Co 
CC32 Cl co 
0C34 12 p 	E1.(1J$CCCS(E*0eC14522S21 
C ( 3 5 CP P-Fl 
CC3 EL] 	jo/F 
0C37 VEL2 	= 	1 0 /F/! 0 C17532S2 
0C3€ \EL3 	= EL2*PERCEC 
CC3S VEL4 	= 	1oiEL2 
C C 4 C CELIA 	= 
CCA] 1 	= 	Co 
0C42 CC 	8 I=1,NLVFS 
CC43 0ELT:CEL14.F(I)*APCCS(P/ETA(l)) 
or,44 ECELTt 	= 	CELIA-Cl 
C(41 1= 	T4t1Ft(I)*ETA(I)4SCFT(10-(P/ETAIJ1**21 
C(4 IF(F-ETA(141)) 	9 1 10 l lC 
CC47 9 CEL1A=CELTt-4aLFI(I)4APCCS(P/ETA(141)) 
CCA f CCELTt 	= 	CELT-C1 
0c4c IF(CELT-.LEL1.AX) 	8,8,11 
CC5C 8 1 	= 	T-ALFt(t)*ET(I+1)*SLT(1.-(P/ETA(1+1)J**2i 
CC5I 0 A-F 
0C2 RITE(v21) 
CC REAC(5 9 2S)L 
0054 CC 	IC 	(4,4C),L 
10 IF(CCELTA) 	15912,15 
00 5 1 1 CP = 	(P-F])ICCEIIA 
C C 57 Fl 	= 	F 
CCSE 01 	= 	CELiA 
CC5S CELIA = 	cELTA1000174532c2 
CCoC TESI 	= 	IICELTA 
CCU PP=F'C0C] 	32c2 
0C2 CIF=PF-TEST 
CC2 X 	= 	CE1T*FERCEC 
CC4 RITE 	(,2) 	CELTA,X9T,EL3,P1 
((6 5 E 	= 	E4CE 
CC c 6 CC 	1C 	12 
0067 1 FC1(F0C,F92) 
CUE 14 FCRAl(3F1C O 2) 
21 F0FA1(0,4H RAY 	AN1S 	TG PENETRATE 	EELCW DEEPEST 	(C,V) 	CARC GIVE 
1) 
CC7C 22 FGRtA1( jL),2hC0C ,15X,F02,15X,F802) 
0071 23 FCFt1(F0C 9 F602,A4,F10.2) 
CC72 24 FCRtdAT(31- 	ICE 	?ANY 	(PCRE 	THAN 	1000) 	C,V 	CARCS) 
57 
FCFTFt 1v 	C 	LEVEL 16 	 m A I N 	 DAlE = 	11138 	21/56/30 
CC72 25 FCRAT(31- FEED CCRRECT 	C,V CAROS SACK 	IN) 
(C74 26 FGR1(2() 
CC 27 FG?T (1-C,].C,9I-CEPbT(KM),1OX,16tVELCCITY(KM/SEC1,1O,1CHp(5EC/RA 
10)1) 
OC76 28 FCfl (11X,F6ol ,X,F02,1,F802J 
rCfl 2S FCR7tT 	(12) 
CC76 FCt1(F 0 3,F802) 
C(7c H FCP1(1I-1,1/2)4) 
0CC 5C F0k'A1 	(/J,1.2X,2HE=F6293)3hDE=F602,3),9HtELTAtAx=f6 0 j) 
CC81 51. FCPA1t/i ,6X,13hCIST,t(E(CEC),3X,12). , CISTANCE(Kt.j),2X,9i.TIME(5EC),3X 
1,11H 	(KtJ.EC) ,JX1OHF (5ECl1AC )/) 
OCE2 2 FCAT(6),FE 0 , 	X,F1C.2 ,4X,F802,5X,F.2,6,F.3) 
CCE3 40 510 
CC6' EtC 
Mol 
FCTH' IV 	C 	LEVEL 13 	 MAIN 	 DATE = 	71140 	 19/25/30 
C STR.A1ChI 	LINE 	TRAVEL 	TINE 	CURVE 	PPJCRM 
rril LIt'NSjCN 	IIM(15 (fl,QEL1A(5yfl,RE$( 50C),L4UEL(13),STN(500,RDjF(50 
LELULE 	PFECIICN 	A,D,C,C,,F,TI,VEL 	1NV,VEL,CSRT 
2 (LBEL(I),1=1918) 
12 
FI1L(,1A) 	(LALLL(I ),I1,18) 
1A FCRt'AT(1J1,/,l34 	/1) 
fC7 REL(,21) 	N,RV,RTI 
CCC8 21 FCRA1(I,7X,2F1)03) 
RIT(,3) 	N,R1J,R\i 
23 FCi1 	(7,i5HLMt3ER 	CF 	CES0=13,4X,7FREF0TI=,F802,1X,3HSEC,4X,oHRE 
JF0V=,130 2,X, CA I KN/SEC 1/) 
REC(,2r, 	(S1N(I ),5TN(I ),TI?E(1),DELTAtI1,I=t,N) 
0l2 20 FCt1(1iX,1A4,1X,1A4,2 Fl. Oo2) 
Pr i RI1Et,!1) 
NA 11 FCftfl (5),h 	TA-sboT,2x,cbTIME(SEC ),ÔX, 12HCISTANCE(K') ,3X,9t-IC-C 	C 
1SEC),4X,chC-C 	(SEC) 
C'5 
15 FCfr.T (4c,4I-REF0,9X,4hCAL0) 
A 	N 
(C1E e = 




0(23 = 	L4LEL7(I) 
r(2L C 	:C411ME(I) 
E 	= 	E+CELu/.(i)**2 
cr-?E F 	=F41IfrE(I)ELT(I) 
r(2 3 CCNTINLE 
1fl2 E E 
11 	= 	LC-E*F/E)/ (-3cC/) 
(( 30 'JEL IN\=( F-C*C/A)/(E-D*/A) 
EL 	=10/ELINV 
(C32 EPS.R 	= 	Co 
CC 	A 	I=1, 
CC3 A LPS.= 	EF 	f4(TI+LELT(1)*VELINV-TIfrE(I) 	)**2 
1C35 
C3 STDEL 	= 	\EL-1 0 J(\,LLIt\+STCVIN) 
flC33 S=)e 
CC3S CC 	5 	1=1,1' 
59 
FLIT IV 	LVLL J 	 MAIN 	 U1E 	= 	11140 	 19/25/3() 
RS( I 	=1 Itv[(  I )—TI—VELItV*C ELT 	( I) 
) RC if (1) :1 I 	E (1 )-U 1-10 /CLLTA (I) 60 C ( 4 2 5 S=S4ES(I)*2 
2 SST (01NS 
) 	( STN( 1),TNNI),TIME(I) ,UELrA(I ),LIFLI,ES(I),L=1,N 
10 FCR1(5 
RI1E 	(69:1) 
C(4 31 FCt'LT 	(/J 2 .X 1 23b 	CALCULATED 	PARAMETERS:)  
F;ITE 	(,7) 	ELIN,STLVIN 
7 Fcfr1(/J)(,1eh 	INERSL 	 LEvIATIQt'j 
, F5JJ 
CC5C R 11 	( E,€ ) 	 'GEL ,,TL1VEL 
8 1(5X,.0- 	VELCCITY,9X,F80397X,19hSTANCARC 	UEVIATI0N=,F803//) 
CC52 1RITE 	(,c) 	TI, 	STDTI 




CC56 CALL 	FLCT(EELTA,RLS,LLEL,N) 
091 1EC 	( 1 2) 	L 
C(5€ 7 6 FC1 	(12) 
C 	IC 	(2,20), 	L 
CCÔC 30 STCP 
CC1 END 
FCRTRM 1, 	G 	LEEL 18 	 t I N 	 DATE = 	71138 
CALCULATIONS 	CF 	HICCEN 	LAYERS 
cccl CIMEN5IQN 	4( 1;5),U(99),H(99),CC(c),V(Ss),LA8EL(18) 
((O2 1 RED(,5) 	(LAI3EL(I),I=1,18) 
f(C3 S FCRMA1(1U4) 
(r-u RI1E(,) 	(LAeEL(I),I1,1e) 
()()05 6 FORtdAT 	()h-i,JI/,lt- 	,1€A4/I) 
C(C 
fl(C.7 2 FORA1 	(12,6X,5F1003) 
((Ce XC2(2 0 C(2)V(N+114(4(N)-A(1)))/(V(t\t1)-V(2)) 
OCCS TC2C2/V(N+1 )+.A(N)*20 
Cr1.0 C1N-1 
CCJ1 CC 	2 	M3,N 
(('12 AMUL=M-2 
OO1 3 V 	J V(2)+(('v(N41)-'s(2 J)/01V)*A1UL 
CCL4 
CO 	4 	N=2 9 K 
CC16 4 A(M)=(1C2-XC2/\,(M+1))/20 
COMMENT: 	t' 	AND ALL 	A'S 	AND V'S MUST 	BE READ OR GENERATEC ABOVE 
CC 1. C(1)((1)*V(2)*V(1))/SCRT(V(2)**2 - V(1)**2I 
'C1E 1)C(1) 
ccic CO 	JJ 	J2,N 
C C 2 C SCCOo 
('('21 J1=J-1 
CC22 CC 	11 	I1 1 J1 
CC(I)=C(1)*ScRT(V(J+1)**2-V(I1**2)/(\d(J+11*V(1)) 
CC2' 11 SCC=SCC+(C(I). 
CC2 D(J)=((J)_sCc)(J41)*V(J)a/ScR1((J41j 4 *2-v(J)**2) 
10 h(J)=H(J-1)+DLJ) 
PITE 	(6,15) 
C(2€ 15 FORMAl 	(12X,31h(Kt/SEC) 	A(SEC) 	D(KM 	H(Kt)/) 
rc2c CC 	18 l,N 
RI1E 	(6,20) 	V(t'i),A(M),D(M),H(M) 
Cr31 20 FCRttl 	(1H 	1 9,4Fe02) 
CC22 18 CCN1It'LE 
CC2 R. I I E 	(6,21) 	'dt'+1) 
rc34 21 FORMAl 	(1H 	,SX,F802) 
f(3 eIlE 	(6,22) 	lC2,C2 
CC36 22 FCRtA1 	(11)1 	,13X,4HTC2,F602,10t-SEC 	XC2=,F702,2HKM) 
CCn REAC 	(5,30) 	MORE 
CC3E 30 FORMAT 	(12) 
C(35 CO 	TO 	(191), 	MCRE 








6 7 1 1 
672 A 
7(; 1  
71.1 












67 C 5 
6 -1 C6 
£711 
6714 













L. A I A 3C 
70 7( 20d 53 14 
'oO n 1 1 
1 30oc4 148 2 1 
1 24d035 3 1 
1 447 3195 4 1 
33o C'7 1 22534 5 1 
I ._O -.-  ) -  	c 	- 5 
2 4'; 2620C 3 2 
2 48 0 c1 3Y) 0 31 4 2 
0O 6 3 
3 3172 2175 3 3 
3 462 2810 4 3 
3 37ooO 254ou 7 3 
3 2577 159010 5 3 
3 .6006 119 
Li 43030 307o36 8 4 
4 43b) 30777 8 4 
4 3flod3 2C)90 2 4 
4 35):j 2 ,43 o-7 5 
A 
3 4 
4277 3C4o8 4 4 
A 452 2'27 0 98 7 4 
6 25Q31 15171 6 5 
6 3306 22333 1 5 
3337 2192 s 5 
6 34O5 7.  214 I  5 
3414 2332 11 5 
o 370 242o to 12 
6 2Y1057 3 5 
0 347053 4 5 
6873 5O2oo 13 5 
o 61005 4408 14 5 
o 0 5 
7 33o75 22u24 6 6 
7 417 2S07 1 6 
7 2i37 
7 41o6O 2E31 10 6 
7 410E5 2-;04 11 o 
432O 29704 12 
7 430'sC O1J7 15 6 
7 46052 33496 3 6 
7 S12 0 01 37s026 4 
7 2705 169Q73 7 6 
62 
EC1 E :390d1 6 7 
8 51o32 37042 1 7 
6C7 8 3l73 20937 15 7 
678 8 1920 17 7 	 63 
67C9 8 2753 1733 2 7 
613 .1 8 2 -10 5 1- 1.A3 0 7 ie 7 
6723 8 2732 1C304 19 7 
6730 8 3225 20i55 20 7 
4 -131 8 23o 53 2lQ3 21 7 
6732 8 355 23477 22 7 
8 511 439O00 5 7 
675 562U 4O9O) 5 7 
7C1 S 74o64 560 Q 41 6 8 
672 9 L3 233 )95 1 
6707 9 o37 47755 15 8 
678 9 6 27') t52o45 17 3 
67C S 4443 2 
6711 9 551'2 401 o 76 3 
S i44 3436 4 8 
S 'i7oC 1) 33571 23 8 
S 45'5 10 1 24 8 
6717 9 432 3Cu 0 80 25 8 
o 71 ti 9 '211 292098 26 8 
79 '3 Lñ55 2e3079 27 8 
140 S 3co4 273O7 28 
6721 S 323 261O6 29 8 
22 S i(,47 2430b1 30 8 
S 3oC7 2-320 86 31 8 
6724 9 225 0 9C i2 8 
6725 5 3252 2i5Y6 33 8 
o726 S 390 2'117 34 8 
6727 9 2925 1859 35 8 
S 2717 1710 15 8 
?35 S 7079 52755 5 
8 
101 10 4384 3CO40 36 9 
102 j 1 n 3 4 oS2 240 37 9  
103 10 3371 225.90 38 9 
104 10 372 2fl000 39 9 
105 10 270 175o50 40 9 
106 11 2433 1520 41 9 
112 10 2415 14850 42 9 
113 Ii) 2 1io3l 1500 eM s3 9 
214 10 2457 1.504O 44 9 
135 13 2io1 150 7C 45 9 
116 10 2789 17420 46 9 
113 1C 4960 346 0 40 47 9 
203 10 310'i8 2C0050 46 9 
2 (' 7 IC 2 4 a 56 1503 SC 9 
1. 1 1) 22008 133.30 51 9 
t5C4 10 S7016 743Y 4 8 9 
C4 10 739 74t9 0 68 8 9 64 C4 IC S7 o 67 7zt QO CJ8 8 9 
656 13 1C 0 9 767O 52 9 
6 516 10 1Ci07 7o55 52 9 
5i6 10 10206 79284 52 9 
7C1 1C S%2 77159 6 9 
67i. 10 S7 7717 9 
t7C2 1') iCdo37 334001 1 9 
7C2 10 1Oo3 J3uc3 o 1 9 
67r3 1) 104',3 .307o51t 9 9 
7 C 4 10 10'22 79907 10 9 
67(7 10 70361 15 9 
67'8 10 Y'020 602o 17 9 
IC E 	I 67095 2 9 
6710 1 b527 16 9 
71 2 10 El o 33 b1'ro9 53 9 
6714 1 7 6 o 3 Ig 57620 4 9 
67). D-  10 744 23 9 
7i6 10 7341 54907 24 9 
677 10 7213 53471 25 9 
10 70() 52039 2b 9 
e15 IC d" s 5 50d70 27 9 
6720 10 672 5C79 28 9 
721 10 4bd082 29 9 
22 10 E"71 4710 c,6 30 9 
6723 1C 627J 46006o 31 9 
724 t 235 4537 32 9 
6725 10 ec0ci 443o7 33 9 
726 10 5902 420o95 34 9 
727 1C 57o53 41444 35 9 
6728 10 5537 3949 19 9 
10 500 35158 20 9 
10 A Co 13 34415 21 9 
t732 1C 4790 3117 22 9 
674 10 7 1 o 25 52954 7 9 
o735 10 2O86 71lo 70 5 9 
6735 IC 929l 71170 5 9 
7C11 IC 3229 2C%25 13 9 
7012 10 3C075 2691 16 9 
7013 10 4C58 27bi0 14 9 
6504 11 iE0 20177 8 10 
6504 U 31030 20218 8 10 
11 2660 15947 52 10 
6516 11 2610 160055 52 10 
472 11 43) 320 1 10 
734 11 5O0O 39u09 7 10 
6735 11 33o 17 21400d 5 11 
6735 U .33 	32 
1 
ll413 5 10 
6 373o 25 5 11 
12 5230 37325 3 11 
12 4720 330bO 52 11 
616 12 47i3 33107d 52 ii 
12 Lt7 1t0 33312 52 11 
671 12 4711 328 0 88 6 11 
o7. 12 4 7,, 30 323 o 6 6 11 
6701 12 4740 32O1 6 11 
6701 12 4720 32902 6 11 
o7(2 12 4620 31686 1 11 
6702 12 3160u9 1 11 
67C2 12 43 31721 1 11 
67C3 12 49o( - ' 8 34352 9 U. 
5o1 35412 10 11 
67C5 12 520e5 36771 11 11 
6709 3. -) 633C9 L90 o3 5 2 11 
t710 12 71Q13 13 11 
6711 12 7323 54531 3 11 
6 7 1, 2 12 753S 56- i6O 53 11 
671' 1 122 611 c 00 4 11 
6715 12 842 623096 23 11 
6716 12 E410 030 0 33 24 11 
6717 12 84o 7 E 400 25 11 
67) 8 12 d504') u4750 26 11 
12 b7042 L15 27 11 
6720 12 6 	31 575068 28 U 
6721 12 S0S4 877 29 11 
6722 12 ô7033 30 11 
6723 S2,19 679 .1 11 
6724 12 7 2 
o75 2 S366 705 o 27 33 11 
676 112 94o70 715]7 34 11 
6727 12 S5 0 5 72206 35 11 
6723 12 S6041 7300 19 11 
6730 12 10C27 7c002 20 11 
4731 12 1.010 1 3 76732 21 
4732 12 1022 773o48 22 11 
6734 12 7C70 51358 7 11 
6735 12 4766 327o 31 5 11 
6735 12 4771 327d2 11 
7C11 12 1C0€2 83018 13 11 
101 13 43,010 29090 36 12 
65 
113 H 2oO 36 12 
14 U 3000 1730 39 12 
H 27o 60 17o0 4C 12 
106 13 25O C. 154O Li i 12 
112 13 2303C 1330 42 12 
113 12 3iofC "COO 30 
4 
12 
1.14 13 32') 21210 4'i 12 
115 13 330 2253O 45 
116 13 3840 2530 4 12 
118 1 3 46 00 0 3330 47 12 
203 13 3c0 2Li)3O 43 12 
2 0 5 13 28 1)0 175060 49 12 
217 13 222O 131 	3O 50 12 
211 13 234O 1960 51 12 
1C1J. 17 1055 83 2, 056 13 13 
7C3 17 10'73 77938 14 13 
616 30 'i22 34b016 52 14 
30 49006 34800b 52 14 
t7C1 30 6649 489065 6 14 
b721 3() 48991 6 14 
07Cl 3C 66 o 27 43902 6 14 
61C2 30 6762 431c 75 1 14 
LiII 	LI 
vJ= do C73 	 SO VC= 0 0 4S571-01 
V1= C0CCC1(. 	SD v= C0420E-04 
SLM CF SLtRLL RES1LULS C0E Cl 
SC CF T = r 	' 	 CC 
SUMDIJX2= 3C6685,(00 
V= E c, 245 THIS IS THE CCNSTANT VELCCITY BUT IS NUT USED 
LL-CATI CN TIME 	TERfrS SD OF 	TI 
702 2C 	COo — 13 1 0 2S/C+ 544 0 0CCV1/V0X2 3o 238 00106 
7cc )70t2O — 114 0 415/Y'.+ 2717 0 )CV1/V)X2 303 0o13 
.71. 1€ 	S2 1-32o724/0+ 21464ç 37V1/V'iX2 20512 Oo1 
6 7s 23 54— 17') o 5021 4 bc 6V1 /VC)A2 20 615 00L1 
35 ) 9 c á73— 13 	3i/\iC+ 4J2)025flV1/V0X2 30 1UJ. 00100 
l S717/C+ 17c.7Q625V1/0X2 2c 7i 015 
173C'— 11.ol/VO+ 9 Q dV1/V)X2 3 o 55 ,r 013i 
c 594 1711— 13C0 52•'/C+ 560U90t75V1/VDX2 2075o 00128 
6703 150Ct4— 29215G75CV/V')XZ 3 c 12U 00156 
C4 1 50 A ~ t— i27JQ+ 272075CV1/V0X2 3o3. 00156 
705 7031 — 2707C1'C+ —5891012ViJVUX2 30454 00170 
OCE 3o 74 31C2/'C+ 3274 0 313VIJVOX2 3o19 OoLIO 
7C11 210i7— 1302C 1;/C+ E415 0 63VA./V0X2 3o o_. 
7013 4o9/dC+ —57521 0 675V1/VOX2 3o 163 
67C7 232A6 1.64 0 27J/C+ 70756 0 68V1/V0X2 3079 0e1cO 
67 
1?O 72C 123/'C 
.-'O 	d I 	-d V A. I 	V 
770920 53V1/ '0X2 
.) 0 L U. 
3011 
LI o 	LI 1 
'Jollb 
6710 14 a i2— 14o% 313V11Vux2 2o 341 U177 
726 5321Jv0+ —63'J105CCv)/vox2 30217 15 v  
7C 15c,43c— S 7o3/'wC4 267U3031jV/VjX 3o435 0o177 
2— 100 	/V'+ 29- 9 0 5 o 313V1/Vux2 30262 U0177 
6 -132. 14'— 1O02/C+ 3001vi/vJX2 3o t) ,Jd 00177 
715 1 c0ec— J70?si/y_+ 2J17v1/vcx. 20i0 0176 
671, ISO 0 13)o3/\iC+ 24,)1b0553V1/V0x2 "0 7t)o Colit> 
717 i22/\C+ 173dJ 	56Jv1/v0X? 3o039 
6713 160 S— 3 !.473. /\iC+ 1. 2 9 6 1c, 53V1/vuX2 2o 78b 00 17 
Ito 11. L-1 0 4lu 56 3 V 	V'.)X2 i001). OoliC 
6720 16747— 1110'23/v' 4 14609a3vi/vX2 3033 (jol 7b 
160i.47— 1C'075/VC+ 11024c !j63V!/Vk)X2 203 017 
6722 1 	2 i. 9 0 	d 5619.)563Vi/VUX2 3o 406 0o17c. 
360056vj/v)x2 
o724 1127— E703A7Jv0+ 216033v1/ux2 3.,15 
6 75 130L1— .17b375V1/vix2 3o 361 (J176 
— 11o625V1/VUX2 .o248 00176 
627 12 0 34— id17JC+ —31750tV1/V()X2 30 4't (Jollb 
—21915037v!/V 1 X2 3o846 0213 
102 —26C4— —23 Sio 	1/C+ — 2e35470375V1,v0x2 272 O21 
13 28 c 9I2 —2(l01//C+ —2c9432375v1/v0X2 02i 
317— 204/C+ — 09784037v1/V 1'X2 2o599 0o13 
1.C5 4,; 756— —d073/C+ —312375VjJV:X2 2o u73 0213 
! 1, (, 21 7 c <o7— 31/VC+ —3260 o bc2iVJ/V)X2 2c o2d 02l3 
11.2 —12— —3J5JV+ —3214t5t.2511/v.)X2 25)3 004i  
313 —.40Y1— —3091..26/O+ —3179 1 402V1/Vx2 2577 00 21.j 
11 1, 33 < 	Ts' —303331 J 1vC+ —315541 	62./V-JX2 279j 002l3 
115 —22o 11— 2S60 56E5/v-"+ 31261') 	625V1JV-JX2 2o 63U 021.3 
116 —29> 212— 23o32JC+ O'65vi/vOX2 3o2c4 0213 
118 1 1l04/C+ — 3140683V1/v. 1 x2 .o439 0021 
2e3 2U71 L 24017i/0+ 30O37106dVi/V()X2 3o240 O213 
20 —3€-1— — 210C2/O+ —322't5%688V1/vjx2 3c IW 00213 
2'7 3657 _3Zi3o3/\IC+ 323606<jV]./V0X2 2ic 
211 71]5 327033/\C+ 324150ó3V1jV0X2 2o639 0213 
5 16 3i435— 77C/\")+ 177Lb56v1/VCx2 2525 0122 
6712 2C016— J.410/0+ 3U2075V1/vOX2 00 
1 16.O5— 110" 435/\C+ 20707d13Cvj/VUX2 3010 
2 23 o 637 1 43960/V0+ 4(81 	V1/VJX2 3o34 021 
3 12, 81) 1-- 8O77u/\j4 15023c637V1/VOX2 2926 0125 
4 1e,8?3— 1310'/vC+ 349oltov1/vOx2 2o 7421 0143 
6 25 	3tj]• 1300222/vC4 7.4t4 0 3 IL 3V1/v.'x2 3206 0112 
7 27007— 1c605C0/\j+ e0423 c 50CVI/vuX2 2o 933 01.1 
2 co 165— 140o 440/ 387;70 563V1/vJx2 20 868 0 0 11.9 
9 3C.,242— 22203CiJ0+ 1064i20433V1/VUX2 2979 00107 
10 600 952— 4730-0721v'+ 3452)2037v1Jv0X2 323 ea 0098 
11- 180S30— 121 0 dC5/C+ 2718025Cv1/v0x2 3911 0122 
637(2— 4C7/'0+ 3534)40313V1/VJX2 3o21d O134 
17 co5— 7c938/C+ 6333150313V1/V3x2 4 o 455 O236 
30 460— 34700€8/VC+ 1763310563V1/VOX2 3824 O142 
DEL IJ 
I 
67r 3. OoC 78 
6711 1 —0c 
6714 1 00 114 
6135 1 —O237 
6735 1 —C 3 1 3E 
6711 2 ')c14 
2 —C2.6 
6701 11 C17l 
6711 3 323 
6114 3 CO2C 
6734 3 —22 
6135 3 
3 Co 381 
6 50-t 4 
4 C0122 
67C 
6711 4 _r0y4 
6114 —0.E6 
6734 4 
67C1 6 _0 0 I_-, I 
6732 6 — o'4c 
6 0423 
6704 6 n a 1A5 
6 —'C4 
tIII 6 0o1 I, C 
671.4 5 —CC46 
7C) 1 6 023ó 
7C13 6 —3C7 
t735 
6103 7 O173 




7 C 0 O3 
6711 7 —O312 
6114 7 00261 
ml 
7C2 7 —1ci 
7C1 E C 0 45? 
t 7 3 2 — Co 34e  





o730 8 0c173 
732 € 
i35 8 
35 8 0057 
7O1 9 O253 
72 S Do! 53 
7C7 S —27 
67C8 9 —0C€5 
S 
£711 S C 	177 
4 -43 4 S —00053 
15 S 
t.i6 5 
6717 9 ,CAi 
S 
715 S —ti c O1 
12  S —CoCC 
721 S —0o11 
22 S 
S ' C14 
6724 5 
16 	'41 5 S —O o  
726 S —00 	1 
677 L. 
?E S —0O275 
S O,C71 
J. C —O222 
1("2 IC 
1 0 3 iO —O32 
ic io C o 214 
15 )3 CC2 
1C 6 1C —1031 
1]2 1C 
1i3 10 —o 0 cc; 
11 
1I )C —0QC72 
116 10 —01I0 
118 1C CoCEl 
205 IC 
2C7 i C —) 0 CIS 
211 10 —0261 
6504 1. c 
5f4 101 —0CE6 
654 1' 
6516 IC C 0 1d 
616 IC 
61Ô 10 —08' 
6701 10 —23 
71 I.C. 
67C2 10 CO264 
6712 10 




67CG 1C —00 CCS 
6710 10 —33C27 
6712 Y, 
7i4 10 —0C€s 
671.5 1 0021 
c a 13 aoi 
67 1 7 10 0333 
6718 1C 
71S IC C 0 35't 
7.7 0 iO 0161 
6721 1 C 0424 
cIt 
, 	_ ,, 
6723 II —277 
L2A 10 C,23 
l__) - 	l__. .. 	J -- -- 
626 10 —C3126 
6727 13 —3 0 Cc6 
o728 10 —J0223 
£ 	( cL f 1 v j 
6731 10 —0i13 
673 10 
634 IC —C'5 
65 10 
35 1 —C285 
7C11 10 —0 O 3 fl 
7Ci2 10 
7C13 10 %177 
6.504 11 o 
6504 11 
4516 11 C 0 477 
71 
-0 O3c; 
t7i 13. —3 
.7')2 11 PO 1613 
34 fl —f'125 
ii 
7.5 t 0 
O4 32 
C4 12 —2A5 
].1 12 
.516 12 —'2 
51c 12 —(o16 
7C1 12 




7C2 3.2 —0O276 
7 C 2 32 
tlOJ 12 —2O1 
7C4 32 —O241 
fl5 32 
7C9 12 CC2 
7 1 C 32 C043 
711 12 
12 12 —0 0 CS-13 
71 12 —05 
715 32 —O0C 
6 716 12 — o34 
737 12 —C, 3c's 
o718 12 —431 
1' 12 —00341 
72O 12 
e21 12 —O 
722 12 —O23c 
t723 12 00106 
- i 
Li_ .1 
a c o 0 r' 	 - 
12 
6720 12 CO 
727 12 336 
?23 12 CC77 
3 12 Oolil 
31 12 Co C4 
6 1 - 
.734 12 02'3 
635 12 
C'.1 12 CO21C 
72 
IC? 13 —0 O 2C4 
13 )3 
114 13 —2217 
105 13 —'2oC3ô 
3O 13 
112 13 —007 
113 13 0,CS7 
11 13 
J1 13 
1. - If - 
113 
j3 r 84 
203 13 —0O275 
205 13 —0C21 
2C7 13 
211 13 C257 
7C11 17 —CDI21 
r)i23 
6 516 3 'U2S5 
16 3C —Cc2 
e773 33 —0 O 241 
7:J 1 : .-' 
7)i 30 —3,2S0 
c702 20 C0435 
LCCA]ICN .SLEL2 SU OF 	CATA 2S0 OF TI iSO OF IT 
67'D2 12 2 0 12E (1 1 CO3IC7E 00 03966L-01 O o lo75L 00 
6 7 C s t 02237E-01 06383E-01 0020L—)1 01375 E 00 
671 1 8 CO233CE (C C01624E 00 U450L-01 001255E 03 
c714 S (274SE OC C1354L 00 00d79L-91 001210b 00 
673 14 O75E6E 00 CO241uL 00 0 0 5oE-01 0 0 jO)E 00 
6721 i C')33 (0 C0 2541E 00 0650-01 00105E 00 
734 6 0053C E 00 003280E 00 001339E 30 001374E 00 
650'+ S 00 3€5eE CC C21SE 00 0i323—D1 0017E 00 
67('- 3 4 CO2d1E 00 003056E 00 001523E 00 0 0 1577E 00 
4 C o l. 	cL OC CO23CdE CO 001154E 00 U177E 00 
7(5 3 O1325 00 C2574E 00 0148E 30 0017o2E 00 
7C 2 C 	133E-02 Co434E-01 (1 0 3073L-01 Oo2LOOL 00 
7C 	1 4 C0 IC C 0 3083E 03 01542L 03 001o6E 00 
70)3 3 C014C7E 00 CO2553E 00 00 	153i OC 00193E 00 
7C7 4 248L Cr, 002040E 03 001020E 00 001596E 00 
7).2 2 C 0 7C4E-01 CO26o4E CO 0013L 00 020oE 00 
o7C8 3 30153E-3 i C 0 u41E-01. 0 0 504E—C1 001777E 00 
6710 3 CO243 30 Co 33 52E 03 O0 1935t 	00 OollôiE 03 
t72t 4 C012E CO 00321E 00 0 0 1)6E 30 00154E 00 
673C 2 C0 122E DC C25C2E 0) 01444 	00 0017E 00 
ft.. '70I 	—01 0, 1 7Hi- 00 
73 
o2(- c.t.L)t 'J 1Jo15';1'tL 	00 Uj(tiL. U  
7i 5 00 737L02 Cá061L-01 U0i499L-ctl 00114E 00 
71 6 pa 1 	00 003131E 00 Oc lollE 03 O0174E Ot) 
6717 3 C2EUE OQ C37u2E 03 0021d4E. 00 001764 E 00 
6718 3 002330E 	OC C0376E 00 Po-2 -1 75L 	OC ()a 1704"' 00 
671S 3 ' 	242CE 	00 CQ3478 E 00 0 0 2(0E 00 0J l t, 4E 00 
6 7 2 C, 3 02E-01 CiiE 00 00)JL-01 0174L 33 
021 3 0223: 60 003323E 30 0022fl7E 00 01764 00 
67 3 30114[ 	'O OQ23cOE U 0o133OL 	113 0c1764 1 00 
6723 3 0)1,(E 	CC 023SsE 'JO C01332E 00 00174E 00 
67?4 3 Cc 3 1  C01347L 00 001777L-01 0174E 00 
6725 3 O c 3 37E 	00 CO25C5E 03 0 0 1504E 00 Oo I'lu4t 00 
6726 3 o;c:: 	IC C O 227iE 00 01314t 00 017 00 
3727 3 C09?5E 	CC C3021L 00 001744E 00 0 o 17t,4 00 
1)1 2 C0c714E-01. 003117E 00 020400 00213E 00 
102 2 01-Q1 CO231L 01 00202iE 00 002IJ3E 03 
3t'3 2 0o7-2 G0830E-01 00102E-01 OoL-133E 00 
104 2 le 	1C1 L3350E 00 Oo2i7L 00 002133 E 00 
1l 5 2 0223-02 00479.L-01 0 0 3'L-Q1 00213E 09 
J0 2 )7c8-)2 O0424OE-01 0 0 2093E-01 002L3E 30 
112 2 C0117L-01 C01J57E 33 O7473L-01 0c23 E 00 
113 2 0.38E-'1 00352E 00 CoU45E-Q1 02133E 00 
114 2 oicc:-2 C44&E-0i 00315E-01 Oo;-i33E 00 
115 2 017±J2 C0 	E-01 0 	92E-01 0 	E 00 
lló 
2 
 0o 2345-I1 C1 :3i L 00 O 0 1983E 00 02133t 00 
118 2 O01i3-J1 Col. 1o7 00 0o5401 0o2133 00 
203 2 CO4YtL 	30 003365E 00 u027.3E 	30 00133E 03 
2 C 5 2 C3i'E-03 CO27C4[-03. 0019)2E-01 0 0i3L 00 
207 2 0023E:-03 CO214E-01 001.7o3L-01 002A33 30 
211 2 CL i3OC C O 3oIE 00 0025ddE 00 00213E 00 
o51 6 ii 057c7E 	JO Cc 2418E 00 00 760E-01 00121E 00 
6712 2 C01c572-01 C0413E 00 C19993-01 Oo4OtQE 00 
1 6 C017E3L 	Co C1873L CO 074L-i1 03i249L 00 
2 2 00S22E-fl1 CO3')39E 00 0o2149E 00 ooi123E 00 
3 t C441* 	OC CO 2gsjE GO 001220E Ou 00121L 00 
4 6 & 777-01 C011.4E 00 O0753E-01 001431E 00 
11 0312 	OC 2353E 00 0 0 7095t-31 Uo1123E 00 
7 11 C3cE 	00 CO224E 01 07D9L.-01 001.iE 00 
8 12 C0732"= 	00 r, 	2 585E 03 Qo743L-U 00115E 00 
S 22 C05 	6C 	IC Cc, !(62E 00 0o3544-01 Oo1011L 00 
) C 57 10224E 1 Cc 2 123 Go 0 	2312L-31 00975ft-01 
11 1C Ce3 	'JO CO2LUE 00 00634E-01 0 c 119c 00 
12 41 C.22432 	01 CO233E 00 00393E01 Oot401 
13 16 C03238E 00 001469E 00 003673E-0l 01341E 00 
17 2 0031'iIE-C1 C01772 E 00 001253E 00 O o 2363L 00 
3C 6 0 0 4E7 	OC C03126E 00 01276E 00 001423E 00 
EATA .ET 2379 	LISTrILWT1UN OF KESILUALS 
3COOQOOQOOlCOOOOOOQC)lOOOOCOOOOOOOOOOOOOOQOO003OOOOOOOO 
o 	 211 	 11 	 o 
o 2 	 12 1 	o 
1 1 	11 2 111 	ii. 	1 	 11 1 2 
o 	 3 1131I.1 	1 	 1 	1. 
1 121 	1112 1 	1 11 1 	1 	 11 
1 	 1] 	11 1.11 	1 11 1 21 1 1 
111112--l-121-2 1 ------1---1---1-------1-1---111---
o 	 A 2 12 2 1 1112 	1 	 11 	1 
o fl21 2 11 	31 121 	3 11 	1 1 
o 	 1 	12 	212 	11 1 	11 
o 1 2 211 2 	21 1 	2 	 1 1 o 
1 	 311 	131 	ii 	2 1 	1 	1 	o 
- 1 	 , .' o J. - 	J. 	 0 
00 oc0 o0c000000003o000000000000001000000200000000loDoo 
01STRIEL1ICN iY C1STCE Al2 SUE 
RANGE CF )( AXIS IS 	( Q O 	TO 836036 
RANGE CF 'r AXIS IS —CA31 IC 	0 o 477 
75 
DATA SET 279 	DIS1IELTIUN Of: RESICUALS 
IN ***'4'' 	*** 




C * 	* * 41* * * * * * ** *** ** **** 




:4:4•* :4*4****:4****** **' 
0151k IELI ICN 2Y SIZE 
PM\(E CF X AXIS IS -0431 TO 0G477 
76 
*.* 
EATA SET 6U1 
591) 	 lfl 	2) 	37 	13 
62Ô lb 794 41. 1 2 1 
6626 15 16o62 113.17 1 
6825 16 7.'Th 4.67 2 
6625 15 14.5 1.39 2 
16 de34 5lo 53 3 
6624 15 1.15 72051 3 
6824 14 21.41 125.38 3 
6623 16 11.30 67.5) 
6623 15 9O6 59.61 4 
6623 14 1b.'3 103.')l 4 
6622 16 1485 87.36 5 
6622 15 962 57.34 5 
6822 14 13;o 8478 5 
b821 16 15.b 111969 6 
6621 15 1J44 1.87 a 
6821 11 17.56 17.4 6 
6221 14 1'.i2 62.18 6 
6816 15 12.2 9 72.31 7 
618 14 7.62 45.3J 7 
6818 111 13.45 83.31 7 
6617 i 3057 8 
617 1() 13.(1 73.33 8 
e16 15 11.21 óo.53 9 
6616 14 3.55 2).96 9 
6216 jr 13J'i 7833 9 
6815 15 11.17 6b.43 10 
6215 14 3014S 2 1 10 06 
6615 1) 1L,i4 78.33 10 
6.614 15 11.25 6653 11 
6814 14 3.51 2 ' ' lo96 11 
6214 iC 120 733 11 
6213 15 11011 65.43 12 
6213 14 .48 2'.96 12 
6813 1G 12987 78.33 12 
6611 15 11.23 66.43 13 
6811 14 3.49 2.9b 13 









































CMA SET 6811 
V= boG3O 
	





SC 1/= O.1'i3E-02 
SUM CF SCUREC RESICUALS C.S24E (hi 
SC CF 1= O.2228E CO 
SLMCIJX2= 131'.133 
LCCATICN TIML 	TERt'S SC OF IT 
626 1.E37- 11.2411v -1.275 
l6.53- 1.1.77/V -).24 
6€24 10c36- 120293/V -.i.i)14 0.277 
18.716- 114.1931V -9223 0217 
18.773- 113.7/V -.l31 0.277 
6821 18.572- 114i.'.34JV -11 .341 0.261 
2clE 14.6- 8'.4l1/V -'i.172 
17 l o 6b 7(07261V -l.'4'+ 0.278 
6616 12.769- 77.534/V - 1. 17 e) 0.265 
t 	b 12.736 77.501/V -00118 Oo 265 
681A 12.755- 77.535JV 11.l4 '.265 
12.5- 77.5l/\i -0163 
6811 12, 7'i2- 1 70l1V -O0112 0.265 
16 -7.3.1- -5.7/V '.274 flo 267 
15 -3o 81'4- -4.62.)/V 0e271 0.249 
14 -6.7- -'s2.1621V 0.247 
11 0. Oil - -0.0l/V 0.))1 0.223 
CIJ CU UIJX2 U[LIJ 
6826 16 -3.5'96 -22.546 518.330 0.143 
6t26 15 3.5c6 22.549 5e8453 .144 
6825 16 -2.2 1")l -1'.731 217 0 12 (.242 
6825 15 2.21 14.734 217.i83 -(i.242 
6824 1' -4.2'5 -24.7 58t).204 -0 0 300 
6824 15 -3.73 -23.162 536.495 -0.131 
1. l-2h7 47,230 22326526 (430 
6d23 	15 -4.943 - 290S62 8 97o738 
683 14 )o C57 3 	~ o lv do lj 59O 143 -0.d1 
16 3041 15')56 3o3.123 h0258 
6822 	lb - 5.J -32. 	19 125.225 -(.029 
€22 14 1. 92' 12 a 93 168.036 
68.1 	16 6.1d9 4331 177.53 o 397 
61 15 -4.318 -27.544 75b.676 ('252 
6821 	10 -10013 - 0r'3 37ol27 - (; 0 e 
681 14 -1045 -9.692 93.536 u.149 
6818 	15 1oi4E /.52% 5 6o693 (I.2) 
6818 14 -J..42 -1.939 30758 r .079 
6818 	10 - 1.2(6 5o5'0 31.244 -0279 
6811 14 -lo j23 -7.6 	4 57.817 
6Ei7 	10 10 323 7b5 57o c38 fl.0b2 
t 	lo 15 2.2 	5 13.616 185 	4)i -'.023 
08 16 	14 -2.446 -149412 L(7. fli 
6€1 1C io1 o77 078 
6815 	15 2.246 13.549 183. 572 ('o')1 
6.15 14 -2.45 -14.319 206.79. -0.068 
t15 	10 C.830 0.td8 0066 
6814 15 2.3t8 13.l5 1850ii 1 %!) 50  
6814 	14 -2.452 - 14. 413 207. 722 -%')a 'J02 
6814 10 )0144 796 la 634 00012 
6813 	15 2.228 13.545 183572 -0019 
6813 14 -2 o 412 - 14 	3 IS 216o 759 
6613 	10 0.184 3.830 0.638 0 o 046 
6811 15 2.2C2 13.49 183..72 n o 954 
oi11 	14 -2.*55 -14.379 206.759 -0.074 
6.11 10 0.157 0.830 00688 00019 
10 -0.CC1 O.001 _f o tJ1 
LCT1(N SCLL2 SO liE 	U1A 2SL) 	OF 	TI 1SI) OF 	IT 
6626 2 CoLslr4E_0l fl.2:)26E 	()' ii. 1433E 00 0.2963E 	flO 
e25 2 ,112E 00 CO3'i24E 	00 O.2421E 01 fl.2963E 00 
24 3 002%25E .3824E 0 9 0,22088 0 0 0.2771E () 
822 3 0.F'196-u1 r,7138E_01 O.4121-31 0.27718 00 
6622 3 1 .12t1E ) "02451L 	CO 091415E 00 0.2771E 00 
b61 4 ' 	2424L 00 '.28426 	01) 0.14218 Of) 0926UdE 00 
6818 3 0.12428 00 C, 24928 	(fl 01439E 00 062653E 00 
6617 2 0.76248-02 ,8732E-01 0.6174E-fl1 0,27808 no 
6t16 3 C.c7u4-''2 C.6966E-01 0,4022E-01 O2653E 00 
615 3 •.8912E-02  %'.665E-)1 O,3654E-01 0.26538 00 
6614 3 0.64988-02 C,57(0E-01 0,32918-01 0,2o53E 00 
6813 3 0,3220E- 0 2 C.4 )13E- 0 1 0.2317L-ul 0.2653E 03 
6611 3 C.8860E-1)2 C.656E-01 0.3a43E-U1 0.26538 00 
16 6 0,396CE 00 C.2814E 00 091149E 00 0.2b72E 00 
ME 
i' ii 012c1L 	00 G, 1717E 00 05176E—Ji 002471E 00 
10 S 0,S44E-0l C01J9E 00 $P03629E—fll 002228E no 
LLLT1CN [LR SDTV 1SDTV 2SDTV 
ÔtLC 2 80 15 5 LE P'.) 003341E no Oo2115L 00 
2 c to 1 12o5L 00 0033JE (U) ()02741E 00 
6ó24 3 820d1 C 016)SE 032)4L 00 0.2732E 09 
6E23 3 711 014E 0  0 0 3146E 00 0,154oE 110 
3 7t04c (14J(± '1 03144E ((1 002.52E 1) 1) 
6621 4 Oo1&oYE 00 Q039oE 01) 00192E 00 
6die 3 C1701A r0134E 00 o0295E 00 001942E 00 
t317 2 45t r644Li—"1 0,S43E 00 ().1145E i')O 
6816 3 5 521 C01014E ('0 1o2862E 00 001147E 'U) 
o315 3 524 C01173E 1- 0 002862E 00 10114'E 01 
o814 3 r01014E (ij )02tio2E (U) fl01123E Y) 
6E13 3 24 C01073E (10 I O 2b2E 00 •),1 0 3L •l3 
obli 3 55o24 ' 1 01(73E X' 0028o2E 't) 001140E ()0 
it 6 7o4S t01311E '1() ')02576E 00 001743E 00 
15 12 7111 (Q1393E 0 )0851E (U') fl.1448E (10 
14 11 4So7 049-01 002653E 00 0.1095E 00 
10 S 753 0142& 00 fl.2646E On 0,1474E 00 
all 
DATA SET 6811 	UI1RI6LTIUN OF RESIDUALS 
•Oe.00OCOQOOOoOOOoOOOOoOoOOOOOoOOOOOOouOoOo.00oO.OoOooOo1 
• 	 0 
o 	 0 
o 1 	 1 	 1 	 0 
• 	 1 	 0 
• 1 	1 	 0 
• 	 1 21 	3 	 0 
	
----------------------- 1--l-----3 -1 - 
1 • 	 0 
• 1 	 1 	 1 	 • 
• 	 1 
o 	 11 	 0 
• 1 	 1 	 0 
o 	 0 
•. 00 9000000000000000000000000000000000000.00000..o.1..•o.. 
CISTkIEU1ICN BY L1STANCE AND SIZE 
RM\Gt CF X AXIS IS 	 TO 125.38 
RANGE OF 'v AXIS IS -C7 TO 	0-o430 
*44 
4*4 	*4* 
* 44 * 4*4*4 
44 * 44*4 * 
4 4444444* 
*44*4*4*4* 	4*4 
4*4*4* 	4*4*4444*44*44* 	*4* 
*44 	4*4*4*#**44*4***4**44***** 	*4* 
0+++++++4++++++++++++++ 
DIS1RI8L11C 	BY SIZE 
RANGE CF X AXIS IS -C.397 TO 0430 
LTA SET 6E12 
SC 1C 20 
26 lo 1 q 94 
c26 15 1d02 
25 it 7006 
ii 
L10 G - 
16 




t23 14 160Sd 
6622 16 14j9 




cU 1 14 1032 
621 1C 170á 
odlO 15 122 
14 762 
1C 13o45 
6c17 JA 30 1 
c 	1 10 1301 
it E 16 15 1l21 
14 i055 
E16 IC 1300C 
615 15 1117 
15 14 304S 
6 1 15 1C 12c94 
614 15 1125 
14 14 35l 
IC 120'C 
a13 15 1110 
14 3q46 
013 i(). 1o7 
15 1123 
11 14 3o4 
6611 1C 120SC 
37 13 4 
4702 1 1 
i1i17 1 2 
4)0U7 2 1 
i39 2 2 
50053 3 1 
7251 3 2 
1238 3 3 
4 1 
5'90o1 4 2 
lCi0Ol 4 3 
d73(. 5 1 
57034 5 2 
5 3 
111069 o 1 
610b7 6 2 
6 3 
1C70Ys 6 4 
7231 7 2 
45030 7 3 
830 61 7 4 
20096- € 3 
73033 8 4 
6653 c 2 
20% 9 3 
78033 1, 4 
6 60 'f3 10 2 
200Th 10 3 
78033 10 4 
6o053 11 2 
20 0 96 11 3 
7d33 11 4 
12 2 
2U096 12 3 
74:.i 0 33 12 4 
6643 13 2 
2096 13 3 
78033 13 4 
f1 
ChTA SET ê12 
'vC 
	
SO VC= 003C42L 00 
Vl= C. C01159 
	
Sc Vl= C.2C50E-02 
LM CF S 1,.UIN[L RESIEUALS C.S75E Co 
SC CF 1= C.15bE CC 
SUM1IJX2= 	1315C0125 
v= 69C3C THIS IS T H E CCNSTT VELCLITY BUT IS NOT USED 
LCC.ATIC1\ TIME 	TERtS 
tEzt 1€€3— 1I022/VC+ 12267,414V1/V 1)X2 
103— 1C1e271/'C+ 9769,4V1/V0X2 
1,53 1002J/0+ 124510105V1/VOX2 
1,710— 114o3IvC+ 106410566V1/VOX2 
13773— 113 0 1LiEC/Cs 1063,0o6V1/V0X2 
462- 1 l bo  11',05iC+ 11'il0ol64Vl/V0X2 
14,t55— 39,tC1/VC+ 7390137V1/V0X2 
10,7271vC+ 43013CV1JV)X2 
17.534/vC+ 6 ~-57,b2v1/V0X2 
12,73e— T105C2/C+ 6253,484V1/VOX2 
ctlA 12,5— 7,55JC+ 62510922V11V0X2 
13 120 t€5— 77,5C21vC+ 623,434V1/VOX2 
811 12.12— 705C2J\'C+ 62530484V1/VOX2 
it —7,301— —459076JVC+ —C48.551V1/VOX2 
—3.E1'— —240621/VC+ —i4680215V1/VOX2 






















25 16 CO24 
65 15 —0O245 
624 1c —00312 
6t4 15 —0014 
64 14 Cos55 
t23 16 C0C5C 
C0C44 
623 14 —c0(c6 
6t22 16 CO2Ld 
— 00LC3 
62 14 —0O265 
6t1 16 —006' 
1 15 CO246 
21 14 COC7 
ttzi IC C0Cfl 
15 CO2Ct 
c1 e 14 C0CSS 
618 10 —0262 
41 14 —00 C4 
61'1 IC C0C4S 
t.14 15 —C.C35 
t216 14 —Co C36 
616 IC co C7 
615 15 —00OIC 
615 14 —00C4 
6€15 1C C0C5 
614 15 C0C3c 
c14 lit —00C42 
114 IC C0CC5 
tc1 15 —00C30 
61.3 14 —00C(E 
61 1C C0C3c 
6L11 15 COC' 
611 14 CoCSS 
611 IC C.C12 
L LLAT I Ch SCEL2 	 D OF 	CATA 
6E26 2 CO27SE-01 	Col673E 	00 
6€5 2 C.I2C1E 00 C03465E 	00 
E!j 
ri 
2S0 OF TI 
	
1SD OF TI 




1 	co c - coo 	/\jQ+ 
JQL...' 7 
0.216 




- - -- 	 - -- 	 - - 
0013E-01 Coi25oL-01 
- W- -- 	 •• 	-W 
C0Lt1Ô1E_0i 
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c811 15 11.23 66.43 12 	2 
6811 14 3.49 20096 12 3 
o11 10 12.90 78.33 12 	4 
102 
CA14A SET 6E16 
103 
vc= 5071 	 SC VC 0.3C70E 00 
V1= C.0O2700 	SD V1= 0.29E-02 
SUM OF SLLREC RE51UALS C.2623E CO 
SC CF T= C.128CE CC 
SUMC1Jx= 	38c€.59 
V= 6.C8C ThIS IS T)E CCt\STLNT VELOCITY BUT IS NOT USED 
LC(ITICtI TIML 	TERMS SI) OF 	TI 
14.93C— S2033/VC+ 62190500V1/VOX2 —0.432 00176 
6824 14017C— E10743/VC+ 7113.750V1/V9X2 —0.432 0.176 
1'io55— E99773/'vC+ 72390b3V1/V0X2 —09433 0.176 
1. CE?— 11003531VC+ 96610023V1/VOX2 —0.267 0.1b3 
6tocl 15o761— c60068/vo+ 7571j.273V1/V0XZ —0.273 0.168 
S0635/v0+ 7256.375V)./VOX2 —09230 0.153 
617 12.290— 14c 211/\;C+ i17.055V1/V0X2 —00119 0.160 
ctlo 1Z.E5— 6155.125V1/v0X2 —0.176 0.153 
12.304— 77.9314 /C4- 6150.688V1/V0X2 —0.224 09153 
14 7799/vCf 6155.125V1/VOX2 0.210 0.153 
€13 12.4— 77.3I'C# 6150.6th3Vl/V0X2 —0.275 0.153 
6811 120311— 1.96/VC+ 6150.688Vl/VOXZ —0.218 09153 
it —5.C38— —33.41/vC+ —4011.465V1/V0X2 09449 09168 
15 —20 812— - 1 3 0931vC+ —2405. 219Vu/VOX2 0.232 0.146 
116 -Q- cni - —i. 	i i1r4 —'.flcQ 	AU1 IJ1Vi7 fl. 	11 	1. (Li 44 
10 	 Lo U - 	0.0 /VU+ 	 UoU VLIVUA 	000 
L U 
U25 lo 0.0i4 
1 -O0C5 
CE2Z, 15 C e 1?0 
t€24 1 -01']. 
tt2i Ia -00058 
15 C0057 
e2 16 C014 
6 c22 15 C.C31 
22 14 -00Cb1 
15 00CC2 
1 14 -C.0O2 
18 15 C011 
1e 14 0.C7 
1-1 1C -0O247 
11 14 -00C3C 
oi7 10 0.C1 
€1€ 1 -CoC5 
El  14 C.CC7 
1C C.C78 
15 -co C(C 
-00CCS 
€15 1C Go U6 
14 15 -co C11 
14 14 0.CC1 
ttl4 IC C.C12 
b1 15 -00C€C 
13 14 
1C C 0 C4o 
11 15 -00CC7 
11 14 -co C11 
11 IC Co 02C 
LLCAIJCN SCL2 SC CF 	CATA 2S0 OF TI 1SD OF IT 
65 2 Oo144E-01 C.11S7E 	00 0.8466E-01 0.1761E 00 
ct4 2 C.72GE-01 CO26h 00 0.107E 00 O017a1E 00 
t3 2 C05SCE-02 C0311dE-01 0.5740E-01 0.1I61E 00 
cL2 3 004C1dE-01 C.1417E 	00 O.31a3E-01 001627E 00 
21 2 C.1CS11-04 C033C3E-02 002336E-02 001681E 00 
6818 3 0.S44-01 CO2173E 	00 0.1255E 	00 0.1532E 00 
t17 2 C. 1€SSL-C2 C04312b-01 003049E-01 0.1603E 00 
t16 Col-3 37E-01 3 C. 	177E-01 094721E-01 0.1532E 00 
( 	 L3 r'oL_c'v) (' 	.C_C1 fl 	OC1 fl1 flfl 
104 
- ' 	V L. % 	 .1 % V 1. 	S I.. 'Jo 'J¼) 5 I I.. 	%J C.. IJ0 .L J .1 C. L 
6U3 3 C0Sd72L-02 C07026E-01 Co4056E-01 0.1532E 
6€11 2 00L—C3 C01681E-01 009707E-02 001532E 
16 4 C.138CE-01 C01566E 	00 007842E-01 0.1680E 
15 11 c0co7lE-01 C09834E-01 00295E-01 001457E 
1'4 S 0015SE—C1 Co4554-01 001518E-01 001442E 









CTA SET 6816 	0ISTFUt3UTIUN OF RESIDUALS 
.Goo 00...0000000.0..00000000000000000000000..100.,000000.0 
• 	 1 	10 
. 	
0 
• 11 	 0 
• 	 1 	 2 
• 1 	 3 	0 
1------------4------------------- -----2-2------1-------- 
• 	 1 	 0 
• 11 	 0 









3Y £ISTtCE 00 SIZE 
RAtG 	CF 	X AXIS IS 	000 TO 9139 






4*4*4* 	**#4****4* 	*4* 
*4* 	*44 	*******4*4*4**** *44*4* - -------------- 
CIS1$l.L1ICN 8Y SILE 
RANGE tJF X AXIS 15 -0.247 IC 0.190 
106 
CATA SET 2E11 
9C 4C 8 81 	35 5 
6E26 16 7.94 47.02 1 1 
026 15 18.o2 113.17 1 2 
1,Üô 40,87 2 
6825 15 14.55 S1.39 2 2 
6€24 16 8934 5053 3 1 
12915 72.51 3 2 
14 21.41 125,38 3 3 
23 lb 11.30 61050 4 1 
15 SOS6 55,61 4 2 
6€23 14 1698 103,01 4 3 
16 140E9 E7,36 5 1 
15 5.62 57,34 5 2 
6622 14 1300 84.7j 5 3 
214 13 29,20 168080 6 4 
214 1C 20039 120,20 6 5 
213 13 2a010 152,80 7 4 
i13 1C 17001 1 coo bO 7 5 
212 13 2790 162030 8 4 
212 IC 18,79 11220 6 5 
11 13 30930 180,60 9 4 
211 1C 22949 133,30 9 5 
210 13 12980 67,90 10 4 
210 IC 26,01 151.50 10 5 
2C9 13 159C0 8'+,30 11 4 
209 10 25,69 150,30 11 5 
2C8 13 1.30 110,20 12 4 
2C8 1C 25,99 154,30 12 5 
207 13 23010 131,30 13 4 
2C7 1C 150060 13 5 
206 1.3 2,30 153.40 14 4 
206 10 25.42 150.30 14 5 
201 13 25.10 145010 15 4 
201 10 15.66 92900 15 5 
116 13 42,70 258,20 16 4 
116 1C 29,23 174920 16 5 
115 13 37,20 225.30 17 4 
115 10 25.57 150.70 17 5 
114 13 36.00 212,10 18 4 
114 1C 25,C8 150,40 18 5 
113 13 32,90 2C0.30 19 4 
I  1 ic 6 
107 
11.2 ii .300 10 183.60 20 	4 
112 1  24.65 143,50 20 5 
111 13 19.40 111000 21 	4 
111 1C 151 91,20 21 5 
110 13 20030 117.60 22 	4 
110 10 17.C8 ICI, 30 22 5 
108 13 22,C 131,6O 23 	4 
1C8 10 20.34 121.30 23 5 
107 13 21,80 12b990 24 	4 
1C7 1C 26.C5 151920 24 5 
lOo 13 26.5C 154.90 25 	4 
106 10 25.17 150920 25 5 
105 13 29.90 17o.20 26 	4 
105 1C 2994 175,50 26 5 
103 13 36970 220990 27 	4 
103 1C 37.5 c 225,90 27 5 
6821 16 18006 111.69 28 	1 
621 15 10944 61.87 28 2 
621 14 10,32 6.18 28 	3 
t821 10 17,56 107,94 28 5 
15 12.29 72,31 29 	2 
ÔEIU 14 7.62 45930 29 3 
6818 10 13,45 83.81 29 	5 
6817 14 3,7 2006 30 3 
dll 1C 13,01 78.33 30 	5 
6816 15 11021 66,53 31 2 
6816 14 3.55 20.96 31 	3 
616 IC 1300C 78.33 31 5 
6815 15 11017 60,43 32 	2 
6815 14 3.49 20.96 32 3 
6615 10 12,94 78,33 32 	5 
6814 15 11.25 66o53 33 2 
6814 14 3,51 20o9u 33 	3 
6814 1C 1299C 78,33 33 5 
613 15 11010 66943 34 	2 
6613 14 3.48 20.96 34 3 
6813 1C 1207 78,33 34 	5 
611 15 11,23 66.43 35 2 
6611 14 3.49 20996 35 	3 
6811 10 12.90 78933 35 5 
CATA SET 211 




SC 1/,= 0.1453E-02 
SUM CF 	LMEC FES1CUALS C.2943E Cl 
SL CF 1= C.2679E CC 
5LtUIJ2 	334.3C1 
LLCATIGN lIfrL 	TERMS SD OF IT 
183& 115.191/V -0.049 0.357 
1.1- IC1.226/V -0.035 0.357 
1o935- 100234/V 0334 
18.71- 114o1's6/V 0.002 0,334 
1.fl3- 11309321V 00093 00334 
14 23.2'4- 136eO7iJV 0.935 00331 
13 2C,C0'4- 116.272/V C9613 0.331 
i12 2174- 12a03231V C.673 0.331 
11 2.44- 1022/V C.494 0.331 
210 17o4- 1C1027/V 1.250 0.331 
C5 18.794- 1C8.874/V 0044 0.331 
2C k 210C94- 1230823/v 0.193 0.331 
2C7 220c64- 122,52/V C.937 0.331 
e10 30c - 1'i3o42 10V 0.795 0.331 
201 1E.€29- 110.124/V 09774 0.331 
116 34o'i14- 721  C.350 0.331 
11.5 25.d3'- 19.573/V 0.393 0.331 
1I A 26,i9- 1.823/V 09655 0.331 
113 27.319- 16 7.022/V -0.004 0.331 
112 2.124- 157.241V 0.282 0,331 
111 15,.5's- 92,674/V 09760 0.331 
110 17,129- 1C1,022IV 00577 0.331 
lCd 19'19- 1180022/V 00569 09331 
lCi 22,3'1- 130.624/V C0958 0,331 
lot 24.28- 1'4.1241V 09655 0.331 
105 28.15- 167.420/V 0.770 0.331 
10 35.54S- 14.S71/V 0.304 0.331 
C1 ie0 ) li - £!i,'/V - Uo1Ii U. 
14.655- 6 1) ,354/v 00006 0319 
6817 11.65- co1V 0.096 09335 
12.78$- 77.4cC/V 0.084 09319 
b15 12o734 -  17.452/V 09036 00319 
6€14 12. 1511- 71.484/v 00051 0.319 
613 12.65- 77.452/V -0.014 0319 
6811 12.741- 77.4521V 0.043 0319 
it -7.301- -45.6221V 09179 0.322 
15 3.814 4.5c.0lV 00213 0.299 
14 -6.752- -42.119/V 0.113 0.298 
13 39CSS- 160816/V 0.342 00280 
10 00001- 0.041/V - 0.006 0.268 
CIJ LJIJ IJIJX2 DELIJ 
6826 16 -3.596 -22.549 508.440 00101 
6826 lb 35S8 220 539 508.002 -0.098 
6825 16 -202CC -14.734 217.054 0.215 
6t25 15 2.2C3 14.724 216.188 -0.211 
6e24 1 -4.294 -24.082 579.957 -0.346 
6824 1 -3.571 -23.15 535.608 -0.173 
6L4 14 80267 47o265 2233.934 0.518 
6823 16 -00115 -1. C24 1.049 09053 
6€3 15 -4,542 -25S77 898.616 -0,027 
6223 14 5905 300Y2 559.909 -0.024 
6€2 16 3.418 15.050 362.518 0.295 
6822 15 -5,339 -32.032 1C26.054 -0,087 
6822 14 1519 12,567 1o8150 -0.207 
14 13 2.t57 15.cll 253.110 0,248 
14 10 -2.855 -159514 2539248 -0,246 
13 2.997 17.712 313,718 0.03 
213 10 -20595 -17o -113 313.750 -00091 
212 13 3,CC7 160681 217.599 0.275 
212 IC -3,005 -16.664 217.681 -0,273 
211 13 2035i 15.262 232.932 -0.145 
211 10 -2.355 -15.263 232.959 09147 
210 13 -80153 -5C,166 2510.825 0.075 
10 10 80155 50,187 2518,736 -0.074 
CS 13 -,53 -41.389 1113.088 -0107 
2(9 1C .8S5 41.d5 1712,154 00109 
2Cb 13 -4. b53 -30,435 526. 513 0097 
2C8 1C 49895 309436 526.363 -C.0Th 
C7 13 -2.663 -18.C38 325.366 0.294 
201 10 2.664 18.C37 325.333 -09293 
2C6 13 -101C8 -o,640 46.789 0.013 
C4 1C 10 1Cc 696i5 46.713 -00011 
._rl 1 A 	17) 1 0 	1L1 )C 	0I)LZ (I 
110 
116 13 50 157 33o C12 1129 	111 -0,324 
116 10 -5. 186 -33. 613 1125833 0. 32 
115 13 4.261 25.511 63.864 0.473 
115 1C -4.25 -28,514 836,006 0.475 
114 13 3.912 22.461 504.511 0.229 
114 1C -3,910 -22,464 504,621 -0.228 
113 13 2.422 16-o 462 271,000 -09277 
113 10 -204CC -16,463 271.030 0279 
11 i 13 1,477 90161 83.915 -0.025 
3 ]i 10 -1.475 -9.1c5 83.989 09027 
111 13 0.347 1.510 2279 C9099 
111 1C -0345 -1,51.5 2,296 -0,07 
110 13 0.C62 -0.238 0.057 00101 
11C 1C -00061 0.237 0,056 -00099 
1C8 13 -0041 -3238 109484 0.113 
105 10 0042C 3.237 1C,478 -C,i11 
IC? 13 -3,673 -200535 421869 -0 9 306 
1(7 10 3,614 20,535 421704 09308 
106 ii -C.83 -6.C35 36,475 00107 
1(6 10 C,€4 60C35 36427 -0105 
105 13 -19418 -8,C36 64,583 -C, 100 
105 1C 19420 8039 64.619 0102 
103 13 -10548 -IC.E€7 118.529 -0.163 
103 10 10950 1C,688 118.544 0.165 
621 16 6,790 43.317 1676336 -0.312 
ti 15 -40317 -27,566 759,873 0203 
6€1 14 -145S -5696 94.022 00131 
6t21 10 -1.012 -6,C56 37,166 -00012 
6t18 15 104sS 10516 56.487 0,216 
6b1b 14 -0O243 -1,535 39744 0.074 
6618 1C _192C6 -5585 31.190 -C,291 
c17 14 -1323 -79607 57,865 -00076 
617 10 10323 7.603 57o 808 0.077 
616 15 2,235 13.559 164,935 0,006 
6816 14 -2,447 -14412 2079694 -0.084 
6616 10 0.210 Go T98 0.638 0,079 
6615 15 2,5C 13o 537 183.255 0,030 
6815 14 -2.452 -14,314 2069558 -0.096 
6615 1C 0,2C4 0.637 00700 0,0b7 
6614 15 2031C 130606 185.121 C,079 
6t14 14 -2,452 -149405 207491 -0091 
6614 1C 0,144 0€05 0.o49 00012 
i13 15 21229 13.537 183.255 (.010 
6613 14 -2,413 -14,374 206,598 -09056 
6613 10 0,164 0,837 0,700 0,047 
6611 15 2,303 139537 183.255 0,083 




L.iti 	 U0( 	 tg IUU 	 ..0 U4 U 
























































Co 427- E-01 
C.1i1 ]-01 
C.234tE-Oi 

































C. 4 5 1 1 E -01 
C0 26195 00 
C.3497E 00 
C.13C3E 00 












C. 3 6 8 8- 01 



















C. 18765 00 







































004538 E -01 
0. 3369E-01. 























































































































. 0 11 
144 o 50 
12to 7 C 
132 5 







16 o 2C 











1 	L, - 'J 


















J. 0 5 - 
0.2339E 






















































































C. 803 28-01 
C.d028E-01 
C.d032L-01 
C. 802 8E-01 
C0802 5E-01 







0. 351 78 00 
0035168 00 
003 C) 19 E 00 










0. 42518 00 
0. 422 9E 00 
0.41 TiE 00 
0.40958 00 
0. 362 OE 00 
0. 36716 00 
























00 0,14748 00 
00 0,1111E 	00 
00 0.93008-01 
00 0.2340E 00 
00 0.1798E 00 
LATA SET 2811 	OISTRILUTIUN OF RESIDUALS 
0 0is ••iossoo 00 000000 5000.010 0000 00005050•e 50S500•So•0 •• 
• 	 1 	 0 
o 
o 	 1 	 1 	2 	11 
• 1 	11 	 1 	 1 	 0 
• 	 1 1]. 	 1 
• 2 33 1111 12 1 • 
1 --------------4-3------1--------21----------------------- 
• 3 1 1 1 1 0 
o 	3 	1 	11 2 11 	11 	11 
• 112 	 1 
o 	 1 1]. 	2 	 1 
O 	 1 	 11 1 
• 
.•.000000000.000000000000000.000000000..0••00000..1.000.•. 
CASTRIEt..1ICN BY CISTt(E AM) SIZE 
RANGE C& X AXIS IS 	000 	TO 25620 






*4* 	444*#*** 	*4* 
****** 4*4*4* 
*4* 	**#**4**4************* 	*4*4*4 
- 
0lSTIEU11(t 	Y S1LE 
RANGE CF X AXIS 15 —09473 TO C9518 
114 
CAIA SET 2€12 
9C 	4C 	 81 	35 	5 
16 74 47O2 1 1 
15 1362 113o 17 1 2 
16 7.C6 's087 2 1 
6€25 15 140c5 139 2 2 
6E24 16 6034 50 o 53 3 1 
6€24 15 12.15 72.51 3 2 
t E24 14 2141 125.38 3 3 
623 16 11.3C 67.50 4 1 
623 15 9096 5901 4 2 
23 14 16058 lCioOl 4 3 
6€22 16 14.85 87.36 5 1 
22 15 9.e2 57o34 5 2 
6822 14 1.5C 84.78 5 3 
214 ii 2920 16880 6 4 
214 1C 20.39 120.20 6 5 
213 13 26910 152080 7 4 
213 1C ilocl lCO0ôO 7 5 
212 13 2750 162.30 8 4 
212 1C 18079 112.20 8 5 
211 13 30.30 180.60 9 4 
211 1C 22.45 133.30 5 5 
21C 12 12060 7.9O 10 4 
210 IC 26.C1 151050 10 5 
205 12 159CO 84.30 11 4 
209 1C 25.S 15030 11 5 
2C8 13 19030 IIC.20 12 4 
2C8 1C 25955 154.30 12 5 
207 13 23.10 131.30 13 4 
2C7 10 25.33 150.oO 13 5 
206 13 2630 15340 14 4 
2C6 1  25.42 15030 14 5 
201 13 25.10 145.10 15 4 
201 1C 15.o6 92.00 15 5 
116 13 42.7C 258920 16 4 
116 1C 29923 174920 16 5 
115 13 31.20 225.30 17 4 
115 10 25.57 150.10 17 5 
114 13 36.00 212.10 18 4 
114 XC 259C8 15040 18 5 
113 12 32050 2C0.30 19 4 
/ 	CL. I rn 	t- f) la rl 
115 
[1 
11 Ii iUe(U i0oo0 -r 
112 IC 2495 1tt3.50 2C 5 
111 13 19.40 111000 21 4 
111 1C 15.1 S1920 21 5 
110 13 20 0 30 1l7.0 22 4 
11  1C 17.C8 1C1030 22 5 
108 13 22.60 131060 23 4 
1C8 1C 20.34 121.30 23 5 
107 13 21.2C 126.90 24 4 
IC7 1C 26.C5 151.20 24 5 
106 13 26.5C 1549O 25 4 
lca 1C 25917 150020 25 5 
105 13 290C 17o.20 26 4 
ICS 1C 2904 175.50 26 5 
103 13 36.10 220.90 27 4 
103 1C 37.5C 225.90 27 5 
6€21 16 18006 111.69 28 1 
15 1C044 61987 28 2 
14 10.32 ô2.18 28 3 
t21 1.0 17.56 1C1.94 28 5 
618 15 12.29 72931 29 2 
Ule 14 7.62 45.30 29 3 
6818 10 13.45 83.81 29 5 
611 14 3.57 20996 30 3 
6E17 1C 13.01 78.33 30 5 
6€16 15 11 9 21 66.53 31 2 
6816 14 3.55 20.96 31 3 
k 16 1C 13000 78.33 31 5 
615 15 11.17 66.43 32 2 
6615 14 3.49 20.96 32 3 
6615 10 12.54 78.33 32 5 
6614 15 11.25 66.53 33 2 
6614 14 3051 20o 96 33 3 
14 1C 12.SC 78033 33 5 
6613 15 11010 6643 34 2 
6613 14 3948 20.96 34 3 
6613 1C 12.87 78933 34 5 
tEll 15 11.23 66943 35 2 
0811 14 3949 20.96 35 3 
c611 1C 12990 78933 35 5 
116 




SU V0= C.1172E 00 
V1= 0.00124 
	
O '1= 0.'36E-03 
SIM uF SLRLC FES1CU4LS C,24S5E 01 
SL CF 1= C.2438E 00 
SUt'DIJX2 	33S€'.336 
V= 6.CS9 THIS IS TI-L CC1S1ANT VELCCITY BUT IS NOT USED 








2 1. 7 9'i- 
2't d't4-
170 	f— 

















1 150 1S1/C+ 
1C10 22/C+ 
120.234/C+ 
1 lLt o 1'/"wC+ 
1 L.93/C+ 
1 C i3 / C + 
1180 272/VC+ 
1 25o 823/VC+ 
143 o 522/'C4 
1C1.27/C+ 



















11 	- 7 9;v1 IV1)X7 




















1 	t 14 , v.r 
179o73/\iC+ 
, 	p 
3j].0 0 375V1/V0X2 0.044 0.301 
114 1120823RC+ 30c78O 375V1/VOX2 0257 0.301 
11.3 27.319- 167022/dC+ 28275.37V1/V0X2 -0.440 0.301 
11 2e.12- 1570624I'dC+ 24755.375V1/VOX2 -0.201 0.301 
111 15'54- c2.64/vc+ 7194.375V1/VOX2 0.202 0.301 
110 17.139- i01.O22RC+ 821.315V1/V0X2 00009 00301 
1C8 1S.919- 1i3.022/VC+ 12691.375V1/VOX2 -00002 0.301 
107 22,3i4- 1300a24/\sC+ 1E354375V1/V0X2 0.404 0.301 
1Ct 24.24- 144.1241C+ 20152,375V1/VOX2 0.121 0001 
105 2615- 17 0 1s2C/C+ 2179d.375V1/VOX2 0.313 00301 
1C3 35.549- 214.911/'C+ 46709 9 375V1/VOX2 0.130 0.301 
1.571- 113.cc51c+ 11403.750V1/VOX2 -00710 0.286 
b18 1'.55- 39e354J\C+ 7353.813V1/VOX2 -0.17 0.291 
117 11 - 70 0 t6/v0+ 54280813V1/VOX2 -0.331 0.305 
120739- 77.450/VC+ 6251.813V1/VOX2 -0.374 00291 
6i5 12. 734' 7 0 452/VC+ b246. 750V1/VOX2 -0.421 0.291 
i4 i2.54- 1 0 4s/VC+ 6250.75CV1/VOX2 -0.407 0.291 
€13 12.5- 71,4521\IC+ 6246.750V1/VOX2 -0.471 0.291 
b1i 12..741- 179452/VC+ 6246.75CV1/VOX2 -0.415 0.291 
16 -7.301- -45.o221'vO+ -6043.6dV1/V0X2 0.360 0.293 
15 -3.€1- -24.560/C+ -3460 0 688V1/VOX2 09303 0.272 
14 -6.792- -4.119/\C+ -4297.313V1/VOX2 0.329 0.271 
13 3.C99- 16.816/\C+ 6242.938V1/VOX2 0.424 0.255 





6E26 15 -C.14 
€5 it C.27C 
25 15 -C.2 
24 1 -0.2i4 
2's 15 C.1C5 
624 1 1, C.flS 
€3 16 
€23 15 o.cci 
E2 14 -C.14E 
€i2 it C.23 
22 15 C.C54 
622 14 -C.2c1 
14 13 CO252 
214 Ic 
213 13 0oC5 
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7u03i 33 5 
6o43 34 2 
2O 34 3 
733 34 5 
132 
(.TA SET 	14 
133 
,c .= 	 u V0= 0011SE 00 
Vj= C0(CC'0 
	
SD Vl= 003oL-03 
SLM OF 	LC RSICULS C,11E Cl 
SC CF T= CO2CC7E GO 
SLtL1X2= 	z6c2161213  















1 'o 35 
3o A4 1- 











1030 241 l\C+ 
1 1b041/vC* 
11 bo 1 /\iC+ 
12743/ (+ 
.52/\iC+ 
130o 2C I C+ 
1 4 ' 9 C 2 / ' C + 
1C20: 5 C+ 
1 10  S 4 / V C + 
122C3 /VC+ 
1 4'so 8C4JjC+ 
12d89, 625V1/vOX2 
1039l062 5V 1/VOX2 
S2640 62 5V1 /VOX2 
115570 c2V1/V0X2 





11 Poo 313V1/VOX2 
1243 31 3V1/VOX2 
1537l 313V1/VOX2 
1 7i55o 313V1/VOX2 
2046 313V1/VOX2 
SD OF 	TI 
—07l3 O271 
h. 	7 io.Ui ( 	 ) 
—0668 021l 
—C26 0,252 










i1 it 0 61- 2C0J/VC 1 0 3 1 -1 v I / v U, X2 00C16 0.248 
11' 1 - 1 i-so 2C.3/C+ 3 1193c 3i3V11VOXt 0.236 0.248 
ii. 2705c - 1.'C2/\C+ 261''5.313V1/V0X 0,248 
2o:2I - 1. 0 0Ct/C+ 1i 2527o.313V1/VOX2 -00188 0.248 
101(Y ,0/VC+ II]. 
 
7114.313V1/V0X2 002d0 0245 
ilC 170.'i2 - JC2, s C z / ~ (4 9A41.313V1/VUX2 0.084 0.248 
11 .001- 110 1iC2/Cf 134110313V1/VOX2 0.0b3 0o248 
1G z.7- 1..00Cti/C+ l637d031.3V1/V0X2 0,45b 0,248 
1C t 24o -ic7- 1'505C-s-JvC+ 2 0o72.313V1/VOX2 0158 09248 
1O 2d.1- 1803CL/vC+ 23310313V1/V0X2 0313 
103 35.2 - 21c0351/VCs 47309.313v1/v0X2 0.C17 0.248 
di 1A- 1C1.2C1/C+ *090625v1/V0X2 -004Y1 0.29 
13 14.11- 510O10/C+ 7t2Y03Vi/v0X2 -00447 09239 
i1 121- iJ.4dIC+ 5d33066iV/V0X2 -0.246 00251 
1J.C 1,4- .142/VC+ 6528o38V1/VOX2 -0.314 00239 
tElf 120 7.113/\,C+ 6522.875V1/V0X2 -0.33 0.239 
130C1C- 7 Y01'/'vC+ t.570875V1/VOX2 -0348 0.239 
1201tC- 701.13/C+ 6522.875V1/VOX2 -Oo413 0239 
o11 12.cS7- 79.113/\'C+ 522.875'1/V0X2 -00356 0.239 
it -e.32'-s- - 53.42/C+ -7368.5CCV1/v0X2 C,21 0.252 
15 -3.3- -23.5S/VC+ -33340250V1/V0X2 0.379 0.225 
- 7.13S - -470ocC/\iC+ -1801cs8V1/v0X2 0.277 0.23 
1: 2.93- 149070JC+ 5202.936V1/VOX2 Oo's25 09210 
10 ca 	- 000 	/\iC+ 000 	V1/VOX2 000 00201 
LtL IJ 
€2t ic C.C2 
1 -00055 
1  0,13 
25 15 -001t6 
s 15 C.11 
it -00IE's 
1 -00113 
E z.1 1 r, 0o11 
14 C.CC1 
€ ~ ] CoC'i 
I C,Ct3 
4622 14 - 0.143 
14 1: 
214 1C -0.224 
I_I', 
213 10 -4J.C4 
212 13 CO242 
12 10 - C.242 
_r a  1' 
134 
1C IC —00Cib 
2C5 ] —00121 
2C 10 Go 121 
2C€ 13 
2Ct IC —00(5 
2C 13 
CO2 5C 
2C1 1C —0O2 DC 
Cc 13 —00C2 
1C 00C2 
C1 13 
01 IC —001 
116 13 —00177 
11 C; IC C01 -16 
11 A 13 CO27C 
11' IC —0O27C 
ii. 13 —0O2C 
113 1C CO2.0 
112 13 —00(34 
112 10 0C34 
111 13 Co C43 
iii 1  —00C2 
IIC ii C0C1 
I1C 1C —00C2 
1C t 13 00 C7 
ice ic —00072 
1C j 13 —cc 35C 
107 10 C0 350 
10 13 (0(7C 
1C t 1C —c0ccc 
105 13 —0013 
1C 5 1C 0013c 
103 13 Co1 
1C3 IC 
Li 15 C0Vi 
21 14 00CC 
2i 1C —00cc4 
It C0134 
E 	i e l'i C o C'i 
eic 1C —C24 
:L! 14 —Go C-;"2 
17 1C C0C27 
15 —00112 
14 CodS 
€1 1C Co C 
:1 15 —00C7 
15 1/i O 0 CC's 

















Co C iL, _(_L (•--_ ) 0 '- - 
—cocC) 





























1 	çC4 	(') . 
C0 IS';7E—C1 
Co 12 CIE —C1 
(J, jt3-02 
Co ltI'iL-01 
Co i.')..  
00 t 12—C1 
O OF iJ,iA 













C0 3-1) 6 jE. —Ol 
Cc 1910E 00 
CO24 1 6L 00 
CO3t13E CO 
C031oL 00 














Co 8985 E-01 
C 3C26E-01 
Co1425E 00  
2D OF If 
0 5334E-0 1 
00141L 00 
C0182' 00 
0 ô4lôE-0 1 






O.1211 L 00 
0 5T't(E-0 1 
CO2500E 00 
002521 L-0 I 






005 124 E —0 1 
00 1137E-01 
003501E 00 





Co 2'90-0 1 
0 5Th9E-0 1 
C 0 4638 L-01 
C 1772E-01 
0 0 5187E-01 
0174 7L-01 
006374E-0 1 
ISO OF 1- I 
00271 1E 00 
002711 E 00 
0 2711E 00 
025] 8E 00 
002518E 00 
0 248 OE 00 
002480E 00 
0248 OE 00 
00 240 OE 00 
02480 E 00 
00 248 OE 00 
02460C 00 
00 248 OE 00 
00 248 OE 00 
Co 2480E 00 
002480E 00 
0,2480E 00 
00 248 OE 00 
002480E 00 
00 248 OE 00 
0. 2480 E 00 
0,2480E 00 
0 2450E 00 
002480 E 00 
02480 E 00 
0 2480E 00 




00 23 94E 00 
0,2394E 00 
00234E 00 
0, 239 4E 00 





















11 C, 	2 
1C t 2 
id 7 	2 









6 itt 	3 
;13 . 
b€11 	3 
I Coi 	I)LOi Co124L-U1 C. 1)JiL—01 Oo22.34h 00 
13 21 0olt.'sL 	00 C017E 	CO 003831E-01 002104E 00 
AC 3C COC2E 	00 C01557E 	00 CO2842E-01 0.2010E 00 
137 
LATA SET 	214 	JIS1ILLT1UN OF i.LS1CUALS 
• •00000CC *000009600 Coo o 0000000001000000000090000000000000 : 09 6  
  
0 	 1 	11 	 1 	 0 
0 	 1 	 11 1 	0 
0 	 1 	1 11 	1 	 0 
• 11111 	 1 0 
0 	 1 	1 	1 	' 1 111 	1 	22 	 0 
-------- 1--i ----- 1 ---------------------------------- 
o 	1 	 2 	1211 	12 	1 	 0 
0 	 4 ] 	1 	 1 0 
o 12 11 
0 	 1 	 1 	 1 	1 
• 1 	1 2 	 1 
o 	 0 
0000 0000 00 00000 000000000000100000 00 00000000000000000000 00 
CS1iEL1IC 	tY L1STNCE M'C SIZE 
RAt\E CF X AXIS IS 	OO 	TO 25020 







L1S1h.1EL11LN 3Y SILL 
E.t't.t CF ) AXIS 15 -0030 	TO 	C030 
138 
CATA SET 6711 
99 	50 	50 	23 	6 	6 
6701 1 12.39 73.81 1 	1 
67C3 1 5.57 32.51 2 1 
6704 1 7.59 43043 3 	1 
7C5 1 10.50 57.78 4 1 
6 11 C2 2 9.31 56.52 5 	2 
6703 2 13.37 79.93 2 2 
6704 2 15.23 89.79 3 	2 
6705 2 17.78 1C2.63 1* 2 
67C1 3 0 0 0 000 1 	3 
6702 3 12.52 74039 5 3 
6703 3 10090 62.90 2 	3 
6704 3 11.35 64.19 3 3 
705 3 12.38 67.74 4 	3 
67C2 4 19088 12164 5 4 
67C3 4 19.65 117.46 2 	4 
6704 4 19.53 119.68 3 4 
67C5 4 21.35 123.10 4 	4  
635 4 17.57 1C4.41 6 4 
6735 4 17.66 1C4950 6 	4 
6735 5 8.52 49.27 6 5 
635 5 8051 49.32 6 	5 
6735 7 11.72 69.75 6 6 
,6 1 3 7 11971 69.85 6 	6 
CtTA SET 6711 
	
V= o1 -T 
	
SD V= 0 0 1107E 00 
	
140 
1/v= Oc 16269 
	
SC 1/V= o02c3CE-02 
SLM CF SLREC RESICUALS C08518E-01 
SD OF 1= C09229E-01 
SUMDIJX2= 	S91099S 
L[)CATICN TIME TER!S SD OF TT 
6701 8038C— 4904/V O369 0075 
6703 2o'i4— 1?0105/V 0312 004 
6704 306C— 19017iV 0489 00084 
67C5 574— 27071e/V 105 00084 
6702 2003— 120243/V 00010 0092 
6735 C 0 820— 2004/V O437 00 109 
1 4011— 240573/V O013 0075 
2 1C0527— 641541V 00)0 OO88 
3 8U0— 49 o 243/V 0369 C0075 
1607c5— 1020tCb/V 0134 0088 
5 7,6S5— 47 0 24S/V 0008 0127 
7 1O0E5— 670753/V —0128 O127 
CU L)IJ DIJX2 DELIJ 
o7CI 1 —OoflOO —00O3 00000 00000 
67C3 1 —0635 —5168 260708 —O044 
67C4 1 —0003C —0321 0103 0022 
67C5 1 0oS5 5 c 489 30134 002 
67C2 2 —3220 —1c0833 39531 0o015 
67C3 2 003S8 2c E70 7129 —0O36 
6704 2 103. 143 6458 41700 O093 
67C5 2 1?6 10757 115a 724 —0072 
67C1 3 00000 0003 0000 —00000 
67C2 3 213E 120E99 16638 0039 
67C3 3 OC76 0552 0305 —0014 
67C5 	3 -i574 	-9221 35021 -0074 
7C2 4 1083 o984 48778 -00054 
67C3 	4 00411 	10S47 3o 790 O094 
6704 4 -00474 - 1 1 ,906 30632 -0 164 
67C5 	4 —10019 	—7 0 C26 49 o 360 O124 
6735 4 —0045 —G o C44 0O02 —003 
6735 	4 Go C45 	0C46 0002 0038 
3b 5 00005 -00C25 00001 0009 
6735 	5 -0 0 005 	0025 00 001 -0009 
735 7 0O05 -0 0 050 0O02 0013 
6735 	7 —0Q05 	0050 G o 003 —0013 
L MAT ION SD[L2 SD OF DATA 2SD OF 	TI iSO OF 	IT 
6701 2 0 3176E-07 001782E-03 0 1260E-03 Oo 7457E-01 
6703 4 C0122E-01 C 0 63S9E-01 003200E-31 00835E-01 
6704 4 0o38'i7L01 C01132E 	00 00 5b62L01 00355E-01 
6705 4 00 2A5E-01 00 9390E-01 0 0 4605L-01 008355E-01 
6702 3 0o42[-02 C 04311E01 002777E-01 009365E-01 
6735 6 0 0 348E02 C O 2586E-01 001056E01 001093E 00 
1 4 CO2925E-02 003122E-01 O151E-01 007451E-01 
2 4 O 0 128E-01 C 0 7136E-01 0 0 3568E-01 0 0 79E-01 
3 5 c0 coOsE-o2 C 0 49C1E-01 002192E-01 007457E-01 
4 6 005686E-01 0106h 	00 0 0 435E-01 0 0 3769E-01 
5 2 0 0 145E-03 C 0 1282E-01 o 0 9068E-02 001273L 00 
7 2 0 0 345CE-03 C01851E-01 001313E-01 001273E 00 
LJ.CATICN CEAR SDTV 1SDTV 2SLJTV 
6701 2 3690 001031E 	00 001314E 00 001081E 	00 
6703 4 732C CO2i45L 	00 0 0 2302E 00 002169E 00 
674 4 7c021 CO233'-: 	30 0 0 2469E 	00 002391E 00 
6705 4 87081 002573E 	00 0 0 2705E 00 002616E 00 
6702 3 E4018 C O 24(7E 	00 0 0 2632E 00 0 0 2482E 00 
6735 6 7452 CO214E 	00 002442E 	00 	' 002186E 	00 
1 4 5 10E 0 0 152CE 	00 001693E 00 0 0 1523E 00 
2 4 8222 C O 2409h 	00 002564E 	00 0 0 435L 	00 
3 5 53o4 C01578E 	00 001745E 00 001593E 00 
4 6 11513 C03374E 	00 0 0 3486E 00 Oo3402E 00 
5 2 4902c 0 0 1444E 00 001925E 00 001447E 	00 
7 2 6S030 CO2045E 	00 002409E 00 0.2050E 00 
141 
CATA SET 6711 	DISTRIBUTION OF RESIDUALS 




1 	 0 
0 	
0 
0 	 1 	1 	 1 	 0 
o 1 	11 	1 0 
1 ---------------------- 2 ---------- 1. 
0 	 11 	 0 
o 1 	 1 	 1 	 0 
0 	
10 







00000c0000000000000000000000000000000000000 0 00 000000000100 
OISTRIEL1IC14 BY DISTNCE At'O SIZE 
RANGE OF X AXIS IS 	000 	TO 1231O 
FA1GE CF V AXIS IS —0164 TO 	O124 
* 
***** ***** ********** 	********* 
---------- 
CISTRIeU1ICN B'i SIZE 
IANGE CF X AXIS IS —00164 IC O124 
142 
DATA SET 6712 
50 	50 	23 	6 	6 
6 70 1 1 1239 73, 81 1 	1 
6703 1 5o57 3251 2 1 
67C4 1 759 4343 3 	1 
67C5 1 1050 5778 4 1 
67C2 2 %il 5652 5 	2 
6703 2 1337 79o93 2 2 
67C4 2 1528 8979 3 	2 
67C5 2 1778 10253 4 2 
6701 3 00 00 1 	3 
6702 3 1252 74039 5 3 
67C3 3 1C0SO 6290 2 	3 
67C4 3 1135 6419 3 3 
3 1233 6774 4 	3 
67C2 A 19088 12164 5 4 
6703 10o5 11746 2 	4 
6704 4 1o3 11906d 3 4 
t705 4 2135 12310 4 	4 
6735 4 17057 1044l 6 4 
6735 4 1766 1C4050 6 	4 
6735 5 8052 4927 6 5 
6735 5 851 4932 6 	5 
6735 7 11o72 6975 6 6 
6735 7 11o71. 6985 6 	6 
143 




SD V0= 003622E 00 
v1= 0o c0].612 
	
SD V1= 002451E-02 
SUM OF ScUREC RESICUALS 0081S5E-01 
SD OF 1= C09053E-01 
SUMDIJX2= 









































1877 67 2V1/VOX2 
—408 531V1/VOX2 
—3 15-2 o 828V1/VOX2 




5582 0 840V1/VOX2 
8024 820 V1/VOX2  
0234 
O a t'- 15 



























O 4670E—O 1 
02523-01 
0 1O6OE-01 
8006 E —0 2 
0 3351E-01 
0 2277E-0 1 
0 4352E-0 1 
0 9119E-02 
Oo 1314E0 1 














67C1 1 0000 
6703 1 —00i3 
67C4 1 0023 
7C5 1 —0009 
67C2 2 00CC8 
67C3 2 —0C 
6704 2 00Cc2 
6705 2 —00C47 
67C1 3 —00000 
6702 3 00C3S 
67C3 3 —00C14 
61C4 3 ol C52 
705 3 —00077 
6702 4 —0O47 
703 4 00079 
6704 4 —0166 
7C5 4 0]34 
6735 4 —00C38 
6135 4 00C38 
6135 5 0009 
6735 5 —0000g 
6735 7 00C13 
6735 7 —00C13 
LOCATION S C E L 2 50 CF DATA 
6701 2 00368CE-07 C01918E-03 
67C3 4 00416E-02 C0560E-01 
6704 4 CO3G1EE-01 C01143E 	00 
biOS 4 0 217E-01 C0 	339E-01 
6702 3 CO3E15E-02 C04370L-01 
6735 a 003371E-02 CO25S7E-01 
1 4 007S2E-03 C01bO1E-01 
2 4 C01342E-01 C067C2E-01 
3 5 001037E-01 C05092E-01 
4 6 0056E2E-01 C01066E 	00 
5 2 001.663E-03 C0120E-01 
7 2 003454E-03 001858E-01 
145 
EATA SET 6712 	DISTRIBUTION OF RESIDUALS 
0000e000co0ee0000000000e000ee000000090o0000e0000000900 000 1 
o 	 0 
0 	 1 	 0 
0 	 10 
0 	 1 	1 	 1 	 0 
o 1 	 0 
1 ------------------- 1 -- i----- 1 - 1-------- 	 - 
o 	 1 	1 	111 	 0 
o 2 	 1. 
0 	 1 	 0 
0 	 1 	 p 
o 	 0 
0 	 0 
o 	 0 
0 00 0 PC 00 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 00 00 0 0 0 00 00000 00 0000 0000 00000000 000100 
DISTRI}3(..1ICN BY CISTCE ANC SIZE 
RANGE GE X AXIS IS 	000 	TO 1231O 
RANGE CF V AXIS IS —0166 TO 	09134 
* ** 
* $ 4* * * 
#4*4*4*4* 	*4* 
*4* 	 ******************$**** 	*4* 
DISTRIk3UT1CN BY SIZE 
RANGE CF X AXIS IS —0166 TO 0134 
146 
CATA SET 6113 
ss 50 50 13 	5 3 
7 C 1 1 1239 7381 1 1 
6703 1 5o57 3251 2 1 
67C4 1 7o59 43o't3 3 1 
7 C 5 1 1050 5778 4 1 
6702 2 931 5652 5 2 
67C3 2 1337 79o93 2 2 
6704 2 1528 8979 3 2 
6705 2 1778 1C2063 4 2 
167Cl 3 000 000 1 3 
6702 3 1252 74039 5 3 
67C3 3 10090 62.90 2 3 
67C4 3 11.35 64o19 3 3 
6705 3 12938 67.74 4 3 
147 








SD 1/V= 00152CE-02 
SUM OF SUREC RESICU4ALS C.177CE-C2 
SD OF 1= C.44C7E-01 
SUMDIJX2= 	840406 
LCCATICN TIME TER?S SD OF IT 
7C1 8470- 40822/V 0300 0036 
6703 2277- 12.1V 0266 0O41 
67C4 30737 - 1906211V 0520 0.041 
6705 50E84- 29.96E1'd 0.987 004l 
67C2 i371- 8017UV 0.031 0047 
1 3520- 230985/V -0.013 O.036 
2 1C0617- 64.731V 0.002 0.042 
3 80470- 49.323/V 0.300 0 9 036 
CIJ DIJ DIJX2 DELIJ 
67C1 1 -00000 -00 CC1 0.000 00000 
67C3 1 -0.628 -3.743 14.010 -0.014 
67C4 1 -0. CE -0.180 0.032 -0038 
67C5 1 00656 3.S24 15.396 0.052 
67C2 2 -267S -16.391 268.663 0009 
6703 2 0.475 20931 8.590 -0.005 
67C4 2 0.925 5.434 29.529 0034 
67C5 2 1.278 8.028 64.441 -0038 
67C1 00000 00001 00000 -00000 
67C2 3 2.679 16.391 268.678 -00009 
6703 3 0.153 0.813 0.661 00019 
67C4 3 -09857 -5.254 27.600 0.004 
67C5 3 -10574 -11.550 142.806 -0.014 





























(Jo L 856E-04 
















LCCATICN CER SDTV ISDTV 2SDTV 
6701 2 36 0 9C 005611E-0]. 006650E-01 005611E-01 
6703 3 t. 545 C08836E-01 09799E-01 0.8942E-01 
6704 3 6508C 001000E 00 001082E 00 01022E 00 
6705 3 7605 001156E 	00 001228E 00 O1187E 00 
6702 2 6545 C09951E01 001102E 	00 09992E01 
1 4 5188 C07888E-01 008658E-01 O.8116E-01 
2 4 8222 C0125CE 	00 0..1319E 	00 0.1259E 00 
3 5 5 3.84 C08186E-01 008931E-01 006207E-01 
[AlA SET 6713 	DIS1RIBUTION OF RESIDUALS 
000000000000000000000.,000000000100000040000000•0000000 0 00 
• 	 0 
0 	 0 
• 1 	0 
0 	 0 
0 0 
o 	 1 	1 	 0 
1---------•--------- - -1---------------- 
o 	 11 	 0 
o 1 	 1 	 0 
o 	 0 
o 0 
0 	 0 
000000000000000000000000l000000000000000000000000000000001 
DISTRIeL1ICN BY CISTNCE AND SIZE 
RANGE OF X AXIS IS 	000 	TO 10263 
RANGE CF Y AXIS 15 —00C38 TO 	OO52 
	
****** 	*** 
********* 	*** 	*** 
------ 
CISTRIEU1ICN BY SIZE 
RANGE OF x AXIS is —00C38 TO 09052 
150 
CTA SET 6714 
99 50 50 13 	 5 3 
6701 1 1239 7381 1 1 
6703 1 557 3251 2 1 
6704 1 759 43o43 3 1 
6705 1 1fl50 5778 4 1 
6702 2 931 5652 5 2 
6703 2 1337 7993 2 2 
704 2 1528 89o79 3 2 
67C5 2 17c, 78 10263 4 2 
o701 3 000 00 1 3 
6702 3 1252 74039 5 3 
6703 3 1090 6290 2 3 
6704 3 11.35 64.19 3 3 
6705 3 12.38 67,74 4 3 
151 




SD V0= 001365E 00 
V1= Oo C01702 
	
SD V1= 099152E-03 
SUM OF SQUARED RESIDUALS 004593E-02 
SD OF T= 003388E-01 
SUMDIJX2= 	840406 
V= 60C98 THIS IS T)-E CCNSTANT VELOCITY BUT IS NOT USED 
LOCATION TIME TERMS SD OF TI 
6701 8470— 490822/vC+ 41900785V1/VOX2 O152 0o027 
6703 2277— 12024/VO+ —243084CV1/VOX2 00166 0032 
6704 3737— 190621/VC+ 6450047V1/VOX2 O411 O032 
705 564— 29 868/VC+ 21080 344V1/VOX2 0,877 0032 
6702 1371— 80176/VC+ —1074003V1/V0X2 —0082 0036 
1 3020— 230989/'vC+ 12570168V1/VOX2 —0123 0027 
2 10617— 6407351V0+ 66850621V1/VOX2 —0129 0032 
3 8470— 490823/VC+ 41900832V1/VOX2 O151 0O27 
DEL IJ 
	
701 	1 	00000 
6703 1 00C15 
6705 1 O023 
6702 2 00CC6 
6703 2 —0002G 
67C4 2 0QC32 
6705 2 0000 13 
6701 3 —00000 
6702 3 —00 006 
6703 3 00C14 
67C4 3 0006 
6705 3 —O0C14 
LOCATION SEL2 SD OF DATA 2S0 OF TI iSO OF TI 
6701 2 00S22E-09 003038E-04 002148E-04 002745E-01 
6703 3 001270E-02 002520E-01 001455E-01 003176E-01 
6704 3 0246-OE-02 Cc 3507E-01 002025E-01 003176E-01 
6705 3 007869E-03 001984E-01 001145E-01 003176E-01 
6702 2 007545E-04 C0868E-02 006142L-02 003644E-01 
1 4 002168E-02 002688E-01 001344E-31 002745E-01. 
2 4 0 lg58E-02 002555E-01 001277E-01 003226E-01 
3 5 O0461E-03 C01079E-01 O.4828E-02 O.2745E-01 
153 
CATA SET 6714 	DISTRIBUTION OF RESIDUALS 




1 	 0 
0 	 1 	
0 
0 
1 	 0 
0 	 1 	1 
0 




1 	 1 
0 






1 	 0 
0 	
0 
0000 oc 0000 00 00 00 0 00000 00 10 00 0 0 0000 00 co 000000 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 
DISTRIBL1ICN LiY CISTANCE AND SIZE 
RANGE OF X AXIS IS 	OO 	TO 10263 
RANGE OF V AXIS IS -0038 TO 	0032 
*** 	*** 	****** 	************* 	*** 
----------_____o++++4+++ +++++++++++ 
DISTRIt3L.TICN BY SIZE 
RANGE OF X AXIS IS -0038 TO 0032 
154 
C.JA SE1 E621 
10 30 18 	 3 6 
1 1 15.08 67.68 1 1 
1 2 (;7.54 489.58 1 2 
1 3 96968 72401 1 3 
1 4 117.86 8S4.55 1 4 
1 5 135.37 1035.65 1 5 
1 46 150.4 1158.75 1 6 
2 1 96.68 724)1 2 1 
2 2 67,54 469.58 2 2 
2 3 15.C8 67.68 2 3 
2 4 15.)8 67968 2 4 
2 5 135.37 1035.o5 2 5 
2 6 96068 724.'1 2 6 
3 1 15O.4 118975 3 1 
3 2 135,37 1035.65 3 2 
3 3 117.66 854.55 3 3 
3 4 96.68 724.01 3 4 
3 5 67.54 49.58 3 5 




7 13484. 000VI /VOX2 
1 7.0)CV1/VX2 
—106491, flOOVl/VOX2 
—1 80812. 000 V 1/ VOX2 
—1808129000V1/VOX2 









2 5. 2 S 
0.0 - 
SD OF TT 
6,655 0.005 
6,657 1) 0 fl15 
6.655 0035 
—0.001 0.fi15 






1.20. 201/ \iO+ 
509.931/'s0+ 
720 2C1 /O+ 
0.'39/VU+ 
219 495/'40+ 
- 88 .033/ v C + 














SD V0= 0.6903E-03 
v1= colcocoll 
	
SD V1= 0.5754E-06 
SUM CF SgUtREG RESIDUALS C.1767E03 
SC CF 1= C.4204E-02 
SUMCIJXi= 218S12.CC0 
V= beC47 TillS IS TE CCNSTMJ VELOCITY BUT IS NOT USED 
CELIJ 







.1 6 -0.CC6 
1 O.CC2 
2 -.CC4 
2 3 -O.0O2 
2 4 -O.UO2 
2 5 0.C'C1 
2 o CoVo 
3 1 -00005 
3 0.CC6 
.3 3 00C()1 
3 4 
3 5 -Q.CCo 
.3 6 0.001 
LCCSAT1Ct SCEL2 D OF GAlA 2SD OF IT iSO OF IT 
1 6 0055C3-04 C03317E-02 O.1354E-02 fl05O52E-02 
a 0.2IC1E-04 C.25E-02 098369E-03 005052E-02 
3 6 C01CC7E-03 O.4487E-02 001832E-02 O05'52E-02 
1. 3 CO21cC-04 C0394E-02 O.2306E-02 005427E-02 
2 3 0..534E-04 C.5174E-02 0.2987E-02 0.5427E-02 
3 3 C0438E-05 001481E-02 O.8551E-03 005427E-02 
4 3 t.435Th-O5 C.1481E-02 O.8551E-03 fl.5427E-02 
5 2 C.455CCE-04 C.47414E-02 0.2739E-02 0.5427E-02 
6 14 C.348E-04 C.3535E-02 0.1767E-02 O.4204E-02 
157 
CATA SET €621 	DIS1RI8LiTION OF RESIDUALS 
• 	 0 
• S 
.1 	 0 
• 	 S 
.1 	 1 	2 	1 
• 	 1 1 
1---- 	 - - 	 -  
• . 
.2 	 1 
• . 
• 	 1 	 . 
• 1 
• 	 0 
IC ••00 II II I• IC III I•IS• I• 10.0.0 000• 00 00000000 00 eO•I••O••0•1 
L1RILL]ICN bY C1STMCE AND SIZE 
kAMi[ CF A AXIS IS 	0.0 	TO 1158.75 




4*4 	 *4* 
*4* 	 *4* 4*4444*4* 
4*4 *4*** 	*4* 	4*4*44*4* 	*4* 	*4* 
OISIK1L1ICN 13Y SLLE 
RAt(E CF X AXIS 15 -0.006 TO 09006 
158 
EATA SET U22 
ss 10 30 id 	3 6 	
159 
1 1 1 0Ce 67o 6 1 1 
1 2 67o54 1 2 
1 3 5o68 724.01 1 3 
1 's 117.t6 8S4.i5 1 4 
1 135.37 1035965 1 5 
1 c 1504 118.75 1 6 
2 1 '6.68 724.01 2 1 
2 2 0054 49,58 2 2 
3 i.C€ 67o6 2 3 
2 4 15008 67.68 2 4 
2 A 1.27 1035.o5 2 5 
2 6 S6.63 724.01 2 6 
3 1 15G.4 1158.75 2 1 
3 2 135.37 1035.65 3 2 
	
117 	L J. 	I .. 'J wCL T0 
3 6O68 724.01 3 4 
3 5 67954 4.58 3 5 
3 6 15008 67o6d 3 6 
LI 
CtIA SET i2 
- .C41 	 SC V= 0.12CCE-C2 
160 
1/\,= 0.12'21 	SC 1J= 0.13E-C4 
St.M CF SLLtRLL RE51CULS C967SE-02 
SC CF 1= C.2742E-01 
SLtC1..X2= 21cc12QCoo 
LCCflICN TIVE TEtS SO OF TT 
I co.iii- 72C.201/v 69675 Co 033 
10.048- 5CS.31/\i 6.681 09033 
3 (017] 72C.201/v bo675 0033 
1 00003- C.C3S/V -00001 0.035 
2 210495JV 09016 0.035 
1C.'24- -bd.033/'s 00016 0.035 
4 -1C.924- -o.033/V 0.016 0.035 
2.2c- 2C3.02/v 00008 0o035 
16 000 	- 0.0 	/V 000 00027 
cli UIJ L)IJX2 OELIJ 
1 1 -1.C5 515  425833.b25 -0.0U4 
I 2 -21.1 -252116 6352.703 00011 
1 3 11.43 2 51.82 e434. 1314 C.019 
1 4 32912 68844.188 00007 
1 5 1..'C3 111o7 1532.078 -09008 
1 t 54o4 438..49 1S232.250 -0.028 
2 1 2c.2€ 21.C4C 4813.031 09031 
2 -.1' -41.647 171.165 0.005 
2 3 -44.C4 -254.1 E 1254709563 -0.027 
2 4 -44.C45 -354.18 1247C.563 -0.027 
2 5 40,C2t 322.16 103623.313 -0.014 
2 4 2602 2 1 1ioC78 45829.547 0.029 
3 1 5 14o465 38,510 192291.438 -0.027 
2 36.512 293.54 t 6 ,t C89688 -0.017 
.3 3 32012 262.382 68440188 00007 
3 	5 -5.S27 	-43123 16E463.000 00019 
3 6 -810C1 -2.521 425783.313 -0.005 
6 0.0 	 000 000 000 
LLLATICN SLEL2 C 	(iF 	DATA 2S0 OF TT 1SD OF TI 
1 6 0.142t-02 C.16e8E-01 C.682E-02 0.3296E-01 
2 6 0.322t-02 C.265bE-01 0.1085E-01 0.3296E-01 
2 6 C.112E-02 C019C3L-01 0.7711E-02 O.3296E-01 
1 3 C. 1666E-02 Co286E-01 0.167E01 0.3540E-01 
2 C.41t-C3 C91461E-01 0.3437E-02 0.3540E-01 
2 .3 C.11E-02 C.A24E-01 C.1399E-01 0.3540E-01 
4 2 Coll -15E-C2 Co2i24E-01 0.1399E-01 003540L-01 
5 2 0.33E-03 C.18C7E-01 0.1043E-01 0.3540E-01 
lb 4 C.12E-02 C.2361E-01 0.1180E-01 002742E-01 
LCT1Ct' LE48 SDTV 1SDTV 2S1)TV 
1 6 -42Eo3ld C.1350E01 0.3562E01 0 0 1516E01 
2 6 51b.1C C.S601E-02 0.3433E-01 0.1449E-01 
3 46 7283 C.1350E-01 003552E-01 0.1558E-01 
1 t5CO15 C01205E-01 0.3740E-01 O.2056E-01 
2 2 41,6C C.1245E-01 0.3153E-01 0.1504E-01 
3 2 5629C8 C.1042t-01 0.3691E-01 0.1745E-01 
4 .3 562.C8 C01044E-01 09361E-01 0.1745E-01 
S 3 3063 C.1582E-01 0.3878E-01 0.1895E-01 
4 4c7061 C,5036E-02 0.2887E-01 0.1437E-01 
161 
CTA SE! 822 	0iS1fl3LT1L)N OF RESICLJALS 
•..eo.s..o.oc0000.0000Qgoo.000.000 
• 	 0 
• 	 0 
• 1 	 2 
• 	 0 
• 1 	 0 
• 	 1 2 	 0 
1 ------------------------ -------- 
.1 	 0 
• 	1 1 	• 
• 0 
• 	 2 
• 0 
o 	 0 
CI5IkIEUICN BY C1STAI\CE A1'C SUE 
RANGE CF X AXIS 1.5 	00 	TO 118.75 
RAKE CF ) AXIS IS -0.C28 TO 	09C31 
4*4 
*4* 	*4* 
4*4 	*4* 	4*4 	*** *4* 	*4* 
44* *4* *44*4* 	*4*44* 	4*4 *4* 
-------  
CI!lFIkLllLN tY SIZE 
FAME CF X AXIS IS -C.C28 IC 0.031 
162 
CflA SET 3S31 
99 22 22 54 3 19 	 163 
1 10 21.10 111.2 1 1 1 1 
1 15 232O 1679 1 2 
1 20 35o't) 222039 1 3 
1 25 A 2 o 	I 2179 1 4 
1 1 5 
1 35 56o8ii 3e9018 1 6 
1 4C 4 41 ,+ 9 78 1 7 
1 45 71.0 5r.38 1 8 
i 5fl 18011 555.98 1 9 
1 55 85.2') 611.57 1 Li 
1 60 922*) o67.17 1 11 
1 65 99.30 72277 1 12 
1 70 1.i) 778.37 1 13 
1 75 113.3') 23.96 1 14 
1 80 12.30 889.56 1 15 
1 85 127930 545.16 1 16 
1 50 134.20 lr'C, -Io 70 1 17 
1 95 1411 1256.35 1 18 
1 55 1480U0 1111995 1 19 
2 10 71.0 52i)o38 2 1 
2 15 63.YJ 444.78 2 2 
2 2 560d1 38.18 2 3 
2 25 'i'.70 323.55 2 4 
2 3 f, 42 o 6'1 211.99 2 5 
2 35 35.40 222.39 2 6 
2 40 28.2) 1Eo.79 2 7 
2 45 21.11 111020 2 8 
2 21.10 111.20 2 12 
2 76i 28020 166.79 2 13 
2 75 35.40 222.39 2 14 
2 80 42.0 277.99 2 15 
2 85 49.71 333.59 2 16 
2 cc 56.83 389.18 2 17 
2 55 63.50 444.78 2 18 
2 55 710h) 5).l.38 2 19 
3 99 2101.) 111.20 3 19 
3 55 28.20 166.79 3 18 
3 90 35.40 222.39 3 17 
3 85 42.60 277995 3 16 













I  hi'to ( U 3 13 
65 71 .(fl 5O,38 3 12 
60 7b.1O 555.93 3 11 
55 85.20 o11.57 3 10 
92.20 667917 3 9 
742o17 
4' 1flã.3 173o37 3 7 
35 113030 e33.96 3 6 
3C 12.3O b89c 56 3 5 
25 127,31 S45.16 3 4 
20 134.2') 1000.7o 3 3 
15 114101O 156.35 3 2 
10 14800 1111095 3 1 
164 
CflA SE1 3S31 
165 
VC= 7.701 	 SD Vfl= D.4588E-02 
V1= C.CC0143 	SO V1= 0.3842E-05 
SLM OF (ULRED RESLLULS C.3'U9E—C1 
SC OF T= C.321cE—C]. 
SUMDIJX2= 36cSC6.000 
V= 7.871 flIS IS Tt-E CONSTANT VELOCITY £UT IS NOT USED 
LCCATICN TIME 	TERMS SD OF 	ir 
1 We S46— 6?ôo2/'i0+ 24278000OV1/V")(2 6.630 00038 
2 54130— 3' 0 482/Vt+ 250258000V1/V0X2 622 C0.038 
3 92.95l— o7b.275/'+ 62 t 294 o OiCV1/VX2 103d 
10 0022— c017/r+ ] 1 )3.fl0, 0V1/VIX2 0 0 000 09042 
15 —2.273— —18.3L-/V+ —52457.V1JV0X2 —16019 0.042 
2C - 'i. 	44— —2.9c'2JVC+ —58:j9.00ov1/v9x2 0010 0.042 
2 —a. ECS— o47/V+ —132.0'V1/VX2 Ile 054 0.042 
30 - 90 1'3— —i3.9b2/V+ —173C12o0V1/YlX2 0. 0 45 09042 
35 —115S— —c2.49d/V+ —2)823.or')V11VnX2 00I20 0.042 
4t —13. 8i(..— —111 *"29 / Wr + —222456.0'flV 1/V'X2 O.)17 (.042 
45 —16.2C9— —12.556/VC+ —237%120)0OV1/viX2 0042 0.042 
SC —7.77— —4.6S7I'd+ —2411d6.V1/V'X2 0.009 0.044 
55 —7o 740— —4.657/V(+ —25281.001V1/V.)X2 0052 0.044 
6C —7o 7S7— —4.657/'sC+ —247186o0'0V1/V0X2 0.009 0.044 
lb 5 —1.212— —12c.5751 C+ —237926. 100V1JVflX2 n.042 0.042 
IL L.ot(1 V? 'tOJo 	''V1IV'A '0'''( 
—110 51— —S20 5 1,1 2/V:+ —2j270()V1/X2 0,'l19 0.042 
—So 1'i3— —i3 0 9C/C+ —17301.0O('v1/VX2 09045 0.042 
€5 —6.€1G'— —51/v'+ —13t'021 11 V1/VX2 0054 0.042 
4 o 5tt 4_ 39Y)/Y'+ S100V1/V'X2 01010 0.042 
cs —2.273— —16,37/'i1+ —52456.JCCV1/VIX2 —0.014 0,042 
99 000 	- 000 	J'vC+ 000 	V1/ViX2 Na 00032 
IJELIJ 
1 	10 C.C5 
1 15 
1 	2C 0.0(0 
I 25 0.0O3 
1 	2 
1 5 —C.C23 
1 	tio —0.C19 
1 '5 —C'.C43 
1 	50 0o( .0 
1 5 5 
1 
1 	5 C.23 
1 70 
1 	5 C.'28 
1 d*) (1 0 
1 	€5 C.2c 
i cc 
1 	5 
1 cc — c.csi 
2 	]0 0.003 
2 15 0 .fl10 
2 	20 —0.005 
2 25 —U.C27 
2 	0 Co f 2f 
2 35 N'1 
2 	'iO —J0"21 
2 A   C.C2 
2 	f 5 C.02 
2 7 C —0.2i 
2 	5 —0.CC1 
2 €0 
2 	€5 —0,027 
2 cC —C.CCS 
2 	cs c. 0 1i 
cc r 
3 	cc 0.057 
_I 	f1i 
166 
. Y —00Cfl2 
3 E 5 
3 Ec -n o 02 
3 5 —00C2 
3 70 —' of) 2 1 
3 45 —OQC4S 
3 6 r 
3 5 5 
3 5C —o0c:3 
3 li5 (0t)25 
3 0 11A I 
3 35 
3 3J 
3 25 C0C27 
3 20 0.011 
3 15 —0. 1 I4 
3 10 —C.C53 
LCCAUCN SLEL2 SD OF DATA 2S0 OF IT ISO OF TI 
1 is 001'31E-0I O02dodE-0l 005dfE-O2 ).376BE-01 
2 i (.'44E-)2 C01flIE-01 fl4493L-02 3174E-01 
3 1  0014'E-01 CO28A2E-0l O.o52E-2 0037a8E-01 
1'] 3 C.33-02 C0549E-01 0.3262E-11 O0',155E-)1 
15 3 CO25E-03 001152E-01 006o53E-02 ),4155E-01 
20 3 ti0122E-03 (08433E-'2 04869E-02 04155E-U1 
25 3 0.1SE-02 CO2S2E-01 001554E-fll 004155E-01 
30 3 (11-02 CO2441E-91 0 01413E-t)1 004155E-)1 
35 3 00116E- 1 2 r.21h-01 0o1395E-1 00 1d55E-01 
40 3 0023E02 (0317EO1 002fl30E1 
45 3 C .35L-.)2 '.4221[-01 (1.2437E-fll t.4155E-01 
50 2 0.i(CE-03 Co 100E-111 0.7094E-02 O,4371E-01 
55 2 032CaE-5 (0175'E_02 fl.1266E—!)2 004371E—)1 
6() 2 0044E-04 o6633E-02 004690E-02 004311E-01 
65 3 003'34E02 (e443)E-0 1 002561L01 )0415E01 
70 3 (.277dL-i2 C.3727E-(ll i.2i52E-')1 0.4155E-91 
5 3 0o1'i17E-02 C.2c61E-01 001537E-01 004155E-01 
80 3 '.13bE-2 t' 0 2634E-01 C.1521L-01 0.'d55E-01 
5 3 001535E-02 CO23(;oE-fll 00162')E-01 004155E-01 
90 3 Co 22E-)3 co 11E-01 ). 5876E-2 O04155E-'1 
55 3 O o2514E-i3 C.1121E-(1 fl.5473E-)2 094155E-01 
99 4 005€52E-02 C04417E-01 0.22)8E-01 0.3219E-01 
167 
	
CtTA SET 39.31 	CISTRI8UTIUN OF RESIDUALS 
0000002os00000eoo*00000000eog0000s0000000000g000ggooe00000 	
168 0 	 0 
• 2 	 0 
0 	
S 
• 2 	2 	2 	 0 
• 	 2 	 1 	 0 
• 1 2 	2 
1. ---------- 2-- 2----------- 2-- 2 - 1------- ----------------- - 
• 	 12 	
2 	
12 	 2. 
• 1 
• 	 2 	 22 	 0 
• 4 	 0 
S 	
0 
• 1 	 0 
050000000000000000 0000e0901000e00000e0000000000000000000.2 
0Is1I11I(N t3Y LISTrCE AND SUE 
KANGE Uf X AXIS IS 	090 	TO 1111.95 




4*4 **4*** *4* 
4*4 *******4* 	*4* 
*4*44* 4*4*44*4* *4* 
4*4 	4*4*4* *4*44*4*44*44*4 
*4* 4*4*4* *444*4*4*4*4*4* 	*4* 	*4* 
44*44* 	 *4* *4* 
---------- J+++4t+4 *+++4++++++++++ 
1STkUEL1ICN bY SIZE 
RANGE CF X AXIS IS —0.053 TO 0.'359 
LU SEI tS21 
'3S 	10 	30 	38 	3 	14 
1 1 17.57 89920 1 1 
1 2 28.4o 173.66 1 2 
1 3 35.91 233935 1 3 
1 4 4104 2703 1 4 
1 5 45923 3C8.84 1 5 
1 6 48.65 338.10 1 6 
1 7 520 1-1 8 364.25 1 7 
1 6 55.03 368.22 1 8 
1 S 57976 410.40 1 9 
1 IC 6.31 431916 1 10 
1 11 62072 450.78 1 11 
1 12 65*03 465935 1 12 
1 13 67.16 467.17 1 13 
1 14 65.26 5C4.21 1 14 
2 1 48.85 338.10 2 1 
2 2 4.23 38.84 2 2 
2 3 4104 275.03 2 3 
2 4 35.90 233.55 2 4 
2 5 28.46 173.66 2 5 
2 4 17.57 69.20 2 6 
2 5 17057 8.20 2 9 
2 11 35.50 233.55 2 11 
2 12 41.04 275.03 2 12 
2 12 45.23 308.84 2 13 
2 14 48.65 338910 2 14 
3 1 65.26 504921 3 1 
3 2 61018 467.17 3 2 
3 3 65.0 469.39 3 3 
3 4 62,72 43.7e 3 4 
3 5 60.31 431.16 3 5 
3 4 57.76 410.40 3 6 
3 7 55.03 38822 3 7 
3 6 52908 364.29 3 8 
3 S 48,65 338.10 3 9 
3 10 45.23 3C8984 3 10 
3 11 41,C4 275.03 3 11 
3 12 35.50 233.55 3 12 
3 14 11.57 89020 3 14 
169 




SD VO= 0031St-02 
\1= C.000168 
	
SC V1= C.CC4E-05 
SIM CF!CLARE[ RESICUALS C.13CSE-02 
SC CF T= 0.7713E-02 
SUMCIJX2= 4112c.C3 



























3 3 807 €0 / ' C + 
222. 363J(+ 
360.1281% C+ 
U. C 85 / 'v + 

















-21659. 12 V1/V)X2 
-28571.CCV1/\,0X2 
-10240. 938V1/VOX2 
- 1240. €13V1/VOX2 
-285710 o88V1/VOX2 
-11310. S38V1/VflX2 
-14341. 62 SV1/VOX2 
SD OF TT 
6.813 0.009 
6.814 fl 0 0fl9 
6o814 00019 













1 2 —00C 10 
1 	3 








1 	IC C.CC2 
1 11 F 
 0 1.3 113 
1 	12 
1 13 —'.C1 
1 	14 —C.11 
2 1 O.CC6 
2 	2 C.C5 
2 3 —C.CC3 
2 	.4 —0.CC6 
2 5 —C.C14 
2 	6 C.(C1 
2 S —.tCO 
- 
4L 
- 	 ,#. 
2 	12 —C.CC1 
2 13 
2 	14 
3 1 —C.13 
3 	2 C.CC2 
3 3 0.004 
3 	4 
J 
r 	C4 7  





3 	iC —O.CC2 
3 11 —C.CC3 
3 	12 —0 0 CQ.3 
2 14 Q.CC9 
171 
'.•$;'i vy 	 lo.vJ, v''rs. 	— vov %0 •,& 'I 




0.0 V1/\iOX2 060 
	
0.008 
iSO OF TI 
A Qfl7Ac—A 
	
LCC.T1CPI 	SCEL2 	 SC OF CATA 	2S0 OF IT 
I 	I I 	 P. 	 I7_D 	 I' 	 ( 1LQ7..) 
C.315SE-03 C,14E-02 091856E-02 O09111E-2 
(05€53E-C2 t o 1623E-)2 O.88E-1I2 
C01C3L-03 C01225C-01 01075L-02 O.c957E-02 
C,1225E-03 C08139E-02 09 4699E- 10 2 fl.957E-n2 
C036SCE-4 Co'2SuE-02 .248E-2 O.957E02 
C.4238E-r2 
.21E-C3 C9111E-C1 0.6648E-fl2 0.9957E-2 
0.2115EC5 C.11 ~ 5L02 .5942E-13 fl05957E-02 
O.'3CE-06 C968C.E-03 fl.4811E-)3 001049E-01 
01b34E-02 091297E-02 091049E-01 
C.2€E-05 C01S4E-02 O.9780E-03 009957E-02 
O.114E-04 C.3442E-02 fl.2434E-)2 0.1(¼9E-f)1 
Col34E-C3 C.82C3E-O 0.4736E-02 O.9957E-02 
CO3cE-04 C.54C3E-02 O.3120E-02 0.9957E-fl2 
C.23C4E-05 C.113E-02 O.1073E-02 O.1048E-01 




















£ATA SET 5921 	DISTRI8LTIUN OF RESIDUALS 
000001 S .1... .. .......... 000• 0000 SO 5000 000550 55 .0.1.... 
• 	 1 	 1 	o 
• 2 	 1 1 o 
• 	 2 	 1 	. 
• 1 	. 
• 	 1 	 1 	2 	 1. 
1 -----1 
• 	 3 	111 	1 
• 2 	1 
o 	 2 
• 
• 
• 	 1 	 1 
• 1 
C1S141t.1ILN b'i Di$1AtCE At'C SIZE 
AtE CF 	AXIS 15 	0.0 	TO 	04.21 






*4*44*4*44 ** ****** 
*4* 	*4444*444*4*4*4 	*4*4*4*4*4*4 
*4*44*4*4 
--------------- 0443444+4 ++4+4++++++ 
0ISIRItL1ICN BY SIZE 
RAt'Gk CF X AXIS IS -C.C14 10 0010 
173 
CTA SET 631 
10 30 87 	 5 15 
6531 12 13407C 10128 1 1 
6 501 12 13470 133139 1 1 
6501 12 1347C 103145 1 1 
6501 12 13470 103150 1 1 
20 407'J 33720 1 2 
6501 2C 4930 33726 1 2 
20 4950 33727 1 2 
6501 21 6170 44013 1 3 
6501 21 6120 42414 1 3 
6501 21 6120 43414 1 3 
501 21 170 444 1 3 
6.501 22 84O40 61705 1 4 
6501 22 8420 6170 1 4 
01 22 8220 61720 1 4 
65C1 22 8220 61740 1 4 
6501 23 101oOO 75o58 1 5 
6.01 23 1C2010 75ô2 1 5 
6501 23 1C0053 5b o  1 5 
6501 23 10070 75o73 1 5 
65C1 24 122O s4o30 1 6 
6501 24 1220 433 1 6 
6501 24 12300 94436 1 6 
6501 24 12208C 1344044 1 6 
6 50 1 27 3670 2330 1 7 
6501 27 3680 23437 1 7 
6501 27 36bC 23442 1 7 
6501 27 367C 23448 1 7 
6501 28 Soo ac 67237 1 8 
(:5C1 28 9010 672o45 1 8 
6501 28 G1020 672o53 1 8 
6501 28 100 67255 1 8 
6501 29 9920 C o 9 1 9 
6501 2 S020 74110 1 
6501 2S 1 930 74116 1 9 
6501 31 141 o 30 11C7094 1 10 
6501 25 14310 11C4010 1 11 
6501 25 143'0 11C4010 1 11 
6501 25 143ou0 1104000 1 11 
6504 4 43030 3C7 0 38 2 12 
65C4 4 4350 30777 2 12 
L I I n It 	 Oil 13 I"l 	?7 1 12 
174 
5C4 12 5220 37325 2 1 
t 50 12 5230 37325 2 1 
t504 12 5 1 o8O 3723 2 1 
6504 23 15 3o20 124o i3 2 5 
6504 23 1a0020 125043 2 5 
6504 23 160080 125043 2 5 
65C4 31 7807C 5E607 2 10 
65C4 31 730 5€78 2 10 
504 32 3730 23't4 2 14 
6504 32 3703C 23527 2 14 
504 32 3800 2327 2 14 
6504 25 13206C 103)40 2 11 
(Z 5)8 12 4620 316o86 3 1 
650e 12 45o SO 31689 3 1 
6503 12 4650 31721 3 1 
6538 23 15)00 11 8uo30 3 
6 5 141 8 30 670 49234 3 15 
65C8 3C 080J0 4199 3 15 
6514 4 00 00 4 12 
6514 11 's420 2S7003 4 13 
6514 12 4730 32396 4 1 
614 12 47o'0 3o01 4 1 
6.514 12 4720 202 4 1 
6514 23 15750 122770 4 5 
6514 23 15620 122771 4 5 
6514 30 6640 4c0048 4 15 
£514 3C 66 0 6C 4055 4 15 
6514 3C 6630 4S005o 4 15 
6516 4 439 2970b3 5 12 
6516 4 430d0 302c 64 5 12 
6516 11 266O 15'90 47 5 13 
6516 11 2t 0 10 ! o r) , 55 5 13 
6516 U 210 16179 5 13 
6516 12 4720 33030 5 1 
6516 12 47l0 33178 5 1 
6516 12 4740 33312 5 1 
6516 23 15305C 12C519 5 5 
6516 23 15410 12010 56 5 5 
6516 30 4920 34o56 5 15 
6516 30 4S070 353o79 5 15 
6516 21 7320 5410 75 5 10 
6516 31 7400 546o94 5 10 
6516 22 33C0 2Cc023 5 14 
6516 32 3360 21139 5 14 
6516 32 33o80 21224 5 14 
175 
CTA SET 631 
V= 8 02C6 	 SD V= 002c6E-01 
1/V= 01216 	SD 1/= Oo44CjE—C3 
SUM OF SUR[C RESICUALS 0026C9E C2 
SL CF 1= CO2E7E CC 
SUMCIJX2= 2037154000C 
LCCTICN TIME 	TERfrS SD OF IT 
501 ':'s0 7C5— 3202/V 49O3 O430 
04 24011e— 17006471V 3 o 324 00394 
1607c9— 106072JV 30739 C0458 
6514 23053c— 165o331/V 3 o 392 C0375 
6516 1o0034— 10b012C/' 31U2 C00 
12 430564 326 0 tCCJV 3o7b.5 00398 
20 4c795 lo o 616A 3o502 Co 5b3 
21 1745— 1C731/' 30o42 0533 
22 3E45— 2)0557/V 3i8 0533 
23 C 130 363.b22/V 3901 C0409 
24 78 0 i0— 617Q73/V 2994 0533 
27 —30CC4-- —92023/V 335 Clo 533 
2€ 460070— 34504/V 3926 0533 
2c 5402c— 4140455/V 4O4 O563 
31 6Lso 45 4970854/V 3o 830 Co's8 
25 101, 242— 7S8013/' 3o C379 0513 
4 2 3 c 548— 16504S1V 337 C037 
11 110 121— 5;o633 /V 355 0444 
32 15o 474— 409'i/V 5227 0455 
3C 'i2389— 31807921' 3541 O434 
CIJ 1) 11 UIJX2 DELIJ 
6501 	12 A6o432 378054 	1'i2524o563 003o3 
65C1 12 46 o A32 3780164 13C070 813 0349 
65C1 	12 46432 278224 	143C53020 O342 
176 
Ci U 'J0 z )C - 1io (J't.: (Jo UU (jo ~ U) 
501 20 - 0 O 2CC 00C18 00000 -020 
Cl. 2C C00() 00C2i3 00001 -0003 
C1 21 C O 20 - 0 0 C.7 0001 024 
01 2 -0250 —Oo C1 7 0000 -0248 
.EC1 1 -C250 -U017 00000 -024 
601 21 CO25C 0oCi3 0 , 007 0240 
CJ. 22 1010 -0134 0003.8 101.6 
5 C 1 42 C0 9 50 -0 0 C4 0009 
01 2 -1050 00C17 00000 -1052 
5C1 22 -10 CO O217 0047 -1076 
6C1 23 '52345 433o8 168O67oô8 00001 
5 C 1 23 -5i745 -'302d 163C32038 loom 
6C1 23 -S335 -433ose 183C060375 -o507 
651 23 -53145 -433c518 18737438 -0317 
C1 24 025 -00062 O004 0232 
65 0,1 24 -0075 -00C32 00001 -0071 
65C! 24 0025 -000O2 0000 0025 
01 24 -0175 C0078 00006 -0185 
6 Cc C] 27 -00000 -00C93 0009 0011 
C1 27 3010C -00C23 00001 0102 
Cl 27 -00 NO 00C.7 00 col -0l04 
5C1. 21 -')000 00C37 00003 -00011 
C1 2 -00100 00010 0037 
5 C 1 2 Lo675 00020 00000 0672 
Cl 2S 0425 C0060 00O4 0418 
o5G1 28 0225 00030 0 0 006 0215 
65C 2S -) o 034 -00C1 00008 -0023 
t- 17 C1 29 -0034 00C19 00000 - 0036 
5C1 29 C 0 C6 00079 0000b 0057 
6C1 3 1 3205S6 283450 80343638 -1944 
6501 25 -2846 -203 428o053 -C325 
C1 25 -04 t -200d 423053 0475 
C1 25 — 20346 - 2C139 4070o14 0114 
6C4 4 -403e7 -2716 62 4,6 1 2 -Oo8D7 
504 4 — 4 o Y 6 7 - 2 8 o 326 802372 - 0715 
C4 11 -3440 -2i0510 e120822 0034 
C4 11 - 440 - 280100 7 390 c, 12 -00l6 
650' 12 -1432 - 1:3c;7 1 5 7- 75 , 3 3 2 - 0372 
C4 1 - 1532 - 1230cG7 15375332 -0272 
12 -150E82 -124217 15'5400 - 0733 
C4 23 25942 2i51  454 	55 -0326 
C4 23 2642 Zi to 101 4672533 00601 
6504 23 27542 21611 46725633 1201 
C4 31 32442 67900625 0129 
5C4 31 -',71b -31732 668OoO66 0242 
C4 32 -20293 -200o2 410537 C0176 
177 
C)Lt ; - .o -t1. .i,oj-rz 
5C4 25 702C 37'3249 —0265 
6 5 C 8 12 — 1412 — 1- 1. 6o 502 135720U16 0034 
6.C8 12 —1442 116 o.472 1355820 — 02D9 
5 C 8 12 —130E2 —11 (- o 152 1391©363 0292 
65C3 23 2501 2 15oc).o '3 o  —1250 
5C 8 3C 313 66725 440289 00474 
65C8 30 6313 660 4 26 4 Q.3630 0717 
t14 4 0 0 C09 0118 0014 —0005 
14 Ii S 0 54C 720066 5134)6 075.3 
6514 12 —3.908C2 —1620S71 2655605 C0057 
6514 12 — H07C2 —162921 243375 00151 
6514 12 — 19 0 ~021 — 162 o S, 1 I 2654O113 — 0050 
4514 23 24 a 321 1 01 8o 147 39500492 0002 
6514 23 23521 190757 3504o473 — 0 0 699 
6516 3 0 0472 6357 40 407 — 00 302 
6514 20 C0672 6427 41300 —00111 
6514 30 003R2 6oi37 41 0 42 —C o 412 
6510 4 4031U 2 E0 C2 67'),o 203 1142 
6516 1+ 421b 310 C72 c650440 0432 
61.6 11 —0055 —60282 39469 0211 
6516 11 1o05 —5232 2700L6 —0421 
65 lb 11 —1055 — 30c2 15701 —0 a 572 
6510 12 —1203S7 —1010c20 1038706t.8 0023 
6516 12 —1204c7 —100540 1018801 —0197 
6516 12 —1217 'J 0 6C0 9i20129 0000 
6516 23 2327 23544 55436102 —0365 
6516 23 26027 237819 56557638 —004 
51b 30 —9 0 222 —78352 613)043 0326 
6516 30 —90722 —74122 5494c078 —0 0 690 
6516 31 —7o333 62234 3873057 0251 
oSlob 21 —5632 —17.C44 3254 	011 1319 
6516 32 1 a 43 2 160C16 2 56o5LY —004&0 
oSlo 32 20CS2 21176 448413 —004db 
651.6 32 202 132 22 026 45 	139 —0392 
LCC.TICN 	 DEL2 SC OF 	DATA 2SD OF TI 	1SD OF TI 
6501 38 00114E 	02 C05657E 	00 00 9177E-01 00429E 00 
65C4 16 	0o'i52E 	01 Cc 566 6E 	00 001422E 00 	003939E 00 
65Cc a CO245,E 	01 C07013E 	00 0026o3E 00 004582E 00 
6514 10 	Cc 1726C 	01 Co 4381E 	00 001365E 00 	003155E 00 
o516 17 0052C7E 	ri C057CE 	00 0013d4L OC 00339oE 	00 
12 16 	001464[i 	01 Co32'4E 	00 00709E-01 0377L 00 
20 3 C2S6E-01 CO2C37E 	00 O o ll76L 00 	005626E 00 
21 4 	002446E 00 CO235oE 	00 001426 00 005325E 00 
22 4 . 	 0o450E 	01 01232E 	01 006158E 00 	005325E 00 
- In 	 d 	ti,r I 1 	7CLC 	(\% (i 	)1 oL.r: 	n  
1 -T '-'0 	 1. 	1 J. L 	 .1. 	 I 	 'S J 'I'S 
11 
 Q LI LI - -U- 1" - I.. W- 
7 4 0021E01 C0341E-01 004231E-01 0053.5E 00 
28 Co74E 	30 C04742E 00 002371E 00 005325E 00 
2S 3 C0503E-02 C05CC - )E-0] 0 0 2892E-01 00566E 00 
31 5 C05658E 01 C0118)E 01 005319E 00 0o479E 00 
25 4 C011- 	00 C 0 3717E 00 00185'E 00 005127E 00 
1 5 00215E 	01 CO83COE 00 00371.2E 	00 003755E 00 
11 6 01125L 	01 C4743E 00 001936E 00 004442E 00 
32 6 0013d7E 	01 C05-2 67E 00 002150E 00 004548E 00 
3C 7 001594E 	01 C05 1 54E 00 001948E 00 004339E 00 
LCCATICN CER SJTV 1SDTV 2S1)TV 
6501 3E 521 003062E 00 005217E 	00 00.196E 	00 
504 16 CO242-2E 00 004624E 	00 002308E 	00 
508 6 20o2e 0Q2291E 00 005123E 00 00367E 00 
514 1C 5211C C O 2295E 00 004401E 00 002081E 	00 
6516 17 4CEo26 C0178E 00 0o427E 00 O022a2L 00 
12 16 51317 CO251E 00 004570E 	00 00233E 00 
2C 3 33724 C01435E OC 00581cE 	00 O018Y4E 	00 
21 4 A 3Ao 16 0 0 1912E 00 00563E 00 002385L 00 
4 617 	E CO2718E 00 0051E 	00 006731E 00 
23 12 C 0 47C9L 00 006240E 00 05171E 00 
24 4 94'-36 C41.5E 00 006757E 	00 004252E 00 
.27 4 23403c C01032E 00 005424E 00 00lll6E 	00 
28 4 724 CO292E 00 0e63'3E 	00 00.194E 00 
2 13 3 741,003 C0324 00 Co604E 00 003217E 	00 
31 5 6739C CO2cQ8[ 00 Oo55 4 1E 00 006091E 00 
25 4 44* C0 	782E 00 007(,I11E 	00 005131E 00 
4 5 243008 Co1071L 00 0 0 39:)4E 	00 00333E 	00 
11 6 1S7Q13 C08632E-01 0o4526E 00 001d22E 00 
32 6 2224E C09798E-01 004653E 	00 002363E 00 
30 7 450047 001934E 00 004771E 00 002780E 00 
179 
[AlA SET 651 	OISTIUT ION OF RESIDUALS 
0000 *coo** 00 00 00000000 0001000 30000 00 0000 0000 00 00 00000000 00 
o 	 1 	 1 	1 	 1 
o 11 1 0 
o 	 1 	 11 
o 121 	1 1 	 41 
o 1 2 2 12 2 1 1 1 a 
1 --------2-3--14 - ----- - 1-----------3—' -----3-----------1--
0 1 ]. 12222 1 1 1 11 
0 	 111 	 1 
o 2 11 	 1 10 
0 	 2 	 0 
0 	 10 
0 	 0 
0 	 0 
00000C 00 0030 00 000000 00 0000000 0000000 00000000 0000Q00l00000 
DISTRIL1ICN 3Y CISTNCE At\L SIZE 
RANGE OF X AXIS IS 	000 	TO 125043 
RANGE OF Y AXIS IS —10c44 TO 	1o319 
444 












*4* 	*****#**4**#*******#* 4*4444*4*4*4*4* 
------------------------ 0+++44++++ .. 
O1STRILTICN BY SIZE 
180 
CATA SET 6532 
IC 30 37 	5 15 
t 501 12 1347O 1031c 28 1 1 
.501 12 13470 103139 1 1 
501 12 1470 103145 1 1 
6501 12 13470 103150 1 1 
6501 20 4'07C 33720 1 2 
.S01 2C A90 30 2.3726 1 2 
5C1 2C 45() 33727 1 2 
6501 21 b1070 43413 1 3 
6501 21 6120 43414 1 3 
6501 21 6120 4344 1 3 
6501 21 61.70 42424 1 3 
6501 22 8440 61705 1 4 
6501 22 8420 617o09 1 4 
6501 22 8220 617c2O 1 4 
6501 22 8220 61740 1 4 
6501 23 10IO0 75o08 1 5 
6501 23 10210 75662 1 5 
6501 23 10050 750t5 1 5 
£501 2 100o7C 75o73 1 5 
6501 24 12320 9's430 1 6 
6501 24 122c0 44o3 1 6 
6501 24 12300 9 4to 3 6 1 6 
6501 24 12080 94444 1 6 
6501 27 3b07C -' 34o 30 1 7 
6501 27 3600 23437 1 7 
6501 27 3o0 23442 1 7 
6501 27 3(70 ?3446 o 1 7 
65l 28 900e0 672o 37 1 8 
6501 28 90010 o72o45 1 8 
6501 28 9 1o20 67253 1 8 
6501 28 9100C 37255 1 3 
6501 29 S920 740, 0 9 1 9 
2< 902C 74110 1 9 
6501 2 99030 74101ô 1 9 
6501 H 1410 11C7094 1 10 
6501 25 14310 U(1̂4OLO 1 11 
601 25 14390 11C4010 1 13. 
6501 25 14360 11C4o60 1 11 
6504 4 433C 3C73 2 12 
6504 4 43050 30777 2 12 
1 	a ^ )a 	77 1) 
181 
11 .ioJL) i.o 	ZJ 4 1.) 
04 12 522C 373,25 2. 1 
6504 12 52,30 373,25 2 1 
65C4 12 51O 372,93 2 1 
2.3 153,20 124'3 2 5 
504 23 16fl,23 125043 2 5 
6504 23 160,80 125043 2 5 
6504 H 707C 56,07 2 10 
6.5C4 31 7d,90 58o78 2 10 
6504 32 37,30 234,43 2 14 
6504 32 3760 23527 2 14 
6.5J4 32 380CC 235,27 2 14 
6534 25 13260 1C3040 2 11 
6508 12 4620 31636 3 1 
65)8 12 45'0 316,89 3 1 
6508 12 46,50 317,21 3 1. 
6508 23 1510 1186,30 3 5 
508 3C 67,30 2o34 3 15 
65)8 30 68,30 4'1,9 3 15 
6.514 4 0,0 000 4 12 
6514 11 4420 2S7,03 4 1' 
6514 12 4730 323,96 4 1 
6514 12 47,40 329,01 4 1 
6514 12 4720 32Y,02 4 1 
6514 23 157,50 1227,7C 4 5 
6514 2.3 15620 122771 4 5 
6514 30 66040 4348 4 15 
30 66b0 49055 4 15 
6514 3C 6630 40,5ó 4 15 
616 4 43,0 2S7,63 5 12 
6516 4 4,.33 2C2oo4 5 12 
6516 11 26o b 0 159,47 5 13 
6516 11 26,10 160,55 5 13 
6516 11 26 0 10 16.179 5 13 
6516 12 47,20 330,c30 5 1 
6.516 12 47,10 331,78 5 1 
6516 12 47,40 33312 5 1 
6.516 23 1535C 120519 5 5 
6516 23 15410 1207,5b 5 5 
6516 3C 4,20 346,56 5 15 
6516 30 46,70 350o79 5 15 
6516. H 2 73,0 541,75 5 10 
6516 31 74,0 546,94 5 10 
6.516 32 33,00 2023 5 14 
6516. 32 33,6.0 211,39 5 14 
6516 32 33,80 21224 5 14 
182 
CATA SET 6532 
183 
V0= 7o 724 
	
SD V0= 002C23E 00 
v1= C0CCC279 
	
SD V1= 001234E-03 
SUM OF SUAREU RES1CU.LS CO2430E 02 
SC CF T= 006C68E CO 
SUMCIJX2= 2037750CC0 
V= 8o2C6 11-115 IS THE CCNSTAtT VELOCITY BUT IS NOT USED 
LGCATICN TIME TERMS SD OF 	TI 
65, 03 44 0 7C— 32o626/\dC+ 2031o6025V1/V0X2 3o3o8 0415 
t 50-4 24, 11E— 170o647/C 676d0 0 063V1/VX2 232 0380 
1607,9— 1Co0762JVC+ —2i3010315V1/VOX2 20377 O442 
2353— i5031/VC+ 5J954025CV1/VOX2 2413 O362 
6 160 C34— 1060101VC+ —10680 313V1/VOX2 2290 037o 
12 320L.CC/VC+ 2o 597 O3d4 
2C 475— 10061JC+ —3)431075CV1/V0X2 3o003 0o543 
21 167— 1C7051/C+ —14('0o2V1/V0X2 2755 O514 
22 id0545— 2S00557/\sC+ 17775125CV1/V0X2 10759 O514 
43 1C90140— 83 0 6221'vC+ 11C0130 0 000V1/V0X2 2475 O35 
24 7027C— 67 0 76/vC+ o3O450563V1/VOX2 151 O514 
27 —80004— —c20233/VC+ —143225038V1/V0X2 3244 00514 
28 46007C 3 4 5084/\IC+ 2490540375V1/V3X2 2460 0514 
29 54052S— '14045J'vC+ 3450410625V1/VOX2 2490 0543 







59029075V1/V0X2 2o4O5 O362 
11 11121— 5633/'vC+ 93460 375V1/VOX2 30445 O429 
32 154l4— E400S4J'C+ 16352075CV1/VOX2 4o 664 0439 
30, 42o 38— 31307 1 21VC+ 180136o 188V11V0X2 1997 0419 
CEL JJ 
6501 12 0193 
6 50A 12 018C 
6,501 12 0173 
6S01 12 C o 167 
6501 20 CO2C 
6501 20 —0202 
6501 20 —00CC3 
651 21 CO254 
6501 21 —0O248 
6511 21 —C248 
6501 21 O2AC 
6501 22 1167 
6501 22 C0 S2 
6511 22 —10052 
6501 22 —](77 
6501 23 —00!17 
6501 23 C073 
6501 23 —C625 
501 23 435 
6501 24 0232 
6501 24 —00071 
6501 24 0025 
6501 24 —C1E4 
6511 27 00C12 
t5Cl 27 
6501 27 —0)C4 
6501 27 —00C11 
6531 28 0 	L'37 
6501 28 —00672 
6521 28 
6501 28 0215 
6501 29 —00C23 
65C) 2 —0003 
6501 29 00057 
6501 31 —lo 342 
6501 25 —014 
6501 25 C 0 656 
6501 25 0 0 2c7 
LC(1. 1. 
if t_oC't', 
CLs 11 i0C31 
CLt 11 00 C2 
5fl4 12 
12 —C c 3).0 
'JL 12 —Cc 77C 
65C4 23 —C 1 23 
C4 23 COC6 
6504 23 10C 
C4 31 0 0 C15 
C4 31 0127 
04 32 001c4 
0' 32 C034 
C4 32 Cc 794 
6504 25 -00211 
cOE 12 "i74 
12 —0013C 
5C 6 12 C429 
23 —L357 
65J8 30 0219 
t5CE 30 O53 
4 —O 0 00 
11 003C3 
12 CO2fl. 
3.4 12 003C5 
1A 12 Q1C3 
14 23 O7.b 
654 23 —03 
30 —0O3d1 
2C —Cc 1'C 
6514 30 
4 I0CS7 
6516 4 0o22 
11 C339 
6516 11 —0 O 3CC 
516 11 —045E 
510 12 —0001 
12 —0O22 
656 12 —0005 
6516 23 —00504 
16 23 Co i34 
6516 3C C0CB 
.516 30 —O426 
51.6 31 00071 
31 I12b 
16 32 —004S4 





































C 0 605E 01 
o02cCE 01 
001513E 01 
C 0 47E 0] 
00123E 01 




0 o c37E-01 
Go 215E-01 
C07E 00 
0 SC] 1E-02 






















C 0 319E 00 
C07S3E 00 
C032CL 00 
C 0 5419E 00 
C0481dE 00  
































00 514 OE 
0 5140E 
00 51 40E 
00 543 OE 
041 7E 
00 4948 E 
0 3t24b 
























C.ATA SET 	6 5 32 	DIS1RIBLIJON OF RESICUALS 
O0OQ00000O000O000Qe000OOOOOOOOOO0000OO0000000OOOOOO000O0l 
o 	 11 	 0 
o 1 	 1 1 	 0 
o 	 1 	 11 
o 1 	1 	 1 	o 
o 	1 	12 1 	 . 
o 123 	2 	1 	1 1 	41 	e 
--------------1-1---1--3-------- 2-------------- 
o 	 113 	21 	 1 	1 	1 	11 
o 211 	12 1 1 
o 	 1 1 	1 	 1 	 110 
0 	 11 	 1 	 1 	 0 
o 1 	 0 
o 	 1 0 
00000 c 00 C000 0000 000000 000000000000 00 000000000000000 100 10 00 
DISTI-.IEL1ICN 13Y CISTArC[ AND SILE 
RANGE OF X AXIS IS 	OO 	TO 125043 
RANGE CF V AXIS IS -157 TC 	1406 
* 4 4 1 * 
* 4 44 * 
4* * * 4* 
4 4 * 4 4 * 444 
4 * * 4 * 44 
4*444*44* 
*4*4 #4*4* 
44 * 4* * *4 * * 4* 
#44 4 * 4 4 44 * * * 
#4 444*444*4* 
#4*49*44*44*4 
4 4* *4 4 44 4 4 *4* 4 *4*4* 4* 
*4* 
*44444*444 4*44*44*44*4*44* 4 4* 44*4*4*4*4* 
----------- 
DISTRIEL1ICN EVY SILE 
M(,F fl P X A)(TS IS —157 	Tfl 	1,,1406 
187 







000 5957 1143.81 
15.0 5o57 1141.11 
15.0 6.50 977.85 
33.0 600 97508 
33.0 7.76 816.75 
100.0 7o95 788.80 
E= 	0.10 CE= 	0.10 CELTAMAX= 180.0 
D1S7AtCE(DEG) DISTA\CE(Kfr) TIME(SEC) VA(KM/SEC) P(SEC/RAD) 
C9213 23.S 4925 5.57 1143.804 
0.403 44.€6 8.05 5.57 11439799 
0.634 67.15 12.06 5.57 1143.79k) 
8909 16.3 5057 1143.778 
02 111047 20.31 5057 1143.762 
1.201 133951 23,97 5.57 1143.743 
1.401 15578 27.97 5.57 11439721 
1.61 177.99 31.96 5.57 11439695 
io 81.0 2)0.15 35094 5057 1143.665 
2.0)1 222.46 39.94 5.57 1143,632 
2.201 24'i.14 43094 5.57 1143.595 
2.401 266,S5 47.93 5.57 1143.555 
600 289.12 51, 90 5.57 1143.512 
2 0 8 1 1 3113 55,90 5.57 1143.465 
30 C-1.1 1 33o5 59090 5.57 1143414 
355,€6 o3.88 5.57 1143.360 
378,14 61,38 5957 1143.302 
3.6C) 40..2 71986 5.57 1143,242 
3.8(0 422.55 15.85 5.57 1143.177 
4,0(0 444.78 19,84 5957 1143,1t9 
4,2t0 467.05 83.84 5.57 1143.038 
4,400 489,29 87.83 5957 1142,963 
4,601 511053 91,82 5.57 1142,685 
4.800 533.46 95,80 5.57 1142,803 
5.001 556oC2 99,80 5.58 1142.717 
5.2(0 576,21 103c78 5,58 1142,629 
107.76 558 1142.536 
/,fl IN A)) 	)) 11 	1 - 	7/-. rl 	rl Q 1 1L) 	LI.f'i 
Li)e (t 11Lt,j'sL 
£67.16 119.73 5.58 11429239 
123.72 5.58 1142.132 
711.66 127.71 5.58 1142022 
733.67 1310 65 5.58 11419 519 
608(0 756,12 135.68 5,8 1141.793 
70'ThU 778,36 139.66 5958 1141.673 
7.2(0 80'958 143.64 5.58 1141.549 
7,410 €224 147.63 5.58 1141,422 
7.6 	() 64.9 151.62 5.58 1141.291 
€67o:2 15560 5.58 1141,157 
6.535 726.60 131039 5958 11419020 
5,878 653.63 117,32 5.58 1140.879 
5.448 £05.14 108.75 5.58 11409734 
5,119 569.13 112,19 5.59 114'.586 
4.650 535,24 96.b4 5.59 11409435 
4.621 513.64 9230 5.59 1140.280 
4,423 491.83 88.36 5.59 11409122 
4.248 472.34 84.87 5959 1139. 9o0 
4.J91 454.66 81.7 5.59 1139.795 
20545 435.6 78,92 5.59 1139.626 
.0 81S 424967 76.34 5.59 113'.454 
3.700 411.42 73.97 5.59 1139.278 
3.590 35519 71,79 5.59 11399099 
3.466 387.63 69,76 5959 1138.916 
3,393 377.4 67,86 5.59 1138.730 
267.4 66.(19 5.60 1138,541 
,220 358.02 64o43 5.o() 1138.347 
3.141 349.27 62,86 5.60 11389151 
3,067 341,CC 61039 5960 1137.951 
0596 33.17 59099 50  1137.747 
2,930 325976 58.66 5.60 11379540 
2.26 218.70 57.41 5960 1137330 
2,th6 312.00 56.21 5.60 1131.116 
2.748 2C5.60 55.07 5060 1136.899 
2.693 25548 53097 596 1136.678 
2.641 293965 52.93 5.61 1136.454 
2.51 288006 51994 50al 11369226 
2,42 282.7C 5:),98 5.61 1135.595 
2.456 277.55 50.06 5.ol 1135.760 
2,452 272.61 49918 5,61 11359522 
2.409 267.65 48.33 5.61 1135.280 
2.366 263,28 47,52 5.61 1135.035 
2.328 2589E6 46.73 5,01 11.34.787 
2,290 254961 45,98 5.62 1134,535 
2.253 250.51 45924 5,o2 1134.280 
29217 246o54 44954 5.62 1134.021 
)0U. 
2o 117 235941 42,56 5.62 1133.223 
2.rb6 2 31,93 41.94 5.o2 1132.951 
2.06 228.56 41.34 5.62 1132.675 
2.C26 225.9 40.76 5,63 1132.395 
1.98 22.13 4f). 20 5963 1132.112 
1.970 219.(5 39.65 5.63 1131.826 
1.943 216.C5 39,12 5.63 1131.536 
1.917 213.15 38,60 5oo3 1131242 
1.892 210.32 38.]J) 5.63 1130.946 
1.867 2J 1.51 37.61 5.63 113'.)o646  
1.843 2 1)4.bS 37.14 5.64 1130342 
1.819 212.29 36967 5.64 113I. 035 
1.197 195.15 36,22 5.64 1129,724 
1.774 197,26 35079 5eo4 1129.410 
1.753 194.87 35.36 5.64 11299093 
1.731 152,52 34.94 5.64 11289772 
10711 19,3 34.54 5 9 65 1128.447 
10691 187,99 34.14 5.65 1128.120 
1.671 135.81 3375 5.65 1127.788 
1.652 183,67 33.37 5.65 1121.454 
1.633 181059 33.01 5.65 1127.116 
1.L15 175.55 32.65 5.65 1126.774 
1.557 177,56 32.25 5.66 1126.429 
1.519 17501 31.95 5.66 1126.081 
1.562 173,71 31961 5966 1125.729 
1.546 171.85 31.28 5,66 1125,374 
1.529 171.03 30.96 5.66 1125.015 
1.513 168025 3(,65 5.66 1124.653 
1.497 166.0 30.34 5.67 1124.288 
10482 164,79 3).04 5,67 1123919 
1,467 16311 29,74 5,67 1123,546 
1.42 161.47 29.45 5,67 11239170 
1.438 155,81 29017 5967 1122o791 
1,424 158,29 28,89 5,68 1122.4fl9 
10410 156o -14 28,o2 5.68 1122.023 
1,356 155.23 28.35 5.68 1121.633 
1,383 153914 28.09 5.66 1121.240 
1,370 12.28 27.83 5,68 1120.844 
10357 15, 65 27.58 5,69 112', 444 
1,344 14944 27,33 5,69 112).041 
1,332 148,C6 27909 5,69 1119,635 
1,315 146071 26985 5969 1119.225 
1.307 145.38 26.62 5,69 11189811 
1.256 144.C7 26,39 5.70 1118,395 
1.264 142. 	9 26.17 5.70 1117.974 
1.213 141,52 25.94 5.7() 1117.551 
1.2/-7 c_7r' 
10251 13 1;0 C7 25.51 5910 1116.694 
1.240 137.87 25.30 5.71 1116.260 
1.229 136.S 25.10 5.11 1115.823 
1,219 1350 53 24.89 5.71 1115.332 
1.219 134.35 24970 5.71 1114.938 
1.195 13327 24.5 5972 1114.491 
1,189 132.17 24.31 5.12 1114.040 
1.179 131.Cs 24.12 5.72 1113.586 
1,169 13 23.93 .72 1113.128 
1,180 128.57 23.75 5.73 1112667 
1.151 121.53 23.57 5.73 1112o20 3 
1.141 12.S1 23.39 5.73 1111.735 
1.132 12551 23.21 5973 1111.264 
1.123 124992 23.04 5.74 1110.790 
1.115 123.55 22.87 5.74 1110.312 
10 116 122.59 22970 5.74 1109.831 
IQ C ~ 8 122.04 22.54 5.14 11)9,340 
1.089 121.11 22,38 5.75 111'8. 858 
1.081 12'.0 22.22 5.75 1108,366 
1.073 119.3) 22.06 5.75 1107.872 
1.065 11804) 21.91 5.75 1107,374 
1.057 117.3 21o75 5,76 1106.872 
1.C45 11606 21.6*. 5.7o 11J6.367 
1.042 115981 21.45 5.76 1105,859 
1.034 114.57 21.31 5.76 11"59347 
1.026 114014 21.17 5.77 11.S'.. 832 
10019 113.31 21.02 5.77 11049314 
1012 112.51 2088 5.77 11J39792 
111071 20.74 5.77 1103,2o7 
110.53 20.61 5.78 1102.739 
00991 11.15 20.47 5.78 1102.207 
C.584 109.39 20.34 5978 1101.672 
0.577 106.3 21.21 5.79 1101.133 
C. 970 1C7.89 20 o 08 5079 11)0.591 
Co 54 11 7a 15 19096 5919 	
6 1100.046 
0.957 10.2 19,83 5.79 10)9.497 
C.951 105,7C 19971 5980 1098.946 
0.944 15.i') 19.58 5.80 1098.39 13 
C. 538 104.30 19.46 5.80 109 7o832 
0.932 103.1 19.34 5081 1097.270 
0.926 112.52 19023 5,81 1096.7I5 
Cc S20 1J2.5 19.11 5.81 1096,136 
00914 1,1o58 19000 5.82 1095.564 
00908 100.52 18.88 5.82 1094,989 
0.902 10027 18.77 5.82 1094.41fe 
C.896 99063 18066 5.82 1093.628 
00890 99000 18.55 5.83 1093.243 
191 
C.ti79 S7o75 18.34 5.83 1U90 1 J63 
00874 c7.14 1823 5.84 1091.467 
C. 8b8 96.54 18.13 5.84 1090.869 
0.863 9.94 18.33 5.84 1090.267 
O.87 959 3 11 11.93 5.85 1089.661 
94.76 17.83 5.85 1059.03 
0.847 94.18 17.73 5.85 1088.441 
C. b42 930 	1 17.63 5.86 1087.526 
0.837 93.04 17.53 5.86 1087.207 
0.832 92.48 1744 5.86 1086.586 
C0827 91.93 17.34 5987 108,960 
0.822 91,3 17.25 5.87 1085.332 
C.817 90.84 17.16 5,81 1084.700 
0.812 50031 17.)7 5o bd 1084.065 
C.837 89.78 16.98 5988 1083.427 
C. 8)3 85.25 16.89 5.88 1032.785 
C.798 88.74 16.80 5.89 1032.140 
C97)3 88.22 16.71 5.89 1081.492 
0.789 87. 11 1663 5.89 1080.841 
0.784 E7.1 16.54 5.90 1030.186 
C.73( 86.71 16.46 5,97) 1079.528 
0.775 6602 1637 5,91 10789866 
C771 85,74 16.29 5.91 1078.202 
C.lol 85.25 16.21 5.91 1077.534 
Ce7&)2 84.78 16.13 5.92 1016.863 
0.758 840 3r, 16.05 5.92 1076.188 
0.754 83.83 15.91 5.92 1075,510 
Co 	50 83. 37 150 89 5.93 1074.829 
0.746 82091 15.81 5.93 1014.145 
C.742 82.46 15.74 5.93 1073.457 
0,738 82.01 15.66 5.94 1072.7o6 
U9734 81056 15.59 5.94 1012.072 
C.730 81.12 15.51 5995 1)71.375 
0.726 80068 15.4' 5.95 1070o74 
06722 80,25 15.37 5995 1069.970 
0.718 7992 15029 5.96 1069.263 
0714 79040 15.22 5996 1068.552 
00710 78.96 15.15 5.97 1067839 
0.7)7 78.56 15.08 5097 1067,122 
Co 7(3 78.15 1501 5.97 1066.402 
0.699 17.74 14.95 5.98 1t)5.78 
0.696 77033 14.88 5.98 1064.951 
00692 76093 14.81 5.99 1064.222 
Cc 6b8 76.53 14.74 5.99 1063.458 
C.685 76o11 14.68 5.99 1062.752 
0.631 75.1. 14.61 6.00 10o29012 
0,678 75.36 149 j5 6.00 1061.269 
192 
LJJQ I 1t 
C. 6o7 74.22 149 36 6902 159,021 
73.4 14930 6.02 1058,266 
C066]. 73047 14.23 602 1057.507 
00658 13,11 14.17 6.03 106.744 
C0654 12.4 1411 6.03 1055.979 
0.651 72.38 14o .35 6.04 1055,210 
72.02 13.55 6,04 104,438 
C9645 71.67 13 	94 6,05 103663 
0.641 71.32 13. db 6.05 1052.885 
C.638 70.c7 13.82 06 106 1052.103 
Oa 63 5 7',62 13,76 6.06 1051.318 
C. 632 70.28 13971 o.06 1050,531 
C.625 65.53 13.5 6.07 1049.739 
0.626 69,60 130 59 6.07 1048.945 
0.623 69.26 13.54 6008 1048147 
00620 68.53 1348 6908 1D47.347 
0.617 68.60 13.43 6.09 1046.543 
0.614 68.7 13.38 6.09 1045.736 
00611 67.5 13.32 6.10 1 044.926 
C.68 67.63 13.27 6.10 1044.112 
67.1 13.22 6911 1043.295 
0.602 13.17 6011 1142.476 
0.6)0 6606 13.11 6.12 1041.653 
0.597 66.36 13.06 6,12 1041.826 
C,594 6606 13.01 6.13 1039,997 
U.51 65.45 12.96 6013 1'39,165 
12,91 6.14 1038.329 
09536 65.14 1286 6.14 1037.490 
0.583 644 12.82 6015 1036.648 
C0 5d0 64955 12.77 6.15 1035 o 803 
0.578 64,5 12.72 6.16 11134,955 
C.515 03oS6 12.67 6.16 1034,103 
0.573 63067 12,62 6.17 1033.249 
0.570 63.38 12.58 6.17 1032.391 
0.557 63.C5 12.53 6.18 1031.530 
C.5o5 62o 8A 12.48 6918 1030.666 
C.52 6252 12,44 6019 1029,799 
Cc 56(l 62,24 12,39 6.19 1028.928 
0.557 61.97 12,35 6,20 1028.055 
00555 61065 12.30 6020 1127,178 
C.52 61.4 2 1292 6.21 1026,299 
C.550 61.14 12.22 o.21 1025.416 
C.541 60.€7 12.17 6.22 1024.530 
0.545 60,61 12.13 6.22 1023.641 
C.543 6J03. 12009 6.23 1022.749 
0.540 o0.C8 12.04 6,23 1021.853 
1 i 
193 
'.V 	'' d UØC.J 
C.5i3 59,29 11.92 6.25 1019.149 
Co 5 31 590C3 110 88 6026 1018.241 
(1.529 58.76 11.84 6,26 1017,330 
C,526 58.52 11.80 6.27 1016.416 
0.524 56,27 11.76 6927 1fl15.499 
0,522 50C2 11.72 6o28 1014,579 
C.520 57077 1168 bo28 101 3o656 
C951 7 570 	3 11064 6,29 1012.729 
0.515 57.28 11,6() 6.30 1011.800 
C.513 570C4 11.56 6.30 1010,867 
C.511 56,80 11,2 6.31 1009,932 
Co 519 56,55 lie 48 o.31 118, 993 
Co 506 56.2 11.45 6.32 lCfl8,052 
C.54 5o,C8 11,41 6.33 10070107 
00 5)2 55. 65 11037 6.33 1fl 1 6. 159 
C,510 55,61 11.33 o,34 1fl1J5,208 
0,498 55o 38 11,30 6934 1004.254 
C.496 55.14 11.26 6935 1003,297 
00494 54,92 1122 6936 1002.337 
0.452 4, 	9 110 19 6.36 IIIA lo 314 
C,490 5446 11,15 6 9 37 10)J,408 
0.488 54,24 11.12 6937 999.438 
0.466 54,C1. 11908 6,38 998.466 
53079 1105 6,39 997.491 
0,482 53.57 11001 6.39 996,512 
C,460 53.5 10,8 6.40 995.531 
0,418 53.14 10.95 o.41 594.547 
C.416 52,S2 10,91 6.41 993,559 
0.414 52,73 10,88 6.42 9929569 
0.412 52.49 1)84 6.42 991.575 
0.470 5227 10081 6.43 9,579 
0,468 52.06 10.78 6.44 989.579 
C.4t.6 51E6 10.75 6.44 988,577 
C,464 5164 10.71 6945 	1 987.571 
0,463 51944 10068 6.46 936,563 
C.401 51,23 1065 6.46 985.551 
51.C2 1fl.62 6.47 984.536 
C,'+57 50.82 10.59 6948 983.519 
0.455 50,62 10.5 6.48 982,498 
0.453 50.42 10.52 6.49 9819475 
0.452 5,21 1 0,949 6950 980,448 
C.40 51,01 10.46 605 10 579419 
C9448 4S,1 10.43 6,51 978.386 
4,194 455.22 72.65 6.52 977.351 
6,863 73,15 119,87 6,53 976.312 
6*761 S7414 15218 6.53 975.271 
5-lil 
lim 
39922 436.C7 69,89 6.55 572.129 
3,543 353.c8 63.47 6.56 5719075 
3.266 3 o3.12 58.77 6.57 970,119 
3.@5() '1 -390 16 55.12 6,57 568.960 
31c.3 52.18 6.58 967.898 
.732 3i3.76 49.74 6.59 566.833 
2.6C5 290o14 47.68 6,oO 965.764 
2.54 2 703ti 45.V' 6.60 964,693 
2.411 268.C7 44034 6.01 563.619 
2a 32S 258.55 42.96 6.62 962.542 
2.255 251.79 41.72 6.63 961.463 
2.185 4J61 6.oi 9o),380 
2.129 236o -14 39.61 6.64 959.294 
2.C14 23lo62 38.69 6.65 958.206 
2.024 225.03 37.84 6.66 957.114 
1.S17 219981 37.06 6,06 5569020 
1534 214oSS 3634 6.67 9549923 
1.893 21rio50 35.67 6.68 9539822 
1.855 206.30 35.04 6.69 952.719 
1.820 02.31 34.45 6.69 951.613 
1.787 198.66 i3.5 6.70 950, 5 ,34 
1.755 1,5.16 33.38 6.71 949.392 
1,725 19105 32.88 6.12 9489278 
1.6,7 188.73 32.42 6.73 947160 
1.671 185. 15 31.97 6.73 946, 
1.645 182.52 31.55 6.74 944916 
10641 180.21 31.1 6.75 943.790 
1.597 177962 30,77 6.76 9429661 
10575 175.16 30.40 6.77 9419529 
1.554 172. iS 3.J5 6977 94J.394 
1.534 170.52 29.72 6.78 939.256 
10514 168.34 29 40 6.79 938.115 
1.495 166923 29.09 o.80 536.72 
1.477 16401 2879 6.81 935.826 
12.26 28.51 6.82 534.617 
1.442 160.37 28.23 6,82 933,524 
1.426 15b056 27.56 6983 932.370 
1.410 156.60 27971 6.84 931o212 
1995 155009 21.46 o,85 930.052 
1.380 153.44 27922 6,86 928,888 
1.366 151964 26.98 6.87 927.722 
1.352 1509 29 26. 7o 6.68 9269 553 
1.338 148.17 26.54 6.88 925.381 
10325 147.30 26.32 6,89 924.206 
1,312 145,88 26. 12 6,90 923.029 
1.295 144.45 25.91 6.91 921,849 
1 / 	1 7) C) Cfl 	LL L. 
195 
1of5 141o81 Z 5o5i b.' 
1.264 14C053 25.34 6.94 918.291 
10253 139.28 25.16 6095 9170100 
1.242 138.05 24.5 6.96 915.905 
1.231 136.€6 24.81 6.96 
1.20 135.65 24965 c.97 913.508 
10210 1i4.5 24.48 6,98 912.306 
1. 2 !1 1 0 133.43 24.32 ,99 911. 10) 
1.190 132.34 24.17 7.00 909.892 
10161 131. 27 24.02 7.'1 5086681 
1.171 130022 23,87 7.02 9U79467 
1.162 1.502t) 23.72 7.03 906.251 
1.153 128.19 23.58 7.34 91)5,031 
1.144 127o 2l 23944 7.05 903. 810 
1.135 126.24 23.3 7.06 902.565 
1 
	1 27 12 1) 	17 4J0L 7 	r1 $OJI 7JL0 
10118 124.36 23.03 7,08 9)0. 127 
1011' 123.45 22.91 7.09 898,894 
1,192 122.55 22.78 7910 897.658 
1.094 121.67 22.66 7911 896.420 
lo C67 120.81 22.53 7.12 895.179 
19019 119.6 22.41 7.13 893.935 
1.C71 119.12 22.30 7.14 892.688 
1.06 1, 118.30 22.13 7.15 891.439 
19057 117,45 22,07 7.16 89'.187 
19045 116069 21.96 7,17 888032 
1042 115.51 21.85 7.18 8379674 
1.C36 115.14 21.74 7,19 886.414 
10029 114033 21.64 7.20 885.151 
1. 1)2 113.63 21.53 7,1 883,885 
1.015 112.53 21.43 7.22 882.617 
112017 21.33 7,23 881.346 
1,(1)2 111,45 21.23 7,24 880.073 
110, 15 21.13 7.25 878.796 
110006 21004 7,26 877.517 
C,534 105.38 20,94 7,27 876.236 
21).35 7.28 814.951 
0,972 108,03 2.76 7,29 873.6t4 
C0966 107,37 20.67 7.3J 872.375 
C,960 106.43 20.58 7.31 8719082 
C.554 11160 C9 20.49 7.32 869,787 
C9948 1H5,'i5 21).41 7.4 8o8,49') 
0.543 104,33 20.32 7035 867.189 
(.937 104.2 2 0.24 7.36 665.686 
0.932 103.61 2001ó 7.37 364.581 
0.526 103.00 20.07 7,38 863.272 
0.521 11)2,41 19.99 7,39 861,962 
I' ie1 	cla I gn 	cl 7 Z. n 
196 
C. 505 100067 19.76 7.42 858.013 
Cc Wo 10011 19068 7044 8569692 
0.855 99.54 19061 7.45 855.368 
C0890 S90co 19. 53 7046 854,042 
19.46 7.47 652.713 
(.880 57.Y1 19.39 1,48 851381 
C.816 57.31 19.32 7.49 850.047 
0.871 969E4 19.25 7.51 848.110 
19.18 7.52 847370 
95.75 19.11 7,53 846.C28 
C0657 95,28 19.04 7,54 844,683 
(1.852 90 11 13097 7955 8439336 
0.848 94.27 18090 7.57 841.986 
0.643 93.76 18.84 7958 840.634 
0.8.9 93,.8 18.71 7.39 839.279 
(.835 52.75 18.71 7.6() 837922 
0.830 92..1 18,65 7.62 836.562 
(.826 91.84 18.58 1963 835.199 
0.822 91936 18.52 7.o4 833.834 
0.817 5 U.88 18.46 7965 832.466 
0.813 S. A3 18.40 7.7 331,096 
C.89 85.97 18.3' 7,68 829,723 
C.8.)5 89.51 18.28 7.o9 828.348 
C. 8U1 890 Co 18.22 7.70 826.970 
C.757 68061 18.16 7,72 825.590 
C.793 88.17 180 11 7.73 824.207 
0.789 87,73 1b.5 7.74 822.822 
0,185 6793 17.99 7,76 821.434 
C.781 86.66 17.94 7077 82-.)o 044 
t.777 86,44 17,88 7.18 818.651 
C0714 86,01 17.83 7.80 817.256 
2.4.'? 41.1) 7.81 815,858 
3,369 376,78 53.07 7.82 814458 
4.092 454.c7 65.6 7.84 	, 813.055 
4.671 519.32 73.26 7985 811.650 
5.174 575.23 80.39 7.86 810,242 
5,627 25.62 86978 7.88 8)8.832 
6.041 671.65 92,62 7,b9 807.419 
6,425 114.35 98.04 7.90 806.004 
69735 754.46 103910 7.92 804.586 
7.126 752o:1 107,88 7993 8l3.167 
7,445 828.30 112041 7.95 801.744 
70759 662967 116.73 7,96 8000319 
6.055 695.64 120.87 7.97 798.892 
6,340 927.38 124.85 7.99 797.462 
6.616 958,G1 128,68 8000 796.030 
CP7.L 794-S913  
197 
oL1 f7oLJQ 
1o44 8.05 7919719 
c.637 1C7102 142.81 8.06 790.277 
5. 875 icc d.C'i 146.10 8.08 788.833 
RA* 	i&ANTS TO PENETRATE BELCW OEtPEST 	LL,V) CARD GIVEN 198 
FIFST R[FRTUR o.EAR 5bEILAND 










8 - ?) 8 fl 	44 





21 4 23 
L 	P 	 L -, 	 ( 
e-7C7 
REF0TI= 	010 SEC 	REF0V= 607 KM/SEC 




v 0J Ii 
19290 00i -006 
1733 0018 -0009 
0O3 
U30  7C -022 
.C,c.10 001I -016 
0 ,,, 03 
0 0 06 -3 q 20 
'i5o2c 0005 -020 
7o50 023 03 
028 C)002 
5oo3 052 025 
b3c23 042 015 
68 c 94 00 29 003 
60072 0ô4 038 
~ 8o 21 023 -004 
1.0777 0056 029 
I I 4o 80 057 0 0 30 
£24o13 069 042 
40O5 030 
2ôo9 0O7 - 0 0 19 
(.ÔLCLLATLC PR,PETERS: 
UERSL VELCCIIY= 	00].L47S 
VELLLITY 	 0C6E 
ST4CMU LE\iIAT10N= 000106 
STALARL) CEVIAT1CN= 	0O39 
flTERCEPT TIME= 	C032 
	
STANCARD OEVIATI LA= 	0474 
RPSE= 	0022e 
FL5I REFkACTOR NEAR SHETLAND 
00000C OC 00000coo QOGO 0000 00000100000 0000 00 00 00 0000000000 00 
0 	 1 	 0 
o ii 	 0 
o 	 1 	 0 
o 1 o 
o 	 0 
o 1 	11 	 1 
—1— 	 -----1 -1- 
o 	 1 	 0 
1 1 	 0 
o 	1 	1 	 1 
0 	 0 
o 0 
o 	 0 
00000CCC3000C0OCCC000O00OO100000000000 0000000000000000 
C15T1 ELI ICN 3y LIST\CE 	SIZE 
FCt\GE (iF X AXIS IS 	6 IL) 	20 14c 37 
RANGE CF Y AXIS 15 —O487 IC C0424 
* 
---- - 
CI.STRIEL1ICN 6Y SILE 
?..At'GE CF X AXIS IS —0 3 467 TO O424 
200 
F11S1 REFACTCF L\CRTh CF tEEROEENShIRE 
201 NUVEER UF OES0= 	6 RF0TI= 	(;25 SEC 	REF0v o 0 0U KM/SEC 
S1-SHUT TIME(SEC) EISTAfCE(KM) 0-C 	(SEC) 0-C 	(EC 
RLF 0 CAL0 
9-6726 33D 39 201 	17 0005 —0 , 04 
3122 160059 028 0006 
9-72 8 1 710 30 026 -0009 
2243 1278 0043 017 
S-31 2Co 19 11530 061 
9-6732 16,10 1033. 05 —0009 
CLCULATEC PIRtETERS: 
INVERSE VELOCITY= 	C0i572 
VELCITY= 	 6o A22 
IITERCEPT T IM 	 210O 
STANUARD DEVIATIUN= C00126 
STANDARD DLVIATION= 	0051 
STNCARD DEVIATION= 	0467 
RtSE= 	0fl3 







o 	 1 0 
0 0 
o 0 
o 	 ] 	 0 
o 1 
C 	 0 
o 0 
1 0000 0 0 000000CQ00000eC00000000000000001000000000000cQO00 
UISTfIELI lUi 3Y CISTAN 	ILE 
RAN(L CF X AXIS IS 1.0333 TC 2°i7 
RANtL CF Y .XIS iS —OO91 I 	Oo 171 
** * 
D1STtIcL11CN 3Y SILE 
RCE CF X taXIS 15 —0091 TO O171 
SECCN REF 'CTC 	 F SHETLAND 
N'2LE 	uF u= 	5 EIFTi= 	:e:I s..c visc 




71 231 051) io 06 4 )0 1 5 
12307c" —05 
1 C 7 o '_ Cl O 0 bb C e C)4 
203 
CLCULATL. PtETES: 
iIVES 	VLLCI1Y 	14676 
VELLLUY 
1iTER(LPT ri= 	j82S 
STA;DiR3 bF_- Vl#'%TlON= O0OJ114 
STAAJARL) UEV1/T1u= 	0053 
STANiJtRU CEV I A T lUii= 	Oo 397 
Pt'SE= 	OC'77 
ECCND RFRACTUR EAST CF Sh[TLN(i 
O 000 or OC 00C CO0O 00 000 3.0 C or, 0?C000 00 00090 0000 0000 00 0C0OC 
o 	 0 
o 	 0 
o 	 0 
o 	 0 
o 
o 	 C 
o 	 0 
o 	 0 
0 	 3. 
o 	 0 
1. 0 
o 	 3. 	 o 
Oc 0000003 3000 000 000CC 0000000 30000 00 0000000000 0100000003 
LIST ItL11L 	iY D I 	 AN 	SlZE 
CF X AXIS IS 10710 TO 
RAJE [1 F Y AXIS IS -5 	IC 	0,, 147 
 
204 
DIS11, IL1ICN 13Y SIZE 
RANGE LF x AXIS IS -O65 TO 
1] 
 
CCS1iNT VELCCITY MCCEL 4/8 
	
£EPhT(KM) 	 'ELCCITY(KM/SEC) 	 P(SEC/RAD) 
0.0 	 600 F3 	 1061983 
3U,0 6000 1056.83 
3.0 	 8000 	 792.63 
55.0 8000 789.50 
E= 41.00 	£E= 0.05 	CELTAMAX= 180.0 
CASTAtCt(CEG1 C1STAICE(KM) TIME(SEC) VA(KM/SEC) P(SEC/RAO) 
C0626 6~ c57 15.29 7995 801.376 
co 62 5 6SoA4 15.27 7.96 800.768 
156 7996 810.159 
65.19 15.24 7097 7990550 
C.21 690 C7 15.23 7997 798.940 
68995 15.21 7.98 798.329 
1.61", 68.82 15.20 7.99 797.718 
(Jo Cie 66.7J 15.18 7.99 797.106 
1.617 68.', 1517 8000 796.494 
C.616 6o'7 15.15 8.00 795.881 
(.615 68.4 1.14 8.01 795208 
(.614 08022 15.12 8.02 794.653 
C.612 6S.10 150 11 8.02 794.039 
(0611 67.58 1509 8.03 793.423 
co 61c 6 7.€ô 15.08 8.04 792.807 
-4o4,.)3 AdS05E 67.54 8.04 79.191 
6.512 124.C1 96.68 8905 791.573 
€.045 654.55 117.86 8.05 7909956 
90314 1035.65 13537 8.06 790.337 
1C.41 1158.5 150.64 8.07 789.719 
IM'dS TO FEtETR1E 	EELCW DEEPEST 	(0,V) CARD GIVEN 
205 
LEHMAI\N 1S9 EL.ROPE 
LPhJLKI') VELCCITY(KM/SEC) P( SEC/RAD) 
000 6.30 1011927 
35•f) 6.30 1015.71 
35.0 8000 792.00 
55 • 0 8.12 777983 
E= 36.30 CE= 	0.05 CELTAMAx= 180.0 
CISTANCE(CEC-) CISTAI\CE(KM) TIME(SEC) 	VA(KM/SEC) P(SEC/RAO) 
C.€05 89. 	2 18.01 8.03 793.621 
C. 8)4 89.26 17.99 8.113 7939073 
C.802 89.20 17,97 8904 792.526 
20.4 8904 791.978 
1.52 173.6 28,46 8.05 791.428 
2C.47 32.66 8.06 790.879 
233. 35.9 8906 799 329 
2o 2j9 255.59 38.63 8.07 789.778 
29474 275,3 41,4 8.07 789.227 
;Q 632 92.63 43.22 8008 788.675 
2.776 208.4 45.23 8.08 788.122 
20913 323,92 47.09 8009 787.569 
2.041 338010 48,85 8.09 787.015 
3.101 31.1 50,50 8010 786.461 
;o216 sc 40 2s 52,08 8011 785.906 
53.58 8.11 785.351 
3.42 388.22 5503 8.12 784.794 
_30593 299.5(' 56.42 8.12 7849238 
410.40 57.76 8.13 783.680 
30766 420.94 59.Oo 8.14 783.123 
;067d 431916 6031 8914 782.564 
3,967 441,10 61.53 8.15 782.005 
40054 454, t6 6272 8.15 781.445 
4,139 460,0 63,87 8.16 780.885 
65.J0 8.16 7809324 
4.3)2 478038 66.10 8.17 779.162 
,3d1 487,17 7.18 8,18 779.200 
4.4c 495,7 68.23 8018 778.638 
4.535 504,21 69.26 819 778.074 
RAI 	ANTS TO PENETRATE 	tELCW DEEPEST 	(C,V) 	CARD GIVEN 
HICDEN LAYERS IN 1HE Jo—Bo ?ODEL 
	
207 
V(Kt/SEC) 	(SEC) 	C(KM) 	H(KM) 
5o7 103S 15O2 102 
eo 50 10 65 5 3 78 208O 
i0cc 2'i35 
678 2i4 2 o le 2712 
0 c2 2o31 2S047 
205S 20CS .1 , 5 7 
702C 208C lcSi. 33o47 
7o4 300C loll 35o 24 
748 302C 10E5 -2 6o 89 
203S 156 3845 
7o7 
TC2= 2041SEC 	)C2= 16C013KM 
